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Abstract

On the Interactions between Charges, Phonons and Photons in Electric Field
Tunable Quantum Dot Molecules

by

Mark L. Kerfoot

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Merced

Professor Kevin Mitchell, Chair

This dissertation focuses on the optical properties of single InAs/GaAs quantum
dot molecules. A quantum dot molecule consists of a pair of quantum dots coupled
by a nanometer scale tunneling barrier. Compared to single quantum dots, quantum
dot molecules provide greatly enhanced versatility – with the ease of an electric field
control, one gains broad flexibility to tune electronic energy levels and manipulate
particle tunneling within a QDM. As a consequence, individual QDMs are being in-
tensely studied as controllable interfaces of charge, spin and photonic quantum states
at the single particle level. On the other hand, phonons – the quantized vibrations of
the underlying crystal lattice – have mostly been left outside the realm of coherent
control. In the domain of solid-state quantum technologies, the ubiquitous phonons
are mainly considered for the limitations they impose. Omnipresent electron-phonon
interactions and the predominantly dissipative nature of phonons are typically a ma-
jor source of decoherence of the atom-like quantum states hosted by low-dimensional
solid-state structures, such as QDMs.

Here, we report experimental and theoretical results on the interactions between
charges, photons and phonons in electric field tunable quantum dot molecules. Using
an effective mass perturbation model, we compute the low energy biexciton states of
a quantum dot molecule and apply them to provide a theoretical description of the
dipole-dipole interaction between two excitons occupying separate dots in a quantum
dot molecule. The expected properties of these so called dipolar states are presented,
and we highlight their potential application as a switch for manipulating the transition
energy and tunneling properties of the ground state neutral exciton. We then present
results from a comprehensive investigation of the quantum confined Stark effect in
quantum dot molecules, in which we studied the electric-field dependent energy shifts
of exciton states as a function of the tunneling barrier width. Our experimental and
computational results reveal that molecular wavefunction formation in quantum dot
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molecules strongly affects the quantum confined Stark effect, even as the dots are
tuned far from resonance for particle tunneling.

This dissertation culminates with our report of a novel mechanism by which
phonons are made non-dissipative and coherent via electric field control and the opti-
cally driven formation of a molecular polaron in a quantum dot molecule. The coher-
ent interaction of a single optical phonon with individual electronic states is revealed
via a Fano-type quantum interference that produces a phonon-induced transparency
in the optical absorption of individual quantum dot molecules. Experimentally, we
find that the transparency is widely tunable by electronic and optical means, and
provides a mechanism for amplifying weak coupling channels. This work is significant
in that it demonstrates a specific mechanism by which typically incoherent and dis-
sipative phonons are made to behave in a coherent and non-dissipative manner. As
such, we demonstrate that phonons may enter the realm of mutual control of quan-
tum states on the single particle level, which so far has been dominated by photons,
electrons and spins.
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7.1 Quantum states and couplings involved in the resonant optical and phonon
transitions of the Fano resonance. The photon energy ~ω ≈ εiX hits the
resonance |iXn〉 and the indirect exciton |iXn〉 becomes coupled with the
polaron state |X0,m〉 via phonon-assisted tunneling t. Here, we introduce
notations more convenient for theory: The state |1〉 = |X0〉 is a direct
exciton in the bottom dot, |1,m〉 = |X0,m〉 is the same state with an
additional optical phonon mode, and the state |2〉 = |iXn〉 is a spatially
indirect exciton. |0〉 = |CGS〉 is the crystal ground state. The quantities
ν and νiX represent the optical transition amplitudes from the common
ground state to the polaron and indirect exciton states, respectively. . . . 127

7.2 Conditions for a phonon-induced Fano effect in QDMs. (a) Representative
diagram of the electric field dispersed energy levels of a QDM, showing how
the indirect excitons may be electrically tuned to the energy of the polaron
continuum. (b) Band diagram depiction of the phonon-induced Fano effect
in QDMs. Note the essential role of the phonon-assisted hole tunneling,
which couples the polaron and indirect exciton states. . . . . . . . . . . . 128

7.3 Illustration of the phonon-assisted processes. (a) Phonon-assisted optical
transition from the ground state to a polaron state in QD1. A phonon is
created in the process. (b) Phonon-assisted hole tunneling transition from
a polaron state to an indirect exciton state. A phonon is annihilated as
the hole tunnels from QD1 to QD2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132

7.4 The phonon-induced Fano effect. Graphs (a-e) plot the absorption func-
tion I(ω, Vg) for various bias voltages in the case where qFano = 0.5. We
have chosen a small value of the Fano factor to show the possibility of an
optical transparency window (see graph (c), Vg = 0). The gate voltage has
been referenced to graph (c), where the indirect exciton line crosses the
center of the polaron band. The absorption into the polaron continuum
has been normalized to one. The peak in (b), which is cut-off in the figure,
has a height of 2.85. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135

7.5 Diagram of the experimental scheme for observing the phonon-induced
Fano effect in our QDM samples. A resonantly tuned laser with energy
~ω drives transitions from the crystal ground state to the indirect exciton
and optical polaron states, which become coupled via phonon-assisted hole
tunneling. The excited states relax to the ground state exciton |X0〉 by
emitting an optical phonon of energy ~Ω. The intensity of optical emission
from the ground state exciton to the crystal ground state is monitored,
providing an indirect measurement of the absorption into the excited states.137
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7.6 Overview of the electric field dispersed spectra of our example QDM in
the region of transitions into the optical polaron states |X0,Ω〉. (a) PLE
map showing two polaron bands as well as a sequence of indirect excitons
states |iX0〉 to |iX4〉 and the direct exciton state |X2〉. The energy of the
optical polaron states (red labels) is referenced to the ground state neutral
exciton. (b) Level-Anticrossing sequence of the indirect exciton states with
the direct neutral exciton ground state |X0〉. The resonances |iX2〉± |X0〉
and the resonances |iX3〉 ± |X0〉 and |iX4〉 ± |X0〉 are shown in higher
contrast in panels (d) and (e). There, the vertical and horizontal scale bars
measure 1 meV and 0.1 V, respectively. (c) PL map of the ground state
neutral exciton. Note that the PLE map in panel (a) indicates absorption
intensity, while the PL maps in panels (b-e) measure emission intensity. . 138

7.7 (a) A PLE map showing Fano interference as the |iX3〉 and |iX4〉 states
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation focuses on investigations of coupled pairs of solid state semicon-
ductor quantum dots (QDs), commonly known as quantum dot molecules (QDMs).
Quantum dots are often referred to as artificial atoms due to their atom-like spectra,
which exhibit ultra-sharp, discrete transition lines. This is a consequence of their
nanometer-scale size, which leads to quantum confinement in all three dimensions.
The first solid state semiconductor QDs were developed by researchers in the early
1990’s [1, 2, 3]. By the mid-1990’s, the innovation of single QD optical spectroscopy
allowed researchers to perform detailed studies of individual QDs [4, 5, 6]. Since then,
numerous studies of QDs under the influence of external fields (electric, magnetic and
optical) have revealed that QDs have atom-like fine structures and can be made to
exhibit all the features of a resonantly driven two-level system [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14]. As a consequence of their atom-like properties and the maturity of semi-
conductor processing techniques, much applied research has focused on developing
electronic and spin states in QDs as potential qubits and single photon emitters for
use in quantum information technologies [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].

Quantum dot molecules consist of two individual QDs separated by a nanometer
scale tunneling barrier. Compared to single QDs, QDMs offer improved versatility
and manifest novel physical properties. Using a built-in electric field control, QDM
electronic energy levels may be Stark shifted over a range of tens of meV [23, 24].
By tuning the electronic energy levels in separate QDs to resonance, one observes
a hallmark feature of QDMs: the tunneling of charge carriers (electrons and holes)
between separate dots and the formation of delocalized carrier wavefunctions that
spread across the entire QDM [25, 26, 27]. Like QDs, QDMs are considered an at-
tractive candidate for implementing quantum information technologies and are being
intensely studied as controllable interfaces of charge, spin and photonic states at the
single particle level [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].

This dissertation presents results from investigations of the optical properties of
individual QDMs under the influence of different internal and external perturbation
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

mechanisms. Chapter 5 presents a theoretical calculation of the low-energy biexciton
states in a QDM, computed from a perturbation theory model. The quantitative
expressions for the biexciton states and their transitions are of general interest given
the current proposals for using the biexciton-to-crystal ground state emission cascade
in QDMs as a potential source of entangled photons [33, 34, 35]. We make use of the
biexciton states to provide a theoretical description and analysis of a class of dipolar
biexciton transitions. Such transitions have the potential for realizing sensitive charge
detection in QDMs. They involve a dipole coupling interaction mechanism that could
potentially be used as a switch for shifting the ground state exciton transition energy
or manipulating particle tunneling in a QDM.

Chapter 6 presents results from a study of the quantum confined Stark shift of
exciton states in QDMs. The experimental dependence of the permanent dipole
moment and the polarizability of direct and indirect exciton states as a function of
tunneling barrier width have been measured. We observe differences in the Stark
shifts of QDMs compared to single QDs, which are attributed to the formation of
molecular wavefunctions in QDMs. This chapter is the product of a collaboration
with researchers from Ohio University, where the experiments were conducted. My
contributions to the project included detailed clarifications of the theoretical model
of the Stark shift and the role of resonant versus non-resonant tunneling, culminating
in significant edits and additions to the paper manuscript. The results presented in
this Chapter were previously published in the journal Applied Physics Letters [36].

In Chapter 7, we demonstrate a novel phonon-induced transparency in QDMs.
This phonon-induced transparency is realized via the formation of a molecular po-
laron, the result of a Fano-type quantum interference. To validate the Fano effect, we
provide a theoretical model that is in good qualitative agreement with the experimen-
tal data. Experimentally, we find that the transparency is widely tunable by electronic
and optical means, and provides a mechanism for amplifying weak coupling channels.
This work is significant in that it demonstrates a mechanism by which typically inco-
herent and dissipative phonons are made to behave in a coherent and non-dissipative
manner. As such, we demonstrate that phonons may enter the realm of mutual con-
trol of quantum states on the single particle level, which so far has been dominated
by photons, electrons and spins. This work represents a collaborative effort. The
experimental measurements and data analysis were performed at the University of
California, Merced by members of the Quantum Matter Group, while the theoretical
model was provided by A. O. Govorov of Ohio University. The results presented in
this Chapter were previously published in the journal Nature Communications [37].

The contents of this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the
fabrication methodology of the quantum dot molecules that we have investigated. In
Chapter 3, we provide a theoretical description of semiconductor QDs and QDMs,
laser driven two-level systems, Fano interference, phonons and polarons. The theory
section is given in significant detail in order to make the dissertation theoretically clear
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and self-contained. In Chapter 4, we describe the experimental methods employed
in these investigations. The procedures and methodologies are presented in sufficient
detail in hope that they may be useful to current/future persons working in the
Quantum Matter Group at the University of California, Merced. Chapters 5 through
7 present the theoretical and experimental results of our investigations and Chapter
8 is the conclusion. The dissertation also contains the following appendices: (i)
Appendix A presents model calculations of the single particle wavefunctions in a QD,
(ii) Appendix B describes the laboratory procedure for generating a PL Bias Map in
the Quantum Matter Group at the University of California, Merced, (iii) Appendix C
presents the complete biexciton Hamiltonian matrix described in Chapter 5 and (iv)
Appendix D derives the power dependence formulas used in Chapter 7 to describe
the non-linearity of the phonon-induced Fano effect.



Chapter 2

Sample Fabrication Methodology

2.1 Self-Assembled InAs/GaAs QDMs

The InAs/GaAs quantum dot molecules used for the optical studies in this dissertation
were provided by the United States Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). The QDMs
were engineered to exhibit hole tunneling using the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) self-
assembled growth mode and were embedded in a Schottky diode structure to provide
electric field control [2, 23, 38].

QDs are formed in the SK growth mode by using atomic layer deposition methods
to control the growth of solid state crystals on a substrate [1]. As shown in Figure 2.1,
hot gases of semiconductor material are introduced into an evacuated chamber, where
they condense onto the substrate and crystallize one monolayer at a time. The height
of the crystal growth is controlled via the temperature, concentration and deposition

Figure 2.1: SK growth mode of self-assembled QDs. (a) A gas beam of semiconductor
material is deposited on a substrate, forming a semiconductor crystal one monolayer
at a time. (b) A second semiconductor material with a different lattice constant is
deposited, which self-organizes into nano-sized islands atop a wetting layer. (C) The
nascent QDs are then covered with the initial semiconductor material.

4
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Figure 2.2: Layer structure of the InAs/GaAs QDM samples studied in this disserta-
tion.

time [39]. To create QDs, layers of lattice-mismatched materials – semiconductors
with a common crystal structure, but different lattice constants – are deposited on
top of one another. A layer of the first material is initially deposited on the substrate.
The second material is then deposited and forms a thin layer, strained by the first
material, called the wetting layer. After the wetting layer reaches a characteristic
height, the second material self-organizes into nano-sized islands to relieve the strain
of the lattice mismatch.1 These islands are then covered with the first material to
form embedded, solid state QDs. QDMs may be formed by growing a second layer of
QDs, which preferentially align atop the initial QDs due to residual strain, thereby
creating vertically stacked QD pairs [3].

The layer structure of our InAs/GaAs QDM samples is shown in Figure 2.2. The
samples are grown on a (001) n-type GaAs substrate. The layer structure consists
of a 500 nm buffer of n+−GaAs (heavily doped with Te at ∼ 5 × 1017cm−3), 80 nm
of i-GaAs (i.e., undoped or intrinsic GaAs), the i-InAs QDMs, 230 nm of i-GaAs, a
40 nm blocking layer of Al0.3Ga0.7As, a 10 nm capping layer of i-GaAs, an 8 nm top
contact of titanium and an 80 nm aluminum shadow mask. The n+−GaAs buffer
and titanium contacts form an n− i Schottky diode that provides a tunable electric
field along the growth direction when a bias voltage is applied. The blocking layer
provides a large band gap material to reduce carrier tunneling between the QDs and
the metal layers. The aluminum shadow mask is equipped with apertures on the
order of 1 µm diameter to isolate single QDMs for optical study. The finished sample

1The lattice mismatch of InAs and GaAs is 7% and the InAs wetting layer has a thickness of
1.75 monolayers, or about ∼0.6 nm [2].
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Figure 2.3: An aperture map, showing patterned features that have been etched into a
QDM sample to locate apertures for optical investigation. The smallest dots indicate
the location of the viewing apertures that may contain anywhere from zero to many
QDMs. A naming scheme for the sample apertures in terms of numbered rows and
columns is illustrated.

is attached to a pin chip with electrical leads so that it can be easily mounted inside
the microscopy chamber of a cryostat and connected to an external power supply.

The InAs QDs in our samples have heights ranging from 2.5 to 4.0 nm and base
widths of about 20 − 25 nm. The quantum confinement energy of the QDs is thus
dominated by their height. To control QD height, the indium-flush technique is used,
whereby the exposed QDs are partially covered with GaAs and then annealed at high
temperature [40]. This effectively melts the top of the InAs islands to the height
of the GaAs covering layer, producing disk-shaped QDs with nanometer precision
height. The coupled QD pairs are separated by a GaAs tunneling barrier, which in
our samples range from 2 − 6 nm thick. To engineer the QDMs for hole tunneling
with the n− i Schottky diode, the top QD is grown with a smaller height, and thus
greater confinement energy, than the bottom QD [38]. This allows the hole energy
levels of the top and bottom QDs to be tuned to resonance when the Schottky diode
is operated in reverse bias (see also Figure 3.6 in Section 3.2). In addition, when both
dots are nominally set to the same height during fabrication, it is found that the top
dots exhibit a higher band gap than the bottom dots. This is attributed to a larger
lateral growth of the dots in the upper layer, which causes a different evolution of
the dots during the indium flush. Such QDMs, therefore, also predominantly exhibit
hole tunneling [38, 41].

The viewing apertures in the aluminum shadow mask are either randomly located
(made from Styrofoam balls embedded in the aluminum layer and then blown away)
or lithographically etched in a pattern. Figure 2.3 shows a diagram of the aperture
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pattern for a lithographically etched sample. In general, the samples are rotated
during MBE growth to assure uniform layer deposition. However, the rotation is
paused during QD growth in order to establish a density gradient of QDs across the
sample. Thus, apertures may be found that contain anywhere from a single to many
QDMs.



Chapter 3

Theoretical Background

3.1 Basics of Semiconductor Physics

The Schrödinger Equation

In quantum mechanics, all information about a quantum system is specified by its
state vector |Ψ(t)〉. The time evolution of the state vector is determined by the
Hamiltonian operator Ĥ, which contains all physical information about the system,
as given by the Schrödinger equation:

i~
d

dt
|Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ|Ψ(t)〉, (3.1)

where ~ is the reduced Plank’s constant. By expanding equation (3.1) in the basis
of position eigenstates, one arrives at the Schrödinger wave equation for the time
evolution of the spatial wavefunction Ψ(r, t):

i~
dΨ(r, t)

dt
= ĤΨ(r, t). (3.2)

For a single particle of mass m subject to a potential U(r, t), the Hamiltonian is given
by:

Ĥ = − ~2

2m
∇2 + U(r, t), (3.3)

where the Laplacian operator in Cartesian coordinates is ∇2 = ∂2

∂x2
+ ∂2

∂y2
+ ∂2

∂z2
.

Inserting (3.3) into equation (3.2), yields the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
for a single particle:

i~
dΨ(r, t)

dt
=

(
− ~2

2m
∇2 + U(r, t)

)
Ψ(r, t). (3.4)

8
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If the potential U = U(r) is time-independent, we may write the wavefunction as a
product of time and position dependent functions:

Ψ(r, t) = ψ(r)φ(t). (3.5)

Applying the method of separation of variables to equation (3.4) yields the following
separate equations for the time and position functions:(

− ~2

2m
∇2 + U(r)

)
ψ(r) = εψ(r), (3.6a)

dφ(t)

dt
= − i

~
εφ(t), (3.6b)

where ε is the energy of the system in state ψ(r). The solution of equation (3.6b)
is readily found to be φ(t) = e−iεt/~, which yields the phase of the particle in state
ψ(r). Equation (3.6a) is called the time-independent Schrödinger equation. Solving
(3.6a) with appropriate boundary conditions yields the stationary states (i.e., energy
eigenstates) of the system and its respective energy levels. Equation (3.6a) represents
the fundamental equation to solve in order to calculate the allowed energy levels of a
quantum particle subject to a time-independent potential U(r).

Band Structure

The fundamental physics of crystalline solids originates from their geometry – they
consist of atoms bound together in a periodic lattice. In principle, the Schrödinger
equation for a crystal is a many-body problem involving all the atoms of the crystal.
Despite today’s computational power, however, such a problem is still intractable to
solve. Instead, it is usually sufficient to simply calculate the energy levels of the most
highly excited (and weakly bound) valence electrons in order to understand the basic
electronic properties of crystalline materials. In this approximation, the nuclei and
core electrons are considered to comprise a lattice of stationary ions. Then, the inter-
actions of a single valence electron with the lattice ions and other valence electrons
can be represented by a single effective potential U(r). This approximation is known
as the independent particle approximation. Importantly, regardless of its detailed
form, U(r) inherits the periodicity of the crystal lattice. That is, U(r + R) = U(r),
where R is any vector with the periodicity of the crystal lattice. Thus, to determine
the energy levels of the most weakly bound valence electrons in a crystalline solid,
we must solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation of (3.6a) with appropriate
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boundary conditions for an independent electron subject to the periodic potential
U(r): (

− ~2

2me

∇2 + U(r)

)
ψ(r) = ε ψ(r), (3.7)

where me is the electron mass, ψ(r) is the electron wavefunction and ε is the electron
energy. Solving this problem leads to Bloch’s theorem, which states that the solutions
of (3.7) for any such U(r) take the form:

ψnk(r) = eik·r unk(r), (3.8a)

εnk = εn(k), (3.8b)

where k is the Bloch wave vector, εnk is the electron energy in state ψnk and the
Bloch function unk(r) = unk(r + R) has the periodicity of the crystal lattice. This
solution has the form of a plane wave modulated by the periodic Bloch function and
is known as a Bloch wavefunction. The subscript n is known as the band index, which
represents the fact that many independent eigenstates exist for each wave vector k.
In each single energy band n, the electron energy εnk as a function of the Bloch wave
vector defines the dispersion relation.

The effect of the electron interactions with the ion cores is to generate a series
of energy bands with continuous energy levels and energy gaps for which there are
no allowed particle states. The distinction between metals, insulators and semicon-
ductors is then determined by the crystal’s band structure and how it is populated
with Bloch electrons at absolute zero temperature. Since electrons are fermions of
spin 1/2, the Pauli exclusion principle allows no more than one electron per quantum
state. Thus, each energy eigenstate of equation (3.8a) may be populated by at most
two electrons with opposite spin projections. The electron eigenstate is then specified
by its spatial wavefunction according to (3.8a) and its spin projection. The occupa-
tion of electron states in a crystal at absolute zero then proceeds according to the
Pauli principle by first populating the least energetic states in equation (3.8b) and
continuing in sequence to higher energies until all the electrons are accommodated.

A crystal behaves like a metal if one or more bands are partly filled, since then
there are a continuum of nearby energy states for an electron to move into under
the influence of an electric field, permitting electrical conductivity. If the bands are
either completely filled or empty, and the filled bands do not overlap in energy with
the empty bands, then the crystal cannot conduct electricity at absolute zero and is
called either an insulator or semiconductor. The distinction between insulators and
semiconductors depends purely on the magnitude of the energy gap separating the
highest filled energy band and the lowest unoccupied band. To these most important
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Figure 3.1: Energy band structure and electron occupancy (in gray) of different types
of crystalline material at absolute zero temperature. For the semiconductor crystal,
the valence band, conduction band and fundamental band gap are indicated.

energy bands, we give the names valence band to the highest filled energy band and
conduction band to the lowest unoccupied energy band. The energy gap separating
the valence and conductions bands is called the fundamental band gap, or simply the
band gap. In semiconductors, the band gap is small enough so that thermal energy
is sufficient to excite electrons from the valence band into the conduction band and
permit electrical conductivity at reasonably low temperatures. Materials with a band
gap greater than 3 eV are usually not considered semiconductors. As an example of
band gap values at room temperature (300 K), the semiconductors silicon and indium
arsenide have gaps of 1.12 eV and 0.35 eV, respectively, while the insulator diamond
has a gap of 5.5 eV [42]. Figure 3.1 shows the electron occupancy of energy bands at
absolute zero for the different types of crystalline materials [43].

The Effective Mass Approximation for Electrons and Holes

A basic process of interest in semiconductor physics is the excitation of a valence
band electron into the conduction band. The electron energy in the conduction band
is determined by the dispersion relation in equation (3.8b). Near the energy minimum,
this equation is approximately parabolic. For many semiconductors, including those
of interest in this dissertation, i.e., InAs and GaAs, this minimum occurs at k = 0
and the conduction band dispersion relation for small k can be written as:

εc(k) =
~2k2

2meff, e

. (3.9)
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Equation (3.9) is known as the effective mass approximation for the electron energy
in the conduction band [44]. It has the same form as the dispersion relation for a free
electron with momentum p = ~k, except that the free electron mass me is replaced
by the so called effective mass meff, e. The effective mass describes the parabolic
dependence of εc(k) near its energy minimum and may differ significantly from the
free electron mass. For example, in InAs meff, e = 0.023me and in GaAs it is 0.063me

[45, 46]. In general, the effective mass may be anisotropic, in which case different
values are associated with different directions in the crystal.

The effective mass approximation provides a powerful simplification for under-
standing semiconductor physics. It states that conduction band electrons behave like
free particles with effective mass meff, e and quasi-momentum (i.e., crystal momen-
tum) p = ~k for a given Bloch wave vector. It is widely valid since conduction band
electrons typically populate states near the conduction band minimum – also known
as the conduction band edge – and we will make use of it throughout this dissertation.

The effective mass approximation is equally valid for describing states in the va-
lence band. The excitation of a valence band electron into the conduction band leaves
behind a missing electron in the valence band. If the missing electron originated from
an energy state near the valence band maximum, also called the valence band edge,
then the dispersion relation is approximately parabolic and we can again make the
effective mass approximation. However, a missing electron in a sea of negative charges
behaves like a positively charged particle. We therefore speak of a missing valence
band electron as a positive hole in the valence band, i.e., a positively charged par-
ticle of elementary charge e = 1.6 × 10−19 C. If the valence band maxima occurs at
k = 0, as it does for InAs and GaAs, then we may write the dispersion relation for
the valence band in the effective mass approximation as:

εv(k) = − ~2k2

2meff, h

, (3.10)

where meff, h is the hole effective mass. The negative sign in equation (3.10) indicates
a negative curvature in the dispersion relation for electrons near the valence band
maxima. For holes we drop the negative sign, which means that the hole energy is
a minimum at the top of the valence band (at k = 0) and increases as you move
downwards through the valence band.

Angular Momentum and The Band Structure of Bulk InAs

The Bloch solutions to the Schrödinger equation (3.7) may be considered as arising
from a linear combination of atomic orbitals that interact to form bands. These bands
retain the symmetry of the atomic orbitals from which they are derived [44]. For
cubic semiconductors such as InAs and GaAs, the conduction band is s-orbital like,
while the valence band is p-orbital like. Consequently, the orbital angular momentum
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Figure 3.2: The band structure of bulk InAs. The valence band is degenerate at the
band edge for light and heavy holes, while the degeneracy of the split-off band is
broken due to the spin-orbit interaction.

quantum number is l = 0 for the conduction band states and l = 1 for the valence
band. As in atomic physics, the spin-orbit interaction couples the intrinsic carrier
spin with the orbital angular momentum to produce a new quantum number of total
angular momentum J = L + S, with values ranging from |l − s| ≤ j ≤ |l + s|.

Spin-orbit coupling does not effect the conduction band (j = s = 1/2), which
remains two-fold degenerate. However, the valence band is divided into two states
with total angular momentum j = 3/2 and j = 1/2. The spin-orbit interaction splits
the energy of these states at the k = 0 band edge, decreasing the energy of the twice
degenerate ‘split-off’ states with j = 1/2 by an amount ∆SO. This split-off energy is
significant in InAs, with ∆SO = 410 meV exceeding the band gap energy Eg = 354
meV at 300 K [45]. Since we are generally interested in electrons and holes near the
band edges, the split-off band can usually be neglected.

The valence band states with j = 3/2 have projections of total angular momentum
of jz = 3/2, 1/2,−1/2 and −3/2. At the k = 0 valence band edge, these states are
four-fold degenerate. For zinc-blende type materials such as InAs and GaAs, these
states are separated for k 6= 0 into the ‘heavy holes’ with jz = ±3/2 and the ‘light
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holes’ with jz = ±1/2 by their different effective masses (mhh >> mlh). Figure 3.2
shows a diagram of the dispersion relations for the conduction and valence bands for
bulk InAs in the effective mass approximation [44].

Excitons

When an electron is excited from the valence band to the conduction band, as may
occur by thermal or optical stimulation, we create an electron in the conduction band
and a hole in the valence band. The electron and hole, being oppositely charged
particles, may form a bound state called an exciton or electron-hole pair and denoted
by the symbol X0. An exciton consisting of an electron-hole pair at their respective
band edges has a slightly lower energy than the band gap on account of the Coulomb
binding energy. In a bulk crystal, an exciton is free to move around and may be
described in the effective mass approximation by the wavefunctions of the hydrogen
atom. The spatial extent of the exciton is described by its Bohr radius, which for bulk
InAs is 35 nm [43]. Typically, excitons do not exist in thermodynamic equilibrium,
but are excited via external stimulation and exist for a certain average lifetime before
they are annihilated or recombine (i.e., the electron falls back into the valence band
with a commensurate exchange of energy) [44].

3.2 Zero-dimensional Systems

Quantum Dots

Quantum confinement causes drastic changes to the energy level structure of semicon-
ductors. For zero-dimensional (0D) structures such as QDs, all three spatial directions
are on the order of or smaller than the bulk exciton Bohr radius, which determines
the confinement length scale. The major consequences of spatial confinement in 0D
structures are the appearance of a discrete energy level spectrum and a blue shift of
the band gap energy.

To determine the energy levels of a particle (e.g., an electron or hole) trapped
inside a QD, one can solve the single particle time-independent Schrödinger equation
of (3.6a) with appropriate boundary conditions. Things are greatly simplified by
making the effective mass approximation, in which case the lattice periodic potential
may be ignored and only the confinement potential need be considered. The solutions
to (3.6a) for a given QD confinement potential yield the single particle wavefunctions
(i.e., orbitals) and energies for conduction band electrons and valence band holes
inside the QD.
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Figure 3.3: The one-dimensional infinite square well (i.e., the particle in a box). The
potential U(x) is zero for 0 < x < L and infinite elsewhere, trapping particles inside
the well. The first two energy levels ε1, ε2 and their wavefunctions ψ1, ψ2 are shown
superimposed inside the well.

The simplest example of a 0D confinement potential is the infinite square well
potential with quantum confined side length L (see Figure 3.3):

U(r) =

0, if x, y, z are all between 0 and L,

∞, otherwise.
(3.11)

The well-known stationary state solutions to this problem are:

ψnx,ny ,nz(r) =

√
8

L3
sin(

nxπx

L
) sin(

nyπy

L
) sin(

nzπz

L
), (3.12a)

εnx,ny ,nz =
π2~2

2meffL2
(n2

x + n2
y + n2

z). (3.12b)

In the above equation, meff is the particle effective mass and ni ∈ N (i = x, y, z) is
the quantum number associated with confinement in each of the three spatial direc-
tions. This simple solution neatly illustrates the main consequences of 0D reduced
dimensionality: the condition ni ∈ N yields a discrete energy spectrum and the quan-
tum confinement energy εnx,ny ,nz increases with decreasing size length L, thereby
producing a blue shift of the band gap energy.1

1In Appendix A, we solve the single particle energies for the somewhat more realistic confinement
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Figure 3.4: (a) Band diagram of an InAs/GaAs QD. The energy offsets of the con-
duction and valence bands of the two semiconductors provide confinement potentials
for electrons and holes that lead to discrete energy levels and a blueshift of the band
energy. An electron (solid circle) and hole (hollow circle) are shown populating their
ground state energy levels to form an exciton. The exciton energy (excluding in-
teraction effects) is a sum of the strained InAs band gap energy and the quantum
confinement energies of electrons in the conduction band (CB) and holes in the va-
lence band (VB). (b) Excitonic state diagrams of the bare hole h+, bare electron
e−, exciton X0, positive trion X+1, negative trion X−1 and biexciton XX0 in their
ground states.

In real QDs, the confinement potential is a more complicated function with a
lesser degree of symmetry. In fact, all real QD are unique due to slight variations
in size, material composition, etc. that occur during the growth process and lead to
differences in the confinement potential. As a result, energy levels in real QDs vary
from one dot to another and the degeneracy observed in equation (3.12b) is typically
broken. Nevertheless, the basic features of equation (3.12b), namely the discreet
energy level spectrum and size dependence of the quantization energy, hold true for
real QDs.

The energies of the single particle states determined by solving the Schrödinger
equation, such as given in equation (3.12b), describe the quantum confinement energy
of a single hole or electron in a QD due to the 0D confinement potential. To calculate
the energy of an exciton in a QD, one must sum together the contribution of multiple
energy terms with different magnitudes. The largest of these are the strained band

potential of a 2D harmonic oscillator in the lateral direction and a finite potential well, equal to the
band offset of the QD host and embedding matrix materials, in the vertical direction. The advantage
of this potential is that it also yields simple analytical solutions that may be used for calculations,
while better approximating the true confinement potential of a QD than the infinite square well of
equation (3.11).
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gap energy of the QD host material and the single particle quantum confinement
energies of the electron and hole [39]. Figure 3.4a shows a schematic band diagram
of an InAs/GaAs QD, illustrating the main energy components of the exciton state.
The bulk InAs band gap energy is 354 meV at 300 K, though this value increases
significantly for QDs due to heterostructure interface strain and cryogenic operating
temperatures [45, 47]. The quantum confinement energies in InAs/GaAs QDs are
calculated to be on the order of hundreds of meV for electrons and tens of meV for
holes (see also Appendix A).2 Smaller contributions to the exciton state energy arise
from interactions between the electron and hole. The Coulomb interaction yields an
exciton binding energy on the order of a few to few tens of meV, while the electron-
hole exchange interaction produces fine structure energies up to several hundred µeV
[25]. In our samples, with nominal dot heights of 4 nm, the ground state exciton
energies typically range from 1275 to 1320 meV. A more detailed account of exciton
energy calculations is given in Appendix A, while a perturbation treatment of the
particle interaction energies is provided in Section 3.3 on QDMs.

Finally, a complete description of the single particle states of a QD must include
the electron and hole spin states. InAs/GaAs QDs inherit the bulk electron and hole
spin structure discussed in Section 3.1, with one important change: the strain of self-
assembled QDs breaks the degeneracy of the light and heavy hole bands by at least
several tens of meV. Consequently, the more energetic light holes can typically be
ignored [48]. This leaves the exciton ground state to be constructed from the pseudo-
spin 1/2 heavy hole with angular momentum j = 3/2, jz = ±3/2 and the electron
with angular momentum s = 1/2, sz = ±1/2. Combining these spins yields four ex-
citon states characterized by their angular momentum projections: jz +sz = ±1, ±2.
The ±2 states are termed dark excitons because conservation of angular momentum
prevents them from coupling with spin 1 photons, rendering them optically inactive.
On the other hand, the ±1 bright exciton states readily couple to photons.

In addition to the exciton states consisting of a single electron and hole, various
other QD states with different numbers of charge carriers are commonly observed.
Figure 3.4b presents the state diagrams and nomenclature for common excitonic
ground states with different numbers of particles. The state diagrams display the
conduction and valence band energy levels and the number of electrons and holes in
each (they represent a simplified version of the band diagram in Fig. 3.4a). According
to the Pauli exclusion principle, only two electrons or holes may populate a single
energy level at a time.

2The difference in confinement energies between electrons and heavy holes is due to their different
effective masses and band offset confinement potentials.
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Quantum Dot Molecules

A quantum dot molecule consists of two QDs separated by a narrow tunneling barrier
on the order of several nanometers thick. The additional spatial freedom of a QDM
leads to richer physics and greater experimental control compared to single QDs. De-
pending on the spatial distribution of the charge carriers, different types of excitonic
states are possible that exhibit different physical properties. In some of these states,
the particles are localized in the top or bottom QDs, while in other cases they may
be delocalized across the entire QDM, similar to what occurs with molecular bonding
in natural molecules. Another important distinction between QDMs and single QDs
is their behavior under the influence of an external electric field: unlike with single
QDs, QDM energy levels may be easily tuned across a wide range of energy values in
situ simply by applying an external electric field.

Direct and Indirect Exciton States in a QDM

It is often the case that the charge carriers in a QDM are localized to either the
top or bottom QD. This situation suggests that we may describe the particles in a
QDM to first approximation by using the localized single particle states described in
Section 3.2. In this description, the resulting basis of QDM excitonic states is termed
the localized particle basis. It provides an intuitively simple spatial description of the
QDM states, often with good accuracy, and serves as a starting point for perturbative
calculations of the QDM energies and charge distributions under the influence of
tunnel coupling and many-body interactions.

In the localized particle description, two spatially distinct types of exciton states
are possible. When the electron and hole both reside in the same dot, we call this
a direct or intradot exciton and denote the state by the symbol X0 (same as for an
exciton in a single QD). On the other hand, an exciton with the charge carriers in
opposite dots is called an indirect or interdot exciton and is denoted by the symbol
iX0. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic band representation of the direct and indirect
exciton states, along with the state diagrams of other common QDM excitonic states.
Similar terminology and nomenclature is applied to the other QDM states to describe
their spatial charge configurations in the localized particle description.

The direct and indirect exciton states are most clearly distinguished by their
different behavior in an applied electric field, which can be understood in terms of
their different dipole moments. In our samples, the built in Schottky diode generates a
tunable electric field directed along the QDM growth axis. The indirect exciton, with
its large dipole moment oriented along the field axis, experiences a predominantly
linear energy shift as a function of electric field according to the equation:

∆ε = −p · F, (3.13)
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of (a) direct and (b) indirect exciton states in a QDM. The
bottom (B) and top (T) dots of the QDM are represented pictorially above their
respective positions in the band diagram, with the top QD chosen to be the smallest.
The solid circles represent electrons and the hollow circles holes. The spatial axis is
directed along the QDM vertical growth direction. (c) State diagrams and nomen-
clature for common excitonic ground states in a QDM. In the state diagrams, the
bottom and top dot energy levels are separated to the left and right, respectively.

where F is the applied electric field and p = ea is the exciton dipole moment, with
a the effective displacement between the electron and hole.3 The direct exciton, on
the other hand, has little energy dependence on the electric field since the electron
and hole occupy the same QD and their effective separation is tiny. The difference
in dipole moments of the direct and indirect excitons may be observed in Fig. 3.5,
where the electric field is directed in the QDM growth direction along the axis labeled
‘space’. In Chapter 6, we provide a detailed analysis of the behavior of direct and
indirect excitons under the influence of an externally applied electric field.

The application of an electric field not only provides a wide tuning range of the
indirect exciton energy, but it also enables relative tuning of the top and bottom
dot energy levels in a QDM. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6, which depicts how an
applied electric field bends the QDM band structure. In the flat band configuration
of Fig. 3.6a, the hole energy level of the bottom dot is above that of the top dot
and the indirect exciton energy (dashed arrow) is greater than the direct exciton
energy (solid arrow). With the Schottky diode operated in reverse bias, as shown
in Fig. 3.6b, the electric field bends the band structure in such a way that the top
and bottom dot hole levels are brought into resonance (i.e., equal energies) and the

3We use the symbol a to denote the displacement of the electric dipole in order to avoid confusion
with the tunneling barrier width, which we denote by d.
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Figure 3.6: Electric field tuning of a QDM. The bottom (B) and top (T) dots of
the QDM are indicated, with horizontal lines showing the ground state energy levels
of conduction band electrons (above) and valence band holes (below). The vertical
extent of the sample materials (color coded to Fig. 2.2 in the fabrication section)
indicates the fundamental energy band gaps. Electron energies increase vertically
upwards, while hole energies increase downwards. In the horizontal direction, an
applied bias V generates an electric field F directed along the QDM growth axis. (a)
Flat band bias tuning, showing non-resonant electron and hole energy levels, with the
indirect exciton (dashed arrow) more energetic than the direct exciton (solid arrow).
(b) At reverse bias (Vb < Va), the ground state hole energy levels in both QDs are
tuned to resonance and the direct and indirect exciton energies become comparable.

direct and indirect exciton energies become comparable. Thus, QDMs present a clear
advantage over single QDs in their capacity for in situ tunability. A more detailed
treatment of the tunability and electric field dependence of the direct and indirect
exciton states is given in Section 3.3, where we introduce a quantitative model of the
QDM states.

Tunneling and Molecular States in a QDM

The propensity for charge carriers to tunnel means that the localized particle rep-
resentation of a QDM is not always accurate. Localization is a good description
when the energy levels in the top and bottom dots are mis-matched, making parti-
cle tunneling unlikely (e.g., as shown in Fig. 3.6a). However, as the energy levels
in separate dots come into resonance (e.g., the hole levels in Fig. 3.6b), the energy
matching condition makes particle tunneling increasingly likely. In fact, at an exact
energy resonance, the stationary state wavefunctions become delocalized across the
entire QDM. Such delocalized states are represented in the localized particle basis as
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superpositions of the top and bottom dot states. These superpositions can be addi-
tive (symmetric) or subtractive (anti-symmetric) depending on the relative quantum
phase, which affects the extent to which the wavefunctions penetrate the tunneling
barrier and leads to level repulsion of the quantum state energies. This division into
symmetric and anti-symmetric superposition states is analogous to the formation
of bonding and anti-bonding states in real molecules. Hence, the origin of the name
quantum dot molecule. In the following Section 3.3, we provide a quantitative account
of molecular state formation in QDMs.

3.3 Effective Mass Perturbation Model of a QDM

To describe the low-energy, multi-particle excitonic states of a QDM, we use an ef-
fective mass perturbation theory model developed by Ponomarev, et. al. [49]. In
Chapter 5, we use this model to calculate the biexciton states in a QDM.

Theoretical Description

The localized particle basis states for a QDM populated with a fixed number of charge
carriers are constructed from the single particle wavefunctions and spin states of elec-
trons and holes described in Section 3.2 for single QDs (see also Appendix A). To
determine the energy levels of the system, we calculate the matrix representation of
the QDM Hamiltonian in the localized particle basis and then diagonalize the matrix
to yield the stationary states and their energies. The excitonic state transition ener-
gies are calculated as the energetic difference between quantum states with optically
allowed transitions. If the photoluminescence intensities are desired, they may be
calculated using Fermi’s golden rule.

In the localized particle basis, single particle orbitals for electrons and holes de-
scribe charge carriers localized to the top or bottom QD. We truncate the basis to in-
clude only the lowest energy orthonormal s-state orbital wavefunctions ψαiM(rα), where
α, i indicate the respective particle type (e or h) and numeric label and M = B, T in-
dicates whether the particle is in the top or bottom dot.4 These orbital wavefunctions,
calculated in the efffective mass approximation, are called ‘envelope wavefunctions’.
They may be written in bra-ket notation as |Mαi〉.

The z-component of spin is taken along the QDM growth axis where the quantum
confinement is greatest. For electron spin, we use the following notation: |↓〉 ≡ |sez =
−1

2
〉 and |↑〉 ≡ |sez = +1

2
〉. The heavy-hole spin states (j = 3

2
, jz = ±3

2
) are treated

as a pseudo-spin 1/2 system and notated as follows: |⇑〉 ≡ |−1
2
〉 ≡ |jhz = +3

2
〉 and

|⇓〉 ≡ |+1
2
〉 ≡ |jhz = −3

2
〉. The reverse sign of the pseudo-spin 1/2 for the heavy holes

4Recall that the p-orbital like nature of the hole states is already accounted for with the hole
pseudo-spin.
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is to avoid phase multipliers; for practical purposes, this implies that the eigenvalues
of the Pauli operators for hole spins have opposite signs compared to electron spins
[49]. For two identical particles, the following spin bases of singlet and triplet states
will be used for electrons:

|Se〉 = 2−
1
2 (|↑〉|↓〉 − |↓〉|↑〉), |T e0 〉 = 2−

1
2 (|↑〉|↓〉+ |↓〉|↑〉),

|T e+〉 = |↑↑〉, |T e−〉 = |↓↓〉,
(3.14)

and for holes:

|Sh〉 = 2−
1
2 (|⇑〉|⇓〉 − |⇓〉|⇑〉), |T h0 〉 = 2−

1
2 (|⇑〉|⇓〉+ |⇓〉|⇑〉),

|T h+ 〉 = |⇑⇑〉, |T h− 〉 = |⇓⇓〉.
(3.15)

As we are dealing with fermions, the many-particle basis configurations for QDM
states containing identical particles are constructed from anti-symmetrized products
of single-particle states.

In the envelope wavefunction approximation, the Hamiltonian of the QDM system
consists of three parts:

Ĥ = Ĥsingle particles + ĤCoulomb + Ĥeh
exch

=
∑
α,i

ĥα,i +
1

4πε

∑
α,i;β,j

eαeβ
|rα,i − rβ,j|

+ Ĥeh
exch,

(3.16)

where α, β = e or h, i, j indicate the particle number, eα(β) is the elementary charge
(positive for holes, negative for electrons) and ε is the static dielectric constant (i.e.,
electric permittivity) of the QDM material. When energy is measured in meV and
the average dielectric constant of InAs and GaAs ε/ε0 ∼= 13.5 is used, we calculate
e2/4πε ∼= 106.5 meV ·nm [45, 46]. The first term represents single particle Hamiltoni-
ans, the second term describes the Coulomb interactions and the third term describes
the electron-hole (e-h) exchange interaction. The Coulomb and e-h exchange inter-
actions are treated as perturbations to the single particle Hamiltonian.5

An applied electric field F along the QDM growth axis changes the energies of
charge carriers in the top dot with respect to the bottom dot of the QDM by an
amount:

f(F ) = ed̄F (i− j), (3.17)

where e is the elementary charge, d̄ = d + (hB + hT )/2 is the distance between the
centers of the two dots and i, j are the numbers of electrons and holes in the top dot,

5Particle tunneling can also be considered a perturbation to the localized particle energy states.
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Figure 3.7: Dimensions and coordinate system of a QDM. The lengths hT and hB
denote the QD heights, while d denotes the tunneling barrier width. The coordinate
system is used to parameterize the matrix element integral calculations described in
Section 3.2. The top and bottom single particle QD orbitals may be parameterized
as follows: ψT (rT ) = ψT

(
r−

(
d+hT

2

)
ẑ
)

and ψB(rB) = ψB
(
r +

(
d+hB

2

)
ẑ
)
.

respectively. The lengths hB, hT and d correspond to the heights of the bottom and
top dots and the width of the GaAs tunneling barrier separating the dots. These
dimensions are illustrated in Figure 3.7.

The single particle Hamiltonians have the following matrix elements: 〈Bα,i|ĥα,i|Bα,i〉 =

εαB, 〈Tα,i|ĥα,i|Tα,i〉 = εαT + f , 〈Bα,i|ĥα,i|Tα,i〉 = −tα, where εαB and εαT are the respec-
tive energies of particle α in the top and bottom dots and tα is the interdot particle
tunneling rate.6

The Coulomb part of the Hamiltonian generates integrals of the following form:

V α;β
i,j;k,l = 〈iα|〈kβ|ĤCoulomb|jα〉|lβ〉

=
eαeβ
4πε

∫
d3rαd

3rβ
ψα∗i (rα)ψαj (rα)ψβ∗k (rβ)ψβl (rβ)

|rα − rβ|
.

(3.18)

In equation (3.18), the Coulomb interaction is between charged particles α and β and
the indices i, j (k, l) = T,B indicate the location of particle α (β) in the respective
bra and ket states. The integral is positive for repulsive interactions (i.e., eα = eβ)
and negative for attractive interactions (i.e., eα = −eβ). The diagonal Coulomb
matrix elements describe charge interaction energies of many particle states, while off-

6The individual particle energies εαB and εαT include the quantum confinement energies and a
contribution from the strained InAs band gap.
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diagonal Coulomb elements of the form V α;β
i,j;j,j, i 6= j describe charge induced tunneling

that modifies the single particle tunneling rates te(h).
The e-h exchange interaction, since electrons and holes are considered distin-

guishable particles, is given by the short-range effective Hamiltonian for symmetric
exchange:7

Ĥeh
exch = A

∑
i,j

δ(rei − rhj)σ̂
z
eiσ̂

z
hj, (3.19)

where A is a coupling constant, δ is the Dirac delta function and σ̂zei(hj) are Pauli

matrices for the z−component of spin of the ith(jth) electron (hole). The constant A
may be measured from experimental data and is typically on the order of tens to a
few hundred meV. The spatial part of the e-h exchange interaction generates integrals
of the following form:

Je;hi,j;k,l = 〈ie|〈kh|Ĥeh
exch|je〉|lh〉 = A

∫
d3r ψe∗i (r)ψej (r)ψh∗k (r)ψhl (r). (3.20)

The e-h exchange matrix elements of the form Je;hi,i;i,i describe the energy splitting
between bright and dark exciton states, on the order of hundreds of µeV, while the
remaining e-h exchange matrix elements yield negligible energy contributions and can
generally be ignored.

To estimate the values of the Coulomb and e-h exchange matrix elements of equa-
tions (3.18) and (3.20), we may compute the integrals using the single particle wave-
functions given in Appendix A. The coordinate parameterizations for the top and
bottom QDs are given in Figure 3.7. The results reveal a hierarchy in the magnitudes
of the energy parameters εαB(T ), tα, V α;β

i,j;k,l and Je;hi,j;k,l, which allow us to identify their
relative importance for the model. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the greatest contri-
bution to the overall energy of the quantum state is from the quantum confinement
and band gap energies contained in εαB(T ), with values ranging in the hundreds of meV

for InAs/GaAs QDs. The next largest energy contribution is from diagonal Coulomb
integrals of the form V α;β

i,i;i,i (i.e., two charge carriers confined to the same QD), which
range from about 20−30 meV independent of the QDM barrier separation. Coulomb
integrals with charge carriers in separate spatial locations range from about 9 − 16

7Here, we use an e-h exchange Hamiltonian that is rotationally invariant (i.e., symmetric) in the
Pauli operators. This symmetric exchange operator splits the bright and dark exciton state energies,
but does not mix these states. An asymmetric exchange operator can be used to more accurately
model the rotational anisotropy of the crystal (see, for example, reference [48]). The asymmetric
term always mixes the dark states and, for crystal symmetries less than D2d, also mixes the bright
states. However, the energy splittings of the mixed bright exciton states are on the order of a few
µeV and can be safely ignored in this analysis. By ignoring the asymmetric term, the spin states
remain eigenstates of the angular momentum projection operator.
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meV for forms like V α;β
i,i;j,j, i 6= j or 0.003− 7 meV for forms like V α;β

i,j;j,j, i 6= j, with the
energy increasing for smaller barrier separations (the values given here are calculated
for tunneling barriers ranging from 2−8 nm). The remaining Coulomb integrals of the
form V α;β

i,j;i,j, i 6= j have the smallest magnitude for any given pair of charge carriers,
ranging from less than 10−6 meV for hole-hole interactions at 8 nm barrier width up
to 2 meV for electron-electron interactions at 2 nm barrier width.8 The single particle
tunneling rates te(h) range from about 0.05− 1 meV for holes and roughly ten times
greater for electrons due to their smaller effective mass, with a strong dependence on
the tunneling barrier thickness. Finally, the smallest energy contributions are from
the e-h exchange matrix elements Je;hi,j;k,l. The largest of these, the diagonal matrix

element Je;hi,i;i,i, is responsible for the bright-dark exciton splitting and has a magnitude
of a few hundred µeV. The other e-h exchange matrix elements are negligibly small.

Calculation of the Exciton Ground States

We now apply the model of the previous section to calculate the neutral exciton
ground states in a QDM, providing a quantitative description of the exciton states
discussed in Section 3.2. The complete basis of the exciton states consists of all
possible spatial and spin configurations of one electron and one hole in a QDM. In the
localized particle basis, the electrons states alone are {|Be〉|↑〉, |Be〉|↓〉, |T e〉|↑〉, |T e〉|↓
〉} and the hole states are {|Bh〉|⇑〉, |Bh〉|⇓〉, |T h〉|⇑〉, |T h〉|⇓〉}. From these, we form
all possible combinations of one hole and one electron to yield a basis of 4 × 4 = 16
states. In the absence of a magnetic field and with the symmetric e-h exchange
Hamiltonian (see Section 3.2, footnote 7), there is a degeneracy between each pair of
states that transform into themselves under the operation of flipping both the electron
and hole spins. Since we are not considering magnetic fields in this dissertation, we
can avoid this degeneracy and reduce the number of states by half if we simply require
the electron to always have spin-up. We note that this change introduces the following
difference between the model and the physical system: each individual transition line
generated from the model will correspond to two orthogonally polarized transition
lines in the physical system. With this consideration, and ordering the basis to
separate the bright and dark excitons, the localized particle basis for the exciton

8In this case, the electron-electron interactions across separate QDs yield larger energy values
than the hole-hole or electron-hole interactions because the electron wavefunctions penetrate the
tunneling barrier to a much greater extent than the hole wavefunctions (see also Chapter 6 and
Appendix A).
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states is the following:

{|1〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇓〉, |2〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇓〉, |3〉 = |T e〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇓〉,

|4〉 = |T e〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇓〉, |5〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇑〉, |6〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇑〉,

|7〉 = |T e〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇑〉, |8〉 = |T e〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇑〉}.

(3.21)

The exciton Hamiltonian from equation 3.16 is:

ĤX0 = ĥe(re) + ĥh(rh)−
e2

4πε

1

|re − rh|
+ Aδ(re − rh)σ̂

z
e σ̂

z
h. (3.22)

We must determine the matrix representation of ĤX0 in the localized particle basis.
First, we work out the spin portion of the exchange operator acting on the spin states
alone:9

σ̂ze σ̂
z
h|↑〉|⇓〉 = +|↑〉|⇓〉, (3.23a)

σ̂ze σ̂
z
h|↑〉|⇑〉 = −|↑〉|⇑〉. (3.23b)

Equation (3.23) reveals that the spin exchange term produces matrix elements along
the main diagonal equal to +Je,hii,kk, i, k = B, T for base states 1 through 4 (i.e., the

bright excitons) and −Je,hii,kk, i, k = B, T for base states 5 through 8 (i.e., the dark
excitons), while all off-diagonal elements are equal to zero. As noted, these terms
are responsible for the bright-dark spin exchange splitting of the exciton states. This
splitting is greatest when both charge carriers are in a single QD, which allows for
significant wavefunction overlap between the electron and hole. It is negligible when
the carriers are in separate QDs.

Of the remaining terms in the Hamiltonian, the single particle term yields matrix
elements for the single particle energies along the main diagonal and spin-conserving
off-diagonal tunneling terms te(h). The Coulomb Hamiltonian also generates both
diagonal and off-diagonal terms. After calculating all of the matrix elements, we arrive
at the following matrix representation of the exciton Hamiltonian in the localized
particle basis:

HX0 =

[
HB 04×4

04×4 HD

]
8×8

, (3.24a)

9Recall that the signs of the eigenvalues for hole spins are reversed compared to the electron
spins.
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HB =


H11 V eh

BBTB − th V eh
TBBB − te V eh

TBTB

V eh
BBTB − th H22 V eh

TBBT V eh
TBTT − te

V eh
TBBB − te V eh

TBBT H33 V eh
TTTB − th

V eh
TBTB V eh

TBTT − te V eh
TTTB − th H44

 , (3.24b)

HD =


H55 V eh

BBTB + th V eh
TBBB + te V eh

TBTB

V eh
BBTB + th H66 V eh

TBBT V eh
TBTT + te

V eh
TBBB + te V eh

TBBT H77 V eh
TTTB + th

V eh
TBTB V eh

TBTT + te V eh
TTTB + th H88

 , (3.24c)

H11 = εeB + εhB + V eh
BBBB + JehBBBB,

H22 = εeB + εhT + V eh
BBTT + JehBBTT + f−(F ),

H33 = εeT + εhB + V eh
TTBB + JehTTBB + f+(F ),

H44 = εeT + εhT + V eh
TTTT + JehTTTT ,

H55 = εeB + εhB + V eh
BBBB − JehBBBB,

H66 = εeB + εhT + V eh
BBTT − JehBBTT + f−(F ),

H77 = εeT + εhB + V eh
TTBB − JehTTBB + f+(F ),

H88 = εeT + εhT + V eh
TTTT − JehTTTT ,

(3.24d)

where 04×4 is the 4×4 zero matrix, and f−(F ) = −ed̄F and f+(F ) = +ed̄F determine
the energy dependence of the indirect states as a function of the applied electric field
F .

Equation (3.24) reveals that HX0 consists of two uncoupled 4×4 sub-matrices for
the bright (HB, Jz = ±1) and dark (HD, Jz = ±2) excitons. These sub-matrices are
identical, except for the e-h exchange matrix elements along the main diagonal that
produce the bright-dark energy splitting. Recall that the dark excitons are not opti-
cally active. Nevertheless, they are the final states in the radiative recombination of
certain biexciton states and are thus important in understanding the optical emission
spectra of QDMs.

We can simplify the bright exciton Hamiltonian in equation (3.24b) by observing
that the matrix elements responsible for particle exchange between different dots (i.e.,
V eh
TBBT and V eh

TBTB) are negligibly small compared to the rest of the terms and can be
set to zero. Additionally, we observe that the remaining off-diagonal Coulomb terms
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contribute to the tunneling energy, so we may define the following Coulomb adjusted
tunneling rates: −t(B)

h = V eh
BBTB − th, −t(T )

h = V eh
TTTB − th, −t(B)

e = V eh
TBBB − te and

−t(T )
e = V eh

TBTT − te. Then, we may write the bright exciton Hamiltonian sub-matrix
in the following simplified form:

HB =


E1 −t(B)

h −t(B)
e 0

−t(B)
h E2(F ) 0 −t(T )

e

−t(B)
e 0 E3(F ) −t(T )

h

0 −t(T )
e −t(T )

h E4

 , (3.25a)

E1 ≡ H11 = εeB + εhB + V eh
BBBB + JehBBBB,

E2(F ) ≡ H22 = εeB + εhT + V eh
BBTT + JehBBTT + f−(F ),

E3(F ) ≡ H33 = εeT + εhB + V eh
TTBB + JehTTBB + f+(F ),

E4 ≡ H44 = εeT + εhT + V eh
TTTT + JehTTTT .

(3.25b)

For convenience, below we restate the bright exciton localized particle basis states
that accompany equation (3.25):

{|1〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇓〉, |2〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇓〉,

|3〉 = |T e〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇓〉, |4〉 = |T e〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇓〉}.
(3.26)

In the limit of vanishing tunnel coupling, the localized particle base states of equa-
tion (3.26) are the stationary states, with energies Ei, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 given by equation
(3.25b). The indirect state energies E2(F ) and E3(F ) are functions of the electric field
F , while the direct state energies E1 and E4 are constant. With finite tunneling, we
must diagonalize the Hamiltonian in equation (3.25a) to yield the correct stationary
states and eigenenergies, which we call the molecular basis since the single particle
wavefunctions are delocalized across both QDs near a tunneling resonance, similar to
what occurs in the molecular bonding of real atoms.

To solve for the stationary state solutions of the exciton states, we need to diag-
onalize the Hamiltonian in (3.25a). This requires solving a fourth degree polynomial
equation. While an analytical solution exists, the length of this expression is so long
as to render it meaningless to inspection. Instead, it is better to seek the following
two strategies: (i) diagonalize the Hamiltonian numerically or (ii) make further ap-
proximations to simplify the Hamiltonian so that meaningful analytical solutions are
possible.
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Figure 3.8: Plots of numerical solutions for the bright exciton stationary state en-
ergies as a function of applied electric field for QDMs with different dimensions of
bottom QD height (B), top QD height (T) and tunneling barrier width. Continuous
lines represent the energy eigenstates, while dashed lines show the localized particle
energies. Large electron tunneling ACs are easily observed at negative field values,
while the much smaller hole tunneling ACs (circled for clarity) are hard to observe at
this energy scale. We point out that figures (b) and (d) have the same tunneling bar-
rier, but different scale ranges for the energy axis, revealing that QDMs with greater
dot asymmetry have more isolated tunneling resonances.
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Numerical Solution of the Exciton Stationary State Energies

It is possible to get excellent approximations of the stationary state energies of the
exciton states by numerically diagonalizing the matrix in equation (3.25a). Figure
3.8 shows various plots made in this way for QDMs with asymmetric dot heights
and various tunneling barrier widths. The stationary state energies (solid lines) are
plotted as a function of the applied electric field, with the localized particle energies
(dashed lines) shown for comparison. In Fig. 3.8, we have assumed that the top QD
is smaller and therefore more energetic, which is how our experimental samples have
been engineered. Reversing the order of the dot heights simply results in a reversal of
order for the electron and hole tunneling resonances with respect to the electric field
axis. To calculate parameter values for the electron and hole quantum confinement
energies, the Coulomb matrix elements and the e-h exchange matrix elements, we have
used the single particle wavefunctions calculated in Appendix A. Parameter values
for the tunneling rates are approximated from experimental data and the band gap
energy of InAs strained by GaAs was determined according to the method of Barker,
et. al. (see Appendix A for the numerical value) [47].

Figure 3.8 reveals prominent features of the stationary state energy spectrum of a
QDM. We identify the steeply sloped energy levels of the indirect exciton states and
the flat slopes of the direct excitons with negligible electric field dependence (this
is most apparent in Fig. 3.8d). Moreover, as the tunneling barrier increases, and
with it the dipole moment of the indirect exciton, we observe a steady increase in the
indirect energy slopes. Quantitatively, the electric field dependence of the indirect
lines is given by the equation:

f±(F ) = ±(d̄/10)F, (3.27)

where d̄ is the effective separation between the electron and hole in nanometers, F is
the electric field measured in kV/cm and f±(F ) is the energy shift in meV. In practice,
d̄ is easily calculated by measuring the indirect exciton slope and using equation 3.27.

The tell-tale sign of molecular state formation in Fig. 3.8 is observed in the level
repulsion or anti-crossings (ACs) of the direct and indirect exciton levels as they
approach an energy resonance. The electron ACs, occurring at negative electric field
values in Fig. 3.8, are roughly ten times greater than the hole AC’s because of the
electron’s smaller effective mass, which increases the tunneling rate. It is also apparent
from comparing Figures 3.8a-c that both the tunneling energy and the extent of the
tunneling resonance (as measured by the electric field range of the AC) increase with
decreasing tunneling barrier width, as a smaller barrier increases the tunneling rate.
Finally, the size dependence of the quantum confinement energy is evident when we
compare the direct exciton energies of the top and bottom dots. The more confined
top QD, which has a consistent value of about 1287 meV in Figures 3.8a-d, always
exceeds the exciton energy of the larger bottom dot.
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We note that the exciton energy levels, such as those seen in Fig. 3.8, are directly
comparable to experimentally measurable transition energies. This is a special case
true for the exciton states because each state recombines radiatively to the same
common crystal ground state (CGS) (i.e., the state of an unoccupied QDM). In
general, the QDM transition energies are calculated as the difference between the
initial and final state energy levels.

In practice, samples are engineered for either electron or hole tunneling since the
Schottky diode structure only yields stable excitonic state when operated in reverse
bias. Moreover, only the transitions from the least energetic direct and indirect exci-
ton states (i.e., the metastable ground states) are typically observed in non-resonant
laser excitation experiments because excited exciton states undergo ultrafast non-
radiative relaxation to these metastable ground states. Thus, for hole tunneling sam-
ples like the ones used in this dissertation, the experimental window for observing
exciton emission corresponds to the lower right (i.e., hole tunneling) region in Figures
3.8a-d.

Approximate Analytical Solutions of the Exciton States

It is often possible to simplify the Hamiltonian matrix of equation (3.25a) so that
approximate analytical solutions may be found that provide an insightful, quantita-
tive description of the exciton states in a QDM. A glance at Fig. 3.8 reveals that the
exciton eigenenergies are predominantly linear functions of the electric field, corre-
sponding to localized direct or indirect exciton states, except for in the regions where
the energy levels approach a tunneling resonance. This is particularly true for asym-
metrically engineered QDMs with moderately thick tunneling barriers (e.g., d ≥ 4
nm), which yield electron and hole tunneling resonances that are widely separated
from one another (e.g., see Fig. 3.8d). In this case, we may obtain a very good
approximation to the molecular eigenenergies by considering the electron and hole
tunneling resonances to be decoupled from one another. This allows us to separate
equation (3.25a) into four uncoupled 2× 2 matrices, one for each different tunneling
resonance. Each of these matrices then represents a two-state system expanded in
the localized particle basis, consisting of one direct and one indirect exciton state,
which can be solved analytically.

We use this analytical method to solve the 2×2 system for hole tunneling while the
electron is localized in the lower energy bottom QD. To solve this problem, we use the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation of (3.1), which yields analytical expressions for
the stationary state eigenvectors and eigenenergies and determines the free evolution
of an isolated exciton state. In this case, the decoupled 2 × 2 Hamiltonian matrix
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taken from equation (3.25a) is:

H =

[
E1 −t(B)

h

−t(B)
h E2(F )

]
. (3.28)

The localized particle basis for this two state system consists of the direct exciton
state |1〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|Bh〉|⇓〉 with energy E1 = εeB + εhB + V eh

BBBB + JehBBBB and the
indirect exciton state |2〉 = |Be〉|↑〉|T h〉|⇓〉 with energy E2(F ) = εeB + εhT + V eh

BBTT +
JehBBTT + f−(F ), as given by equation (3.25b). The general quantum state is then
given by:

|Ψ(t)〉 = C1(t)|1〉+ C2(t)|2〉, (3.29)

where C1(t) = 〈1|Ψ(t)〉 and C2(t) = 〈2|Ψ(t)〉 are the quantum amplitudes of the
exciton state |Ψ(t)〉 in the localized particle basis. Our objective is to solve for
the stationary state eigenvectors and eigenenergies, and then determine the time
dependence of the quantum amplitudes.

Since we are free to choose a new energy reference point without affecting the
underlying physics, we may simplify our notation by setting E1 = 0 and referencing
all energies to this level. Then, we may write the re-calibrated energies E?

1 , E
?
2(F ) in

equation (3.28) as:

E?
1 = E1 − E1 = 0, (3.30a)

E?
2(F ) = E2(F )− E1

=
[
(εhT − εhB) + (V eh

BBTT − V eh
BBBB) + (JehBBTT − JehBBBB)

]
+ f−(F )

= g(B, T ) + f−(F )

≡ E(F ),

(3.30b)

where g(B, T ) ≡ (εhT − εhB) + (V eh
BBTT − V eh

BBBB) + (JehBBTT − JehBBBB) represents the
energy difference between localized particle states in the bottom (B) and top (T)
QDs arising purely from height asymmetry, while f−(F ) contains the electric field
dependence according to equation (3.27). Note that E(F ) represents the localized
particle energy of the indirect exciton state |2〉.

Substituting in the re-calibrated energies of equation (3.30) and setting t
(B)
h ≡ t0

for simplicity, we may write the Hamiltonian of (3.28) as:

H =

[
0 −t0
−t0 E(F )

]
. (3.31)
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Inserting equation (3.31) into the Schrödinger equation (3.1) and expanding in the lo-
calized particle basis yields the following matrix equation for the quantum amplitudes
C1(t) and C2(t):

i~
d

dt
C(t) = HC(t), C(t) =

[
C1(t)

C2(t)

]
. (3.32)

This equation may be solved by the ansatz:

C(t) = ψ eλt, ψ =

[
k1

k2

]
eλt, (3.33)

where k1, k2, λ are constants. Inserting equation (3.33) into equation (3.32) and
canceling the common factor eλt yields:

i~λψ = Hψ. (3.34)

Setting ε ≡ i~λ, we arrive at the equation for the stationary state eigenenergies and
eigenvectors:

Hψ = εψ,[
0 t0

t0 E(F )

][
k1

k2

]
= ε

[
k1

k2

]
.

(3.35)

Solving equation (3.35) yields the following eigenenergies and corresponding orthonor-
mal eigenvectors as a function of the electric field F and tunneling ampitude t0:

ε±(F, t0) =
1

2

(
E(F )± κ(F, t0)

)
, (3.36a)

ψ±(F, t0) =


−E ± κ√

(2t0)2 + (−E ± κ)2

−2t0√
(2t0)2 + (−E ± κ)2

 , (3.36b)

where for simplicity we have defined κ(F, t0) as:

κ(F, t0) ≡
√

(E(F ))2 + (2t0)2. (3.37)
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In Dirac notation, we may express the exciton stationary states |ψ±(F, t0)〉 of equation
(3.36b) in the localized particle basis as follows:

|ψ±(F, t0)〉 =

(
−E ± κ√

(2t0)2 + (−E ± κ)2

)
|1〉+

(
−2t0√

(2t0)2 + (−E ± κ)2

)
|2〉. (3.38)

Notice in equation (3.38) that since κ(F, t0) =
√

(E(F ))2 + (2t0)2 > E(F ) for all F
whenever t0 > 0, the superposition of localized particle states is out of phase by 180o

for |ψ+〉, while it is in phase for |ψ−〉. As a result, we call |ψ+〉 an anti-symmetric
superposition of the localized particle states, while |ψ−〉 is a symmetric superposition.

We will return to solve for the general time-evolution of |Ψ(t)〉 in the next section,
but first we analyze the stationary state solutions of equation (3.36). Figure 3.9 plots
the localized particle energies E?

1 = 0, E?
2 = E(F ) (black) alongside the eigenenergies

ε±(F, t0) (colored) of equation (3.36a) as a function of the electric field F at a fixed
value of t0. Here, we have used the same parameter values as in Fig. 3.8d (the two
figures may be compared in the region of the low energy hole tunneling resonance).
In particular, the energy difference g(B = 4 nm, T = 2.5 nm) ∼= 41 meV determines
the electric field value FAC at which the hole tunneling AC occurs (in this case,
FAC ∼= 56.5 kV/cm).

Inspection of Fig. 3.9 reveals that the eigenenergies ε+, ε− are separated by an
anti-crossing energy difference equal to 2t0 at the hole tunneling resonance (here 2t0 ∼=
0.6 meV), while away from the resonance they asymptotically approach the energy
values of the localized particle states. This behavior is confirmed by taking limits of
the analytical eigenenergies in equation (3.36a). First, note that at the hole tunneling
resonance FAC , the localized particle energies of the direct and indirect excitons cross
and E(FAC) = 0, κ(FAC , t0) = 2|t0|. Taking the difference of eigenenergies in this
limit yields:

ε+ − ε− =
1

2

(
E(FAC) + κ(FAC , t0)

)
− 1

2

(
E(FAC)− κ(FAC , t0)

)
= κ(FAC , t0)

= 2|t0|.

(3.39)

Away from the hole tunneling resonance we observe that [E(F )]2 >> (2t0)2, which
implies that κ(F, t0) ∼= |E(F )|. Thus, in the limit that F << FAC , we have ε+

∼= E(F )
and ε− ∼= 0, while for F >> FAC , we have ε+

∼= 0 and ε− ∼= E(F ). This confirms
our earlier statements in Section 3.2 that the localized particle states are excellent
approximations to the stationary states away from any tunneling resonances.
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the eigenenergies ε−, ε+ and the localized particle energies E?
1 , E

?
2

versus electric field F for a fixed, positive hole tunneling amplitude t0. At the tunnel-
ing resonance FAC ∼= 56.5 kV/cm, the eigenenergies level-repel with an anti-crossing
energy of 2t0 ∼= 0.6 meV. The inset QDM band diagrams show the carrier wavefunc-
tion distributions for the eigenstates at different values of the electric field. At the hole
tunneling resonance, the eigenstates |ψ−〉, |ψ+〉 are symmetric and anti-symmetric su-
perpositions of the localized particle states |1〉, |2〉. Away from the resonance, the
eigenstates limit smoothly to the localized particle states.
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To understand the formation of molecular states, it is insightful to inspect the
stationary state eigenvectors. At a tunneling resonance, equation (3.38) becomes:

|ψ±(FAC , t0)〉 = ± 1√
2
|1〉 − t0√

2t0
2
|2〉. (3.40)

This reveals that the stationary states are equally weighted symmetric and anti-
symmetric superpositions of the localized particle states. Moreover, the sign of the
tunneling amplitude t0 determines the symmetry of the eigenstates. Expanding equa-
tion (3.40) in the position representation reveals that the hole wavefunctions are de-
localized across both QDs in the QDM:

ψ±(re, rh, t0) = 〈re, rh|ψ±(FAC , t0)〉

= ± 1√
2
ψeB(re)ψ

h
B(rh)− t0√

2t0
2
ψeB(re)ψ

h
T (rh)

=
1√
2
ψeB(re)

(
±ψhB(rh)− t0

|t0|
ψhT (rh)

)
,

(3.41)

where ψeB(re), ψ
h
B(rh), ψhT (rh) are localized particle wavefunctions of the electron and

hole. These symmetric and anti-symmetric wavefunctions are superimposed on the
inset band diagrams in Fig. 3.9, revealing the molecular-like sharing of the hole
between the top and bottom QDs. In real molecules, symmetric superposition states
are less energetic and yield stable molecular ground states known as bonding states,
while the more energetic anti-symmetric states are termed anti-bonding states. This
is also the case for the QDM depicted in Fig. 3.9, where the hole tunneling amplitude
t0 is taken to be positive. In real QDMs, the sign of t0 determines the symmetry of
the exciton ground state according to equation (3.40). For holes, the sign of t0 is a
function of the barrier thickness, so the actual molecular ground state of an exciton
in a QDM may be either a bonding or an anti-bonding state [50].

Finally, we examine the eigenstates of equation (3.38) in the limit that we are
far from the tunneling resonance. Recalling in this case that κ(F, t0) ∼= |E(F )|, we
observe in the limit of F << FAC that |ψ+〉 ∼= |2〉 and |ψ−〉 ∼= |1〉, while in the
opposite limit of F >> FAC we have |ψ+〉 ∼= |1〉 and |ψ−〉 ∼= |2〉. This confirms our
assertion that the stationary states limit to the localized particle base states away
from a tunneling resonance.

Free Evolution of an Exciton State in a QDM

We now complete our analysis of the two state exciton system near a hole tunnel-
ing resonance by computing the general time evolution of the quantum amplitudes
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C1(t) = 〈1|Ψ(t)〉 and C2(t) = 〈2|Ψ(t)〉. The solution provides further insight into
the molecular resonances and the dynamics of carrier tunneling in QDMs, while rein-
forcing the conclusion that tunneling effects may be greatly enhanced by tuning the
QDM to an energy level resonance of the top and bottom dots.

We assume that the QDM system is closed (i.e., the level populations are con-
served) and is free to evolve without the effects of damping or external driving. In
this case, the quantum dynamics are governed by equation (3.32), which we re-state
below:  i~

dC1(t)

dt

i~
dC2(t)

dt

 =

 −t0C2(t)

−t0C1(t) + E(F )C2(t)

 . (3.42)

The general solution to this equation is obtained by forming a superposition of the two
independent solutions from the ansatz in equation (3.33), which yields the following
solution vector:

C(t) = αψ+e
λ+t + βψ−e

λ−t, (3.43)

where α, β are constants to be determined by the initial conditions, subject to the
normalization condition |C1(0)|2 + |C2(0)|2 = 1. From the previous section, we recall
that λ± = ε±/i~ and the solutions for ε±, ψ± are given in equation (3.36). Combining
these results, we can write the solution for the components of C(t) as follows:

C1(t) = α

(
κ− E√

(2t0)2 + (κ− E)2

)
e−iε+t/~ + β

(
−2t0√

(2t0)2 + (κ− E)2

)
e−iε−t/~,

(3.44a)

C2(t) = α

(
−(κ+ E)√

(2t0)2 + (κ+ E)2

)
e−iε+t/~ + β

(
−2t0√

(2t0)2 + (κ+ E)2

)
e−iε−t/~,

(3.44b)

where we recall from equation (3.36a) that ε±(F, t0) = (1/2) [E(F )± κ(F, t0)] and
κ(F, t0) =

√
(E(F ))2 + (2t0)2. Thus, the quantum amplitudes C1(t), C2(t) are func-

tions of the electric field F and the hole tunneling amplitude t0, though for simplicity
this is not explicitly shown in equation (3.44).

An inspection of equation (3.44) reveals that the choices of the constants α =
0, β = 1 and α = 1, β = 0 correspond to the time-evolution of the stationary states
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|ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉, respectively. A more interesting situation occurs if the system is
initially prepared in a localized particle state. For example, suppose that the system
is initially prepared in the direct exciton localized particle state |1〉, i.e., both the
electron and hole are localized in the bottom QD. In this case, C1(0) = 1, C2(0) = 0
and the constants α, β are found to be:

α =

√
(2t0)2 + (−E + κ)2

2κ
, (3.45a)

β = −(E + κ)
√

(2t0)2 + (−E + κ)2

4κt0
. (3.45b)

Inserting (3.45) into the general solution (3.44) yields the time evolution equations
for the quantum amplitudes of an exciton initially prepared in the direct state |1〉:

C1(t) =

(
κ− E

2κ

)
e−iε+t/~ +

(
κ+ E

2κ

)
e−iε−t/~

= e−iEt/2~
[
cos
( κ

2~
t
)

+ i

(
E

κ

)
sin
( κ

2~
t
)]

,

(3.46a)

C2(t) = −
[(

κ+ E

2κ

)√
(2t0)2 + (κ− E)2

(2t0)2 + (κ+ E)2

](
e−iε+t/~ + e−iε−t/~

)

= ie−iEt/2~

[(
κ+ E

κ

)√
(2t0)2 + (κ− E)2

(2t0)2 + (κ+ E)2

]
sin
( κ

2~
t
)
.

(3.46b)

The corresponding probabilities of measuring the exciton to be localized in states |1〉
and |2〉 at any time t ≥ 0 are:

|C1(t)|2 = cos2
( κ

2~
t
)

+

(
E

κ

)2

sin2
( κ

2~
t
)
, (3.47a)

|C2(t)|2 =

(
κ+ E

κ

)2 [
(2t0)2 + (κ− E)2

(2t0)2 + (κ+ E)2

]
sin2

( κ
2~
t
)
. (3.47b)
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Figure 3.10: Plot of the maximum probability of an exciton initially prepared in state
|1〉 to be later measured in state |2〉 as a function of the ratio of the energy difference
between localized particle states to the tunneling energy. As the two level system
gets further away from the resonance condition E(FAC) = 0, it becomes increasingly
less probable that the hole will tunnel from the bottom to the top QD of the QDM.

Inspection of equation (3.47) reveals that the probabilities oscillate with a period
T and frequency ω given by:10

T =
2π~
κ

=
2π~√

(E(F ))2 + (2t0)2
, (3.48a)

ω =
κ

~
=

√
(E(F ))2 + (2t0)2

~
. (3.48b)

In particular, we observe that the oscillation frequency between states |1〉 and |2〉
increases in proportion to the energy difference E(F ) between the direct and indirect
exciton states at a fixed tunneling amplitude t0. Moreover, equation (3.47) reveals
that the maximum probability of measuring the exciton to be in state |2〉 after initially

10Recall that the frequency of sin2(x) is twice that of sin(x).
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Figure 3.11: Plots of |C1(t)|2, |C2(t)|2 versus time for an exciton initially prepared in
the direct state |1〉 at t = 0. (a) At a tunneling resonance with E(FAC) = 0. (b)
Away from the tunneling resonance with E(F ) = 2 meV. In both plots, the tunneling
energy is 2t0 = 1 meV and |C1(t)|2 + |C2(t)|2 = 1 at all times.

starting out in state |1〉 is:

|C2(t)|2max =

(
κ+ E

κ

)2 [
(2t0)2 + (κ− E)2

(2t0)2 + (κ+ E)2

]

=


√

1 +

(
2t0
E

)2

+ 1√
1 +

(
2t0
E

)2





(
2t0
E

)2

+

√1 +

(
2t0
E

)2

− 1

2

(
2t0
E

)2

+

√1 +

(
2t0
E

)2

+ 1

2


.

(3.49)

Notice that |C2(t)|2max is a function of the ratio of the energy difference between the
direct and indirect states to the hole anti-crossing energy, i.e., E(F )/2t0. Equation
(3.49) is plotted in Figure 3.10. We observe that the maximum probability of making
a transition to the indirect state |2〉 reaches unity at an exact energy resonance of
the localized particle states (i.e., E(FAC) = 0). Away from the tunneling resonance,
the maximum transition probability decreases to zero at a rate controlled by the
tunneling amplitude t0. This provides another quantitative measure of the extent of
the tunneling resonance as a function of the electric field.

These trends are nicely illustrated in Figure 3.11, which plots the probability
amplitudes |C1(t)|2, |C2(t)|2 for two different values of the ratio E(F )/2t0. In the
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case of an exact energy resonance, Fig. 3.11a shows a perfectly symmetric oscillation
of the probabilities for observing the exciton to be in the direct or indirect state. We
may interpret this to mean that the hole dynamically tunnels between the top and
bottom dots with an angular rate given by equation (3.48b). In Fig. 3.11b, we plot
the slightly off-resonance case where E/2t0 = 2. In this case, we already observe an
increased oscillation frequency combined with a reduced probability for the hole to
tunnel from the bottom to the top dot at any time t ≥ 0. Once again, this confirms
the impact that energy level tuning between top and bottom dots has on tunneling
effects, and underscores the utility of electric field tuning to achieve such control.

3.4 Laser Driven Two-level System

All of the experimental results in this dissertation have been obtained by illuminating
QDM samples with quasi-monochromatic lasers. Consequently, it is imperative to
understand the effect of laser illumination on a QDM system in order to understand
the results of this dissertation.

During off-resonant laser excitation, the metastable QDM stationary states de-
scribed in Section 3.3 are populated via ultra-fast relaxation from higher energy ex-
cited states near the laser excitation energy. These populations are maintained for a
characteristic lifetime, until the metastable states relax to the QDM crystal ground
state on account of environmental perturbations. Thus, the QDM emission spectra
from non-resonant laser excitation is well-described by the theory of Section 3.3.

The situation of a metastable ground state driven by a quasi-resonantly tuned
laser is quite different. In this case, coherence between the laser and the quantum
system can lead to a periodic population transfer between the states, a phenomenon
known as Rabi oscillations [51]. Moreover, coherence with the driving laser may result
in interference effects that produce a pronounced enhancement or reduction in the
absorption of laser light. In Chapter 7, we demonstrate such an interference effect
for QDMs when an indirect exciton state is tunnel coupled to a direct polaron state
with a continuum of energy levels, resulting in a Fano interference.

To understand the various dynamics of a laser driven QDM system, we present a
theoretical description of a resonantly driven two-level quantum system in the semi-
classical approach. The ground state exciton results from the excitation of an electron
between discrete valence and conduction band energy levels. Moreover, the polariza-
tion and line width of the driving laser may be chosen such that only one of the bright
exciton states is radiatively coupled. Under these conditions, a bright exciton state
in a QD may be described as a two-level system [52]. In this case, the crystal ground
state represents the lower level and the metastable bright exciton state the upper
level.
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In the following, we first describe the dynamics of an isolated two-level quantum
system (i.e., free of environmental perturbations) driven by a quasi-monochromatic
laser. Afterwards, we present the more realistic situation of a driven system in the
presence of environmental damping, which leads to a loss of coherence and state
relaxation with characteristic time constants. Moreover, we show that the power
dependence of the optical spectrum can lead to the non-linear effects of saturation
and power broadening.

Undamped Driving

Here, we describe the interaction of an isolated two-level quantum system interacting
with a quasi-monochromatic laser in the semi-classical description. The idealized
isolated system interacts only with the laser field and is otherwise undamped by
the environment. The resulting solution reveals that the laser field drives a periodic
oscillation in the population of the two-level system known as a Rabi oscillations.

We consider a two-level quantum system for a particle with charge q consisting of
two orthogonal stationary states denoted by |a〉, |b〉 and with corresponding discrete
energy levels εa, εb. Our goal is to determine the time-evolution of the general quan-
tum state |Ψ(t)〉 under the influence of quasi-resonant laser illumination. The general
solution, expanded in the basis of unperturbed eigenstates, may be written as:

|Ψ(t)〉 =
[
〈a |Ψ(t)〉

]
|a〉+

[
〈b |Ψ(t)〉

]
|b〉

=

[
γa(t)e

−iεat/~
]
|a〉+

[
γb(t)e

−iεbt/~
]
|b〉.

(3.50)

In the above equation, we have separated the expansion coefficients 〈n |Ψ(t)〉 for
n = a, b into a product of terms representing the laser-induced time evolution γn(t)
and the free evolution exp(−iεnt/~) of the quantum system. The general solution is
then determined by using the Schrödinger equation (3.1) to calculate the coefficients
γn(t) with a total Hamiltonian given by:

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + ĤI(t). (3.51)

In the above equation, Ĥ0 is the time-independent Hamiltonian of the undriven quan-
tum system and ĤI is a time-dependent Hamiltonian representing the light-matter
interaction. The probability of measuring the particle to be in the state |a〉 or |b〉 at
any time t ≥ 0 is then given by |γa(t)|2 and |γb(t)|2, respectively. We point out that
one may use perturbation theory to solve this problem if the laser driving is weak.
However, for the case of a two-level system driven by a quasi-resonant laser, a non-
perturbative analytical solution may be obtained by invoking the so called rotating
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wave approximation.11 We take this latter approach, which is valid for arbitrary laser
intensities.

To begin, we set the lower energy level εa equal to zero and define the transition
energy between states |a〉 and |b〉 as:

~ω0 = εb − εa = εb > 0. (3.52)

Then, the eigenbasis representation of the Hamiltonian of the two-level system alone
is given by:

H0 =

[
0 0

0 ~ω0

]
. (3.53)

The laser field is described in the classical approximation as an electromagnetic
field, which we take to have the following plane wave form:12

E(r, t) = E0 ê cos (ωt− k · r), (3.54a)

B(r, t) =
k× ê

ω
E0 cos (ωt− k · r), (3.54b)

E0 · k = 0, (3.54c)

|k| = 2π

λ
, (3.54d)

where E(r, t) and B(r, t) are the time-dependent electric and magnetic fields, E0 is
the magnitude of the electric field, ω is the laser frequency, ê is a unit vector parallel
to the direction of the electric field that describes the polarization of the light wave,
k is the wave vector that points in the direction of wave propagation and λ is the
material dependent wavelength of the laser light.

To describe the light-matter interaction, we assume that the laser wavelength is
long compared to the dimensions of the quantum system. This is known as the long-
wavelength approximation.13 In this case, the electric field may be considered to be

11This approximation is more fittingly described as the quasi-resonant approximation, since it
assumes a laser energy that is quasi-resonant with the transition energy.

12For clarity, in this section we describe the electric field part of the light wave by the conventional
symbol E.

13This is an excellent approximation for InAs QDMs, since the QDM dimensions are . 25 nm,
while the infrared laser wavelengths are & 850 nm.
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spatially constant over the extent of the quantum system. Using this approximation,
the light-matter interaction may be described by the electric dipole operator:

µop = q(rop − r0), (3.55)

where rop is the position operator, r0 is the center of mass position of the quantum
system and q is the charge of the particle.14 The time-dependent interaction Hamil-
tonian between the laser and the quantum system may then be given by the so called
electric dipole Hamiltonian, which has the form of the interaction energy of a classical
electric dipole in an electric field:

ĤI(t) = −µop · E(r0, t). (3.56)

We shall represent the electric dipole Hamiltonian of equation (3.56) in the two-
state eigenbasis. Based on symmetry arguments, the diagonal matrix elements of the
electric dipole Hamiltonian typically vanish, and we will assume this to be the case
in what follows [51].15 For the off-diagonal matrix element HI, ba(t), we write:

HI, ba(t) = 〈b| − µop · E(r0, t)|a〉

= −E0 cos (ωt− k · r0) 〈b|µop · ê|a〉

= ~Ω1 cos (ωt+ φ),

(3.57)

where we have defined the so called Rabi frequency Ω1 as:

Ω1(E0) ≡ −E0

~
〈b|µop · ê|a〉, (3.58)

and the constant phase of the time-dependence as:

φ ≡ −k · r0. (3.59)

In equation (3.58), we choose the arbitrary phases of the quantum states |a〉 and |b〉
in such a way that Ω1 is a positive real number. Moreover, HI, ba(t) = HI, ab(t) since

ĤI is a hermitian operator. We also point out that the Rabi frequency is linearly
proportional to the electric field strength E0. The total Hamiltonian of the quantum
system in the eigenbasis representation is then given by combining equations (3.53)
and (3.57) to yield:

H(t) = H0 +HI(t) =

[
0 ~Ω1 cos (ωt+ φ)

~Ω1 cos (ωt+ φ) ~ω0

]
. (3.60)

14In the case of an exciton in a QD, q is equal to the elementary charge e.
15For example, since the dipole Hamiltonian operator has odd parity, it does not couple states

with the same parity.
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To solve for the time-evolution of the two-state system, we use the Schrödinger
equation (3.1) and substitute in the general state vector of equation (3.50) and the
above total Hamiltonian. Since εa = 0 and εb = ~ω0, the general state vector in the
eigenbasis representation may be written as:

|Ψ(t)〉 =

[
γa(t)

γb(t) e
−iω0t

]
. (3.61)

Applying the Schrödinger equation to this vector with the total Hamiltonian in (3.60)
then yields the following system of differential equations, given in vector form:

 i~
d

dt
γa(t)

i~
d

dt
γb(t) e

−iω0t

 =

 ~Ω1 cos (ωt+ φ) e−iω0t γb(t)

~Ω1 cos (ωt+ φ) γa(t) + ~ω0 e
−iω0t γb(t)

 . (3.62)

After some mathematical simplification, the above equation may be re-written as:

 i
d

dt
γa(t)

i
d

dt
γb(t)

 =


Ω1e

iφ

2
ei(ω−ω0)t γb(t) +

Ω1e
−iφ

2
e−i(ω+ω0)t γb(t)

Ω1e
−iφ

2
e−i(ω−ω0)t γa(t) +

Ω1e
iφ

2
ei(ω+ω0)t γa(t)

 . (3.63)

Next, we make the rotating wave approximation and drop the terms with imag-
inary exponential powers of ω + ω0. These terms are negligible in the regime of
quasi-resonant excitation, where ω + ω0 >> |ω − ω0| and the right hand side of the
inequality is close to zero (i.e., the laser energy is quasi-resonant with the transition
energy) [51]. Thus, for quasi-resonant excitation, equation (3.63) may be replaced to
excellent approximation by: i

d

dt
γa(t)

i
d

dt
γb(t)

 =


Ω1e

iφ

2
ei(ω−ω0)t γb(t)

Ω1e
−iφ

2
e−i(ω−ω0)t γa(t)

 . (3.64)

To further simplify this system of equations, we define the laser detuning from reso-
nance:

δ = ω − ω0, (3.65)

and make the following change of variables:

γ̃a(t) = γa(t) e
−iδt/2, (3.66a)
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γ̃b(t) = γb(t) e
iδt/2. (3.66b)

We point out that since |γ̃a(t)|2 = |γa(t)|2 and |γ̃b(t)|2 = |γb(t)|2, the transition
probabilities are directly obtainable from the new variables. The system of equations
in (3.64) may then be written as: i

d

dt
γ̃a(t)

i
d

dt
γ̃b(t)

 =


δ

2
γ̃a(t) +

Ω1e
iφ

2
γ̃b(t)

Ω1e
−iφ

2
γ̃a(t)−

δ

2
γ̃b(t)

 . (3.67)

Equation (3.67) is a 1st order homogeneous system of differential equations with
constant coefficients, very similar to the system of equations for a QDM under the
time-independent tunneling interaction treated in Section 3.3, and may be solved by
the same eigenvalue method. The resulting general solution is:

[
γ̃a(t)

γ̃b(t)

]
=

(
α e−iΩt/2√

Ω2
1 e
−iφ + (δ + Ω)2 eiφ

)[
(δ + Ω) eiφ/2

Ω1e
−iφ/2

]

+

(
β eiΩt/2√

Ω2
1 e
−iφ + (δ − Ω)2 eiφ

)[
(δ − Ω) eiφ/2

Ω1e
−iφ/2

]
.

(3.68)

In the above equation, α, β are constants to be determined by the initial conditions
and are subject to the normalization condition |γ̃a(0)|2 + |γ̃b(0)|2 = 1. We have also
introduced the generalized Rabi frequency Ω(E0), defined as:

Ω(E0) ≡
√
δ2 + Ω1(E0)2. (3.69)

We are interested in the case in which the particle starts out in the lower state
|a〉 at time t = 0, which corresponds to the initial condition γ̃a(0) = 1, γ̃b(0) = 0.
Inserting this initial condition into equation (3.68), we find the constants α, β to be:

α =

√
Ω2

1 e
−iφ + (δ + Ω)2 eiφ

2 Ω eiφ/2
, (3.70a)

β = −
√

Ω2
1 e
−iφ + (δ − Ω)2 eiφ

2 Ω eiφ/2
. (3.70b)
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Then, inserting (3.70) into the general solution (3.68), we find the following particular
solutions for γ̃a(t), γ̃b(t):

γ̃a(t) = cos

(
Ωt

2

)
− i δ

Ω
sin

(
Ωt

2

)
, (3.71a)

γ̃b(t) = −iΩ1e
−iφ

Ω
sin

(
Ωt

2

)
. (3.71b)

The probability of measuring a particle initially prepared in the lower state at time
t = 0 to be in the states |a〉 or |b〉 under quasi-resonant laser driving with detuning δ
is then given by:

|γ̃a(t)|2 = cos 2

(
Ωt

2

)
+

δ2

δ2 + Ω2
1

sin 2

(
Ωt

2

)
, (3.72a)

|γ̃b(t)|2 =
Ω2

1

δ2 + Ω2
1

sin 2

(
Ωt

2

)
, (3.72b)

where we recall that Ω =
√
δ2 + Ω2

1. The maximum probability for the particle to
transition to the upper state |b〉 is:

|γ̃b(t)|2max =
Ω2

1

δ2 + Ω2
1

. (3.73)

Figure 3.12 plots |γ̃b(t)|2max versus the detuning parameter δ in units of the Rabi
frequency Ω1. When the laser is at an exact resonance (δ = 0), the maximum proba-
bility of making a transition to the upper state is unity. For non-zero detuning, the
maximum transition probability has a Lorentzian line shape with full width at half
max equal to 2Ω1. Thus, the width of the resonance increases in linear proportion to
the electric field amplitude E0 of the driving laser.

In Figure 3.13, we plot the transition probability to the higher energy state |b〉
as a function of time for two different values of the laser detuning δ. On resonance,
the probability of a transition to the upper state reaches unity after a time t = π/Ω1

and then continues to Rabi oscillate between zero and one with a period equal to
T = 2π/Ω1. Off resonance, the Rabi oscillations persist, but with an increased
frequency and reduced maximum transition probability given by equation (3.73). In
general, the Rabi oscillation period as a function of the laser detuning and electric
field amplitude is:

T =
π

Ω
=

π√
δ2 + Ω1(E0)2

. (3.74)
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Figure 3.12: Plot of the maximum probability for a particle initially prepared in
the lower energy state |a〉 to transition to the higher energy state |b〉 as a function
of the laser detuning δ in units of the Rabi frequency Ω1. Transitions are unlikely
far from resonance. However, the probability of off-resonant transitions increases in
proportion to the electric field magnitude of the laser since the full width at half max
of the resonance is equal to 2Ω1 ∝ E0.

Thus, the frequency of Rabi oscillations may also be increased by increasing the power
of the laser.

We point out that Rabi oscillations are a general phenomena that may be observed
in various two-state systems under quasi-resonant laser excitation. On resonance, it
is possible to deterministically transfer the population from the lower to upper energy
state if the duration of the laser interaction is fixed at π/Ω1 (this is known as a π-
pulse excitation). In this case, we may think of the quantum two-level system as
absorbing a photon of energy ~ω0 from the laser field. In real systems, of course, the
amplitude |γb(t)| of the upper energy state decreases with time due to environmental
damping. Thus, to observe Rabi oscillations experimentally, the generalized Rabi
frequency must exceed the radiative decay rates of the quantum states involved.

Finally, we wish to highlight the linear dependence of the Rabi frequency on the
electric field magnitude of the laser. We have seen that this leads to an increase in the
Rabi frequency and a broadening of the resonance line width at increased laser powers.
In the next section, we find that a similar dependence leads to power broadening and
saturation when we consider a laser driven two-level system with damping.
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Figure 3.13: Rabi oscillations of the transition probability |γ̃b(t)|2 versus time at a
fixed Rabi frequency Ω1 for two different laser detunings: (i) δ = 0 (on resonance)
and δ = Ω1.

Damped Driving

We now consider a more realistic laser driven two-level system by including the effects
of damping. The inclusion of relaxation terms means that the laser driven excitation
to the upper energy level is offset by spontaneous emission back to the lower energy
level on a characteristic time scale. Analytical results reveal that the indefinite Rabi
oscillations of the previous section may become exponentially damped out or disap-
pear entirely. Moreover, relaxation causes the system to reach a steady state average
population in the upper and lower levels after a characteristic decay time. Analysis of
the steady state population reveals a non-linear dependence of the absorption spec-
trum on the laser intensity, producing the well-known effects of saturation and power
broadening. Two-level saturation plays an important role in the non-linearity of the
phonon-induced Fano effect described in Chapter 7.

To include the effects of environmental damping on a laser driven two-level system,
we employ the density matrix formalism. This allows us to analyze the properties
of the damped two-level system without requiring a detailed analysis of the environ-
mental perturbations responsible for the damping [51]. Once again, we have in mind
a two-level system of an electron in a QD, with the lower state the crystal ground
state and the upper state the bright exciton state. In this case, the lower level is
indefinitely stable (i.e., it does not relax) and the total population of the two state
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system remains constant (i.e., the system is closed). Moreover, the two-level system
can be represented by a state vector |Ψ(t)〉, which in the context of the density ma-
trix treatment is called a pure state. Under these conditions, we define the density
operator σ̂ to be equal to the following projection operator:

σ̂ = |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)|. (3.75)

The representation of σ̂ in the stationary state basis is known as the density
matrix. The probabilities of measuring the system to be in the states |a〉, |b〉, re-
spectively, are given by the diagonal elements σaa(t) = 〈a|σ̂|a〉, σbb(t) = 〈b|σ̂|b〉 of the
density matrix. These diagonal elements are commonly referred to as the populations
of the states |a〉, |b〉. For a closed system, the conservation of probability (and hence
population) leads to the following condition:

Trσ̂ = σaa + σbb = 1. (3.76)

Since the density matrix is hermitian, the off-diagonal elements σab(t) = 〈a|σ̂|b〉, σba(t) =
〈b|σ̂|a〉 are complex conjugates of one another:

σab(t) = σ∗ba(t). (3.77)

The off-diagonal elements are called coherences since they depend on the relative
phases of the stationary states. They often play an important role in coherent ma-
nipulations of the state vector.

In the absence of damping, the time evolution of σ̂ may be deduced from the
Schrödinger equation (3.1) to be:

dσ̂

dt
=

1

i~
[
Ĥ, σ̂

]
. (3.78)

The above equation involves the commutator of the system Hamiltonian and the
density operator. By representing equation (3.78) in the basis of stationary states
|a〉, |b〉, we arrive at a system of coupled differential equations that describes the rates
of change of the individual components of the density matrix under the influence of
the system Hamiltonian.

The average effects of weak environmental interactions on the two-level system
may be included in the density matrix formulation by adding a relaxation operator to
equation (3.78) [51]. It is easiest to describe the various relaxation terms by stating
their effect on the rates of change of the individual elements of the density matrix.
For the diagonal terms, the population rates of change due to relaxation are given
by: {

d

dt
σii

}
rel

= −
∑
j 6=i

Γi→jσii +
∑
j 6=i

Γj→iσjj, i, j = a, b. (3.79)
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In the above equation, the transition rates Γi→j, Γj→i indicate how transitions to and
from state |j〉 change the population σii of state |i〉. The relaxation terms of the
off-diagonal coherences are described by a different set of relaxation rates, denoted
γi,j, according to: {

d

dt
σij

}
rel

= −γi,jσij. (3.80)

The general expressions given in equations (3.79) and (3.80) are valid for a wide
variety of two-level systems. Here, we specifically consider a closed two-level system
and we assume that spontaneous emission is the dominant source of relaxation from
the upper to lower energy level. In this case, the diagonal relaxation terms are given
by: {

d

dt
σbb

}
rel

= −Γsp σbb, (3.81a)

{
d

dt
σaa

}
rel

= Γsp σbb, (3.81b)

while the relaxation of the coherences is described by:{
d

dt
σba

}
rel

= −γσba. (3.82)

Notice that in (3.81), the spontaneous emission rate Γsp serves to transfer the popu-
lation from the upper to the lower level. The decay rate γ in equation (3.82) is called
the decoherence or dephasing rate since it disrupts the phase relationship between
the lower and upper states that appears in the off-diagonal elements of the density
matrix.

It is customary to define characteristic time constants of the two-level system
based on equations (3.81) and (3.82). We define the radiative lifetime T1 from the
spontaneous emission rate Γsp, which specifies the average duration that a particle
remains in the upper level before it relaxes to the ground state via spontaneous
emission:

T1 =
1

Γsp
. (3.83)

The dephasing rate γ is related to the spontaneous emission rate Γsp. In particular,
if the coherences decay purely as a result of spontaneous emission, then the following
relation holds [53]:

γ =
Γsp
2
. (3.84)
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In general, γ may include contributions from processes other than spontaneous emis-
sion that destroy phase coherence. These processes may include scattering interac-
tions with phonons (i.e., vibrations of the crystal lattice), interactions with other
electronic states or coupling to electric and magnetic field fluctuations in the local
environment [53]. For this general case, the decoherence rate may be written as:

γ =
Γsp
2

+ γpd, (3.85)

where the so called pure dephasing rate γpd describes the loss of coherence due to all
dephasing processes other than spontaneous emission.

We may define two additional time constants for the two-level system based on
equation (3.85) that are related to the radiative lifetime T1 as follows:

γ ≡ 1

T2

=
1

2T1

+
1

T ∗2
. (3.86)

In the above equation, T2 is alternately called the phase-relaxation, decoherence or
dephasing time. The time constant T ∗2 is called the pure dephasing time and is related
to the pure dephasing rate according to:

T ∗2 =
1

γpd
. (3.87)

In the following, we assume all the above decay rates, and their associated time
constants, to be positive real numbers.

We now return to study the time evolution of the density matrix. Before including
the relaxation terms, we consider the equations arising purely from the Hamiltonian
terms in equation (3.78). The system Hamiltonian in this case is identical to that of
the undamped laser driven two-level system in the previous section. For simplicity,
however, we assume that the phase of the electric field is equal to zero. In this case,
the system Hamiltonian becomes:

H(t) =

[
0 ~Ω1 cos (ωt)

~Ω1 cos (ωt) ~ω0

]
, (3.88)

where we recall that Ω1 = −E0 〈b|µop · ê|a〉/~ is the Rabi frequency.
Representing the time evolution equation (3.78) for the density operator in the

stationary state basis and inserting the above Hamiltonian yields the following set of
equations for the elements of the density matrix:
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d

dt
σaa = −iΩ1 cosωt (σba − σab) , (3.89a)

d

dt
σbb = iΩ1 cosωt (σba − σab) , (3.89b)

d

dt
σab = iω0σab − iΩ1 cosωt (σbb − σaa) , (3.89c)

d

dt
σba = −iω0σba + iΩ1 cosωt (σbb − σaa) . (3.89d)

In the above equations, we observe that
d

dt
(σaa + σbb) = 0, while equations (3.89c)

and (3.89c) are complex conjugates of one another. The former condition implies the
conservation of population, while the latter results from the hermiticity of the density
matrix.

We may simplify equations (3.89) by making the quasi-resonant approximation,
in which case only one of the complex exponential components of cosωt makes an
appreciable contribution to the time evolution. To determine which components are
negligible, we observe that as Ω1 tends to zero, σab varies as exp(iω0t) according to
equation (3.89c). Inserting this result into equation (3.89a), for example, we may
distinguish the slow from the fast oscillating terms. We drop the fast oscillating
terms, which yield huge denominators upon integration and are therefore negligible
compared to the slow oscillating terms. With this simplification, the above equations
then become:

d

dt
σaa = −iΩ1

2

(
eiωtσba − e−iωtσab

)
, (3.90a)

d

dt
σbb =

iΩ1

2

(
eiωtσba − e−iωtσab

)
, (3.90b)

d

dt
σab = iω0σab −

iΩ1

2
eiωt (σbb − σaa) , (3.90c)

d

dt
σba = −iω0σba +

iΩ1

2
e−iωt (σbb − σaa) . (3.90d)

We now add the relaxation terms from equations (3.81) and (3.82) to (3.90), which
yields the following set of equations, generally known as the optical Bloch equations :
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d

dt
σaa = −iΩ1

2

(
eiωtσba − e−iωtσab

)
+ Γspσbb, (3.91a)

d

dt
σbb =

iΩ1

2

(
eiωtσba − e−iωtσab

)
− Γspσbb, (3.91b)

d

dt
σab = iω0σab −

iΩ1

2
eiωt (σbb − σaa)− γσab, (3.91c)

d

dt
σba = −iω0σba +

iΩ1

2
e−iωt (σbb − σaa)− γσba. (3.91d)

To facilitate solving these equations, we make the following change of variables to
eliminate the complex exponential terms:

σ̃ab = e−iωtσab, (3.92a)

σ̃ba = eiωtσba, (3.92b)

σ̃aa = σaa, (3.92c)

σ̃bb = σbb. (3.92d)

Then, equations (3.91) may be re-written in the following simplified form:

d

dt
σ̃aa = −iΩ1

2
(σ̃ba − σ̃ab) + Γspσ̃bb, (3.93a)

d

dt
σ̃bb =

iΩ1

2
(σ̃ba − σ̃ab)− Γspσ̃bb, (3.93b)

d

dt
σ̃ab = i(ω0 − ω)σ̃ab −

iΩ1

2
(σ̃bb − σ̃aa)− γσ̃ab, (3.93c)

d

dt
σ̃ba = −i(ω0 − ω)σ̃ba +

iΩ1

2
(σ̃bb − σ̃aa)− γσ̃ba. (3.93d)

Solving the above set of equations with appropriate initial conditions determines
the time evolution of the density matrix for all future times. It is important to point
out, however, that these equations are based on average environmental perturbations
and, as such, the solutions to (3.93) represent the statistical average behavior of an
ensemble of such systems. While a general solution in analytical form exists for the
optical Bloch equations of (3.93), it is quite lengthy and we do not attempt to present
it here. Instead, we shall analyze the equations for special conditions of interest.
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First, consider the case in which the upper level is initially populated and there
is no laser driving. Intuitively, we expect that the upper level should decay to the
lower level via spontaneous emission after a time on the order of the radiative lifetime
T1. Turning to equations (3.93), we set Ω1 = 0 since the laser is turned off, which
decouples the population equations from the coherences to yield:

d

dt
σaa = Γspσbb, (3.94a)

d

dt
σbb = −Γspσbb. (3.94b)

These equations are easily solved for the initial condition σ̃bb = 1, σ̃aa = 0, which
describes a system starting out in the upper level at time t = 0. The solution is:

σaa(t) = e−Γsp t = e−t/T1 , (3.95a)

σbb(t) = 1− e−Γsp t = 1− e−t/T1 . (3.95b)

The above equations reveal that the probability of remaining in the upper level de-
creases to 1/e ∼= 0.37 after a duration of time T1. Thus, our expectation that spon-
taneous emission will lead to relaxation from the excited state on the order of the
radiative lifetime is confirmed.

Next, we consider the case of Rabi oscillations. We assume that the relaxation
terms Γsp and γ are equal to zero and the laser is resonantly tuned. Under these con-
ditions, we anticipate a resonant Rabi oscillation identical to that seen in Figure 3.13
from the section on undamped laser driving. For simplicity, we define the population
difference η as:

η = σbb − σaa. (3.96)

With this definition and the conditions given above, the optical Bloch equations of
(3.93) become:

d

dt
η = iΩ1 (σ̃ba − σ̃ab) , (3.97a)

d

dt
σ̃ab = −iΩ1

2
η, (3.97b)

d

dt
σ̃ba =

iΩ1

2
η. (3.97c)
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Assuming the system starts in the lower level at time t = 0, the initial condition is
the following: η = −1, σ̃ab = σ̃ba = 0. The system in (3.97) may then be solved by
the eigenvalue method to yield the following solution:

η(t) = − cos(Ω1t), (3.98a)

σ̃ab =
i

2
sin(Ω1t), (3.98b)

σ̃ba = − i
2

sin(Ω1t). (3.98c)

We then solve for the transition probability to the upper level by using the conserva-
tion of population condition (3.76) along with equation (3.98a) to yield:

σbb(t) = sin2

(
Ω1t

2

)
. (3.99)

This result is identical to the undamped transition probability given in equation
(3.72b) under the condition of resonant driving, confirming that the optical Bloch
equations yield undamped Rabi oscillations in the absence of relaxation terms.

We now consider the effect of damping on the Rabi oscillations. For resonant
driving with relaxation terms, the optical Bloch equations are:

d

dt
σ̃aa = −iΩ1

2
(σ̃ba − σ̃ab) + Γspσ̃bb, (3.100a)

d

dt
σ̃bb =

iΩ1

2
(σ̃ba − σ̃ab)− Γspσ̃bb, (3.100b)

d

dt
σ̃ab = −iΩ1

2
(σ̃bb − σ̃aa)− γσ̃ab, (3.100c)

d

dt
σ̃ba =

iΩ1

2
(σ̃bb − σ̃aa)− γσ̃ba. (3.100d)

These equations may be solved to yield the following formula for the transition prob-
ability to the upper level:

σbb(t) =
Ω1e

−t(γ+Γsp+α)/2

4α(γ Γsp + Ω2
1)
×

[
γ
(

1− eαt
)

+ Γsp

(
1− eαt

)
− α

(
1 + eαt − 2et(γ+Γsp+α)/2

)]
, (3.101)
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Figure 3.14: Plots of the transition probability σbb(t) from equation (3.101) for differ-
ent values of the relaxation parameters at a fixed Rabi frequency Ω1. The relaxation
terms for the various plots are: (i) Solid blue line: Γsp = γ = 0, (ii) Dashed red line:
Γsp = 0.2 Ω1, γ = Γsp/2, (iii) Green dotted line Γsp = 0.2 Ω1, γ = 5 Γsp.

where for simplicity we have defined α as:

α =
√

(γ − Γsp)2 − 4Ω2
1. (3.102)

It is evident from equation (3.101) that the relaxation rates γ and Γsp lead to expo-
nential damping of the transition probability.

In Figure 3.14, we plot equation (3.101) for various values of the relaxation param-
eters Γsp and γ at a fixed Rabi frequency Ω1. The solid blue curve shows the undamped
case of perpetual Rabi oscillations with complete population transfer, similar to Fig.
3.13 from the previous section. The dashed red and dotted green lines show the effects
of finite damping on the transition probability. Rabi oscillations may still be present
(e.g., the dashed red curve), but they are exponentially damped and the transition
probability never reaches unity. Moreover, the populations in the lower and upper
levels approach a steady state value as the laser driving and relaxation terms come
to equilibrium. The dashed red curve shows the case in which the dephasing is due
solely to spontaneous emission (i.e., γ = Γsp/2). In the plot, we observe several Rabi
oscillations before the steady state population levels off at a value slightly less than
1/2. The dotted green curve has the same spontaneous emission rate as the dashed
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red curve, but includes an additional damping contribution from pure dephasing γpd.
In this case, rapid decoherence from the additional dephasing completely obscures
any Rabi oscillations and causes the system to quickly reach its steady state popula-
tion. In general, the appearance of Rabi oscillations requires that the Rabi frequency
Ω1 be at least several times greater than the dephasing rate γ, which requires a large
laser intensity and minimal environmental perturbations.

Finally, we analyze the steady state population of the laser driven two-level system
with damping. To determine the steady state solution, we set the time derivatives
in equations (3.100) to zero and then solve for the populations and the coherences.
Doing this, we find for the steady state populations:

σbb =
1

2

[
Ω2

1 (γ/Γsp)

δ2 + γ2 + Ω2
1 (γ/Γsp)

]
, (3.103a)

σaa = 1− σbb, (3.103b)

where we recall that δ = ω − ω0 is the laser detuning.
The absorption of the two-level system is proportional to the steady state popula-

tion in the upper level given by equation (3.103a). Inspection of this equation reveals
that the absorption has a Lorentzian-like line shape, where the amplitude and width
depend on the parameters Ω1, Γsp and γ. Moreover, we observe that the excited state
population σbb is a function of the laser intensity through its dependence on Ω2

1. At
low intensity levels, the excited state population (and hence the absorption) depends
linearly on the laser intensity. At higher intensities, however, equation (3.103a) re-
veals that the excited state population approaches a limiting value equal to 1/2. In
this case, the system is said to reach saturation, meaning that additional absorption
is not possible by simply increasing the laser power. Inspection of equation (3.103a)
reveals that saturation first occurs for resonant excitation, and then continues to
spread to both sides of the resonance as the laser intensity is further increased.

These trends are nicely illustrated in Figure 3.15, which plots equation (3.103a)
for various values of the Rabi frequency at a fixed total relaxation rate. The solid
blue curve shows the linear absorption regime, characterized by a Lorentzian line
shape and a small excited state population. The dashed green and dotted red curves
show the onset of saturation with increasing laser intensity. Fig. 3.15 also reveals
that the absorption line width increases with the laser intensity, an effect known as
power broadening. Thus, a realistic laser driven two-level system in the steady state
transitions from a linear regime of Lorentzian absorption at low power to a high power
regime characterized by saturation and power broadening of the absorption line.
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Figure 3.15: Plots of the excited state population σbb versus the laser detuning δ under
steady state conditions according to equation (3.103a). The curves are for different
values of the Rabi frequency Ω1 in proportion to the fixed spontaneous emission rate
Γsp. The dephasing rate is γ = Γsp/2 (i.e., due purely to spontaneous emission).

3.5 Fano Interference

The Fano effect, also known as Fano interference or Fano resonance, is a quantum
mechanical interference effect that arises in various systems that involve a discrete
excited state interacting with a continuum of energy states. Its defining feature is a
characteristic asymmetry that appears in the transition line shape of the system as a
function of the transition energy [54].16 In Chapter 7 of this dissertation, we present
a novel Fano interference effect in the absorption line shape of QDMs that results
from a coherent interaction between individual electronic states, single phonons (i.e.,
quanta of lattice vibrations) and single photons (i.e., quanta of light). In this section,
we provide a quantitative analysis of the Fano resonance following the method of Ugo
Fano, the first person to describe the effect [56]. The main result of this analysis is the
derivation of a formula for the transition probabilities that introduces the qFano factor,

16Similar interference effects arise in the context of classical physics, an example being a system
of two coupled oscillators with external driving [55].
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a quantity which governs the characteristic asymmetry of the Fano resonance. We
also find an intuitively simple interpretation of the Fano effect in terms of a quantum
mechanical interference between separate pathways in the excitation process.

To begin, we describe the fundamental conditions necessary to realize a Fano
interference. Three sorts of states are involved: a discrete ground state |φ0〉, a discrete
excited state |φ1〉 and an ensemble of extended states |ψε′〉 forming a continuum
of energy levels. We may think of this as a two-level system with an additional
continuum of energy states overlapping the discrete excited state. Transitions from
the ground state to the discrete excited state (i.e., |φ0〉 → |φ1〉) and to the continuum
states (i.e., |φ0〉 → |ψε′〉) are possible via an external excitation. In addition, there
must also exist an intrinsic interaction within the system that couples the discrete
excited state to the continuum of states (i.e., |φ1〉 ↔ |ψε′〉). Examples of such intrinsic
interactions may include Auger auto-ionization or tunneling between the discrete
and continuum states [57]. The intrinsic interaction couples the otherwise separate
discrete and continuous component systems, leading to a new set of stationary states
formed as a superposition of the states of the component systems. To determine
the excitation profile of the Fano resonance, we must then calculate the transition
probabilities for excitation from the discrete ground state to the hybridized stationary
states. In the case of optical excitation, this yields the absorption profile of the system.

We now proceed to solve the Fano problem analytically. We consider a quantum
system composed of a two-state system and a continuum of states. In the absence
of coupling between these two component systems, the two-level system has station-
ary eigenstates |φ0〉 and |φ1〉 with energies ε0 = 0 (i.e., the ground state reference
energy) and ε1 > 0, while the continuum stationary states |ψε′〉 have a continuous
range of eigenenergies specified by the real number ε′ and overlapping with ε1. The
stationary states of the non-interacting systems are considered to be non-degenerate
and orthogonal due to prior specification of a complete set of commuting observables.
Accordingly, we may write the system Hamiltonian as a sum of two terms:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ε′ . (3.104)

In the above equation, Ĥ0 consists of two block diagonal sub-matrices that specify
the energies of the uncoupled discrete and continuum component systems, while the
operator V̂ε′ describes the internal interaction that couples the discrete and continuum
component systems. We consider V̂ε′ as a perturbation to Ĥ0 and point out that it is
time-independent, but may be a function of the energy ε′ (as the notation suggests).

While the system Hamiltonian is uncountably infinite because of the continuum
states, its individual matrix elements are entirely specified in the eigenbasis of the
component systems by the following equations:
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〈ψε′′|Ĥ|ψε′〉 = ε′ δ(ε′′ − ε′), (3.105a)

〈φ1|Ĥ|φ1〉 = ε1, (3.105b)

〈ψε′|Ĥ|φ1〉 = Vε′ , (3.105c)

〈ψε′|Ĥ|φ0〉 = 0, (3.105d)

〈φ1|Ĥ|φ0〉 = 0, (3.105e)

〈φ0|Ĥ|φ0〉 = 0. (3.105f)

The above set of equations reveals that, in the absence of the external excitation
mechanism, the ground state is decoupled from both the excited and continuum
states. Consequently, it can be ignored as we seek to diagonalize the elements of
the remaining sub-matrix. This diagonalization process will determine a new set of
stationary states |Ψε〉 for each energy ε within the range of ε′. These eigenstates of
Ĥ may be written as a weighted superposition of the discrete excited state with the
continuum states as follows:

|Ψε〉 = α|φ1〉+

∫
dε′βε′|ψε′〉, (3.106)

where the expansion coefficients α(ε) = 〈φ1|Ψε〉 and βε′(ε) = 〈ψε′ |Ψε〉 are functions
of the energy ε, though we only indicate this explicitly when necessary.

Our first objective is to solve for the expansion coefficients α and βε′ of the hy-
bridized stationary states. Once these coefficients are known, we can then calculate
the transition probabilities from the ground state |φ0〉 to the hybridized states |Ψε〉
of (3.106), thereby determining the absorption profile of the system in the case of
optical excitation.

By forming the products 〈φ1|Ĥ|Ψε〉 and 〈ψε′|Ĥ|Ψε〉 and using equations (3.105)
and (3.106), we arrive at the following equations for the expansion coefficients:

α ε1 +

∫
dε′ Vε′

∗βε′ = α ε, (3.107a)

αVε′ + βε′ ε
′ = ε βε′ . (3.107b)

These equations may be solved exactly, but require a careful analysis to handle certain
singularities that arise on account of the continuous energy spectrum.
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We shall first rearrange equation (3.107b) to express βε′ in terms of α in order
that we may insert the result into (3.107a). Partially completing this procedure yields
from (3.107b):

βε′(ε− ε′)
αVε′

= 1. (3.108)

We need to be careful in dividing both sides by the quantity (ε−ε′), which is singular
for ε = ε′. To maintain equality upon division, we must add to one side of (3.108)
a multiple of the Dirac delta function δ (ε − ε′) [58]. Doing this yields the following
equation for βε′ :

βε′ =

[
1

(ε− ε′) + z(ε)δ (ε− ε′)
]
αVε′ , (3.109)

where the function z(ε) is the multiple of the delta function. To solve for z(ε), we
may substitute (3.109) into (3.107a), where we should take the principal value of the
integral involving the singular term 1/(ε − ε′) [56]. Making this substitution and
canceling the common factor α yields the following equation:

ε1 + f(ε) + z(ε)|Vε|2 = ε, (3.110)

where |Vε|2 has units of energy and f(ε) is the principal value integral:

f(ε) = P

∫
dε′
|Vε′ |2
ε− ε′ . (3.111)

We then have for z(ε):

z(ε) =
ε− [ε1 + f(ε)]

|Vε|2
. (3.112)

In the above equation, the numerator represents the energy difference between the
hybridized state energy ε and the energy of the discrete state resonance ε1, shifted by
an amount f(ε). The energy shift f(ε) is typically small and is identically zero if Vε
is independent of ε, as indicated by equation (3.111). As the hybridized state energy
passes through the discrete excited state resonance, z(ε) abruptly changes sign. We
will see that this behavior of equation (3.112) plays an important role in governing
the characteristic asymmetry of the Fano resonance.

To fully specify our solution of the hybridized stationary states Ψε in equation
(3.106), we must now solve for the expansion coefficient α. This may be achieved by
carrying out the ortho-normalization procedure for Ψε. Using an arbitrary pair of
eigenstates with the energies ε and ε̃, we may write:

〈Ψε̃|Ψε〉 = α∗(ε̃)α(ε) +

∫
dε′β∗ε′(ε̃)βε′(ε) = δ (ε̃− ε), (3.113)
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where upon inserting (3.109) into the above equation yields:

α∗(ε̃)α(ε)

{
1 +

∫
dε′ V ∗ε′ Vε′

[
1

ε̃− ε′ + z(ε̃) δ (ε̃− ε′)
]
×

[
1

ε− ε′ + z(ε) δ (ε− ε′)
]}

= δ (ε̃− ε).
(3.114)

Special care must be taken to correctly evaluate the integral at the point of double
singularity where ε̃ = ε. Following reference [56], the factor 1/(ε̃− ε′)(ε− ε′) may be
resolved into partial fractions according to:

1

(ε̃− ε′)(ε− ε′) =
1

ε̃− ε

(
1

ε− ε′ −
1

ε̃− ε′
)

+ π2δ (ε̃− ε′) δ (ε− ε′). (3.115)

Then, substituting (3.115) into (3.114) and making use of the relation δ (ε−ε′) g(ε′) =
δ (ε− ε′) g(ε) for an arbitrary function g, (3.114) reduces to:

|α(ε)|2 |Vε|2
[
π2 + z2(ε)

]
δ (ε̃− ε) + α∗(ε̃)α(ε)×{

1 +
1

ε̃− ε
(
f(ε)− f(ε̃) + z(ε)|Vε|2 − z(ε̃)|Vε̃|2

)}
= δ (ε̃− ε).

(3.116)

The expression in curly brackets is identically zero on account of equation (3.110),
which implies that equation (3.116) is satisfied for:

|α(ε)|2 =
1

|Vε|2 [π2 + z2(ε)]
=

|Vε|2
(ε− [ε1 + f(ε)]) + π2|Vε|4

. (3.117)

The above equation, in conjunction with (3.109), yields the solution for the expansion
coefficients of the hybridized stationary states |Ψε〉.

We pause briefly to comment on the importance of equation (3.117), which gives
the contribution of the discrete excited state to the hybridized stationary states |Ψε〉.
It is a Lorentzian function of the energy, centered at the discrete resonance value
ε1 + f(ε), with a full-width at half-maximum equal to 2π|Vε|2. Conversely, we may
consider the discrete excited state to be broadened by an amount 2π|Vε|2 from its
coupling to the continuum that renders it unstable. According to the time-energy
uncertainty principle, if the system were prepared in the discrete state |φ1〉, it would
undergo irreversible relaxation to a stationary state |Ψε〉 after a mean time on the
order of ~/π|Vε|2. This time scale, which is governed by the strength of the intrinsic
coupling interaction |Vε|2, has practical significance for the experimental observation
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of the Fano effect since it competes with other irreversible decay processes, most
notably spontaneous emission. In particular, we may conclude that the observation
of Fano interference is not precluded by spontaneous emission or other dephasing
mechanisms, granted that these mechanisms operate on a time scale that is long
compared to ~/π|Vε|2.

We now complete our solution of the expansion coefficients α and βε′ for the
hybridized stationary states |Ψε〉. Based on equation (3.112), we define the quantity
∆ according to:

tan ∆ = − π

z(ε)
= − π |Vε|2

ε− [ε1 + f(ε)]
. (3.118)

The above expression allows us to write α, to within a phase factor, in the simplified
form:

α =
sin ∆

πVε
=

1

πVε

[
−π|Vε|2√

(ε− [ε1 + f(ε)])2 + π2|Vε|4

]
. (3.119)

Substituting this result into (3.109) yields for βε′ , to within the same phase factor as
α:

βε′ =
Vε′

Vε

[
sin ∆

π(ε− ε′) − cos ∆ δ (ε− ε′)
]
, (3.120)

where:

cos ∆ =
ε− [ε1 + f(ε)]√

(ε− [ε1 + f(ε)])2 + π2|Vε|4
. (3.121)

Finally, inserting equations (3.119) and (3.120) into (3.106) yields the following solu-
tion for |Ψε〉 in the basis of the unperturbed component states, to within an arbitrary
global phase constant:

|Ψε〉 =

(
sin ∆

π Vε

)
|φ1〉+

∫
dε′
(
Vε′

Vε

[
sin ∆

π(ε− ε′) − cos ∆ δ (ε− ε′)
])
|ψε′〉

=
sin ∆

π Vε

[
|φ1〉+ P

∫
dε′

Vε′

ε− ε′ |ψε′〉
]
− cos ∆ |ψε〉

=
sin ∆

π Vε
|Φ1〉 − cos ∆ |ψε〉.

(3.122)

In the above equation, we have defined:

|Φ1〉 = |φ1〉+ P

∫
dε′

Vε′

ε− ε′ |ψε′〉, (3.123)
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as the discrete excited state |φ1〉, modified by an admixture of states from the un-
perturbed continuum |ψε′〉. In the case that Vε′ and |ψε′〉 are independent of ε′, then
|Φ1〉 reduces to |φ1〉.

We are now in a position to determine the transition probability function (and
hence the absorption profile for optical excitation) from the discrete ground state
|φ0〉 to the hybridized final states |Ψε〉. The external excitation mechanism may be
represented as a transition operator that we denote by T̂ . The transition probability
is then equal to the modulus squared of the transition amplitude 〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉, which
according to (3.122) is:

〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉 =
sin ∆

π V ∗ε
〈Φ1|T̂ |φ0〉 − cos ∆ 〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉. (3.124)

Inspection of (3.124) reveals that the transition amplitude 〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉 is affected by
an interference between the two amplitudes 〈Φ1|T̂ |φ0〉 and 〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉 that depends
on the quantity ∆. In particular, equations (3.120) and (3.121) reveal that sin ∆ is
an even function of ε− [ε1− f(ε)], whereas cos ∆ is an odd function of this quantity.
Consequently, these amplitudes interfere with opposite phase on either side of the
discrete resonance ε1 − f(ε), leading to the characteristic asymmetry of the Fano
resonance.

If we consider the rules for combining quantum amplitudes as set forth by Feyn-
man, we may interpret equation (3.124) as an interference of amplitudes between two
indistinguishable pathways both leading to the final excited state |Ψε〉 [59]. From this
point of view, the system may end up in |Ψε〉 by transitioning through the modified
discrete state |Φ1〉 or through the unperturbed continuum states |ψε〉. As there is
no way to distinguish these pathways, their separate amplitudes must be summed
together to calculate the total transition amplitude. We illustrate this interpretation
of the Fano effect in Figure 3.16.

In discussing the transition probability to the hybridized states |Ψε〉, it is custom-
ary to compare it with the transition probability to the unperturbed continuum states
in terms of the ratio |〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2/|〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2, which we denote by I(ε). This is rea-
sonable since the transitions to the unperturbed continuum provide a slowly varying
background upon which the rapidly varying function |〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2 is superimposed.17

To calculate this probability ratio, we first divide equation (3.124) by 〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉 to

17More precisely, |〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2 is a rapidly varying function of the energy ε in the vicinity of the
resonance ε ≈ ε1 + f(ε), while |〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2 is a slowly varying function of the energy.
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Figure 3.16: Diagram showing the transition amplitudes 〈Φ1|T̂ |φ0〉 and 〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉,
which correspond to separate indistinguishable pathways that must be added together
in order to calculate the total transition amplitude to the hybridized state |Ψε〉. The
amplitude Vε represents the intrinsic interaction coupling the discrete excited state
to the unperturbed continuum.

give:

〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉
〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉

=
1

π V ∗ε

〈Φ1|T̂ |φ0〉
〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉

sin ∆ − cos ∆,

= q sin ∆ − cos ∆,

(3.125)

where the quantity:

q =
1

π V ∗ε

〈Φ1|T̂ |φ0〉
〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉

. (3.126)

is known as the Fano factor. Next, we square (3.125), which after some algebra
reduces to:

|〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2
|〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2

=
(q − cot ∆)2

csc2 ∆
. (3.127)

At this point, we define the reduced energy variable ξ as:

ξ = − cot ∆ =
ε− [ε1 + f(ε)]

π |Vε|2
=
ε− [ε1 + f(ε)]

Γ/2
, (3.128)
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where:

Γ = 2π |Vε|2, (3.129)

represents the broadening of the discrete state |φ1〉 due to coupling with the contin-
uum.

Finally, inserting (3.128) into (3.127) yields for the ratio of transition probabilities:

I(ξ) ≡ |〈Ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2
|〈ψε|T̂ |φ0〉|2

=
(q + ξ)2

1 + ξ2
. (3.130)

Equation (3.130) is the most important result of this section, with the Fano factor
q governing the asymmetry of the transition probability. If the transition operator T̂
represents optical excitation, then I(ξ) determines the absorption line shape of the
system for a given value of q.

There are exactly one minimum and one maximum of the Fano resonance that
may be determined from equation (3.130):

Imin = I(−q) = 0, (3.131a)

Imax = I(1/q) = 1 + q2. (3.131b)

At the minimum, the amplitudes in equation (3.124) undergo perfectly destructive
interference such that the transition probability vanishes. At the maximum, these
amplitudes reach their greatest constructive interference for a given value of q. In
reality, these extrema represent idealized limits that may not be fully reached in
experimental systems. For example, the inclusion of additional interactions, such as
couplings to other energy states or environmental perturbations, may cause deviations
from this simplified model.

To get a sense of the Fano resonance, Figure 3.17 plots normalized values of I(ε)
for different values of the Fano factor q and the broadening parameter Γ, which we
consider to be constants over the region of interest. Fig. 3.17a illustrates the various
symmetries of the Fano resonance as a function of q. For large q, the transition to the
continuum states is weak and the line shape displays the standard Lorentzian profile
for a transition to an uncoupled discrete state (dashed red line in Fig. 3.17a). When q
is on the order of unity, transitions to the discrete and unperturbed continuum states
become comparable in strength. In this case, the two amplitudes interfere to produce
a highly asymmetric line shape that dips and rises sharply on opposite sides of the
discrete resonance (solid blue line in Fig. 3.17a). For very small values of q, the tran-
sition probability displays a pronounced dip or anti-resonance at ξ = 0 (dash-dotted
green line in Fig. 3.17a). In the case of optical driving, this latter condition implies
that there is no absorption at the resonance and the material becomes transparent.
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Figure 3.17: Normalized plots showing different line shapes of the Fano resonance.
(a) The dependence of the Fano line shape I(ξ) on the asymmetry parameter q. (b)
Plot of the function I(ε) = (q+2ε/Γ)2/[1+(2ε/Γ)2] for different values of Γ and fixed
q = 1. In both graphs, equation (3.130) has been normalized to unity by dividing by
Imax = (1 + q2). The plots have been made for q > 0; for q < 0, the symmetry is
reflected about the line ξ = 0.

The effect of the broadening parameter Γ = 2π|Vε|2 on the Fano profile is shown in
Fig 3.17b. For a fixed value of q, we observe that the energy width of the resonance
grows broader as Γ increases in value, as we should expect. In general, the value of
q may be either negative or positive. A change in the sign of q results in a reflection
of I(ξ) about the line ξ = 0.

3.6 Phonons and Polarons

So far, we have considered the electronic states of crystalline matter with the simpli-
fying assumption that the underlying ionic lattice remains static. In this section, we
relax that assumption so that the ionic cores are allowed to vibrate about their equi-
librium positions in the crystal lattice. This leads to vibrational waves in the crystal,
which may be quantized in the form of phonons. Moreover, phonons may couple with
electronic states in matter to produce new hybridized quasi-particles called polarons.
In QDM systems, acoustic and optical phonons often play an important role in the
relaxation of excited electronic states, generating heat as a by product. Phonons also
are a major source of decoherence of the atom-like quantum states in QDs and QDMs
[60, 61]. In Chapter 7 of this dissertation, we demonstrate the less common case in
which individual phonons are made to interact coherently with electronic states in
a QDM, leading to a Fano interference and phonon-induced transparency. In this
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section, we present an elementary theory of the vibrational states formed in solid
state crystalline systems. We begin with a classical description of the normal modes
of oscillation of a crystal lattice and then precede to a quantum description of lattice
vibrations in terms of phonons and the hybridized polarons.

Normal Modes of a One-Dimensional Diatomic Crystal

A basic understanding of the important vibrational processes in diatomic crystalline
matter, such as InAs or GaAs, may be obtained from a classical description of the
normal modes of a simple one-dimensional diatomic crystal. Such a system is com-
posed of a regular one-dimensional lattice with a basis consisting of two types of
atomic species. The solution for the normal modes of the lattice vibrations reveal
two distinct classes of waves that depend on the relative motion of the ion cores of
the different atoms. Lower energy acoustic waves occur for in phase motion of the
distinct ions cores, while higher energy optical waves occur when this motion is out
of phase. Both longitudinal and transverse displacements are possible for the two
classes of wave motion.

To begin our analysis, we consider a one-dimensional crystal in which adjacent
lattice sites are separated by a lattice constant of length a. Then, the vector R = na
describes the distinct lattice sites of the finite crystal for n = 1, 2, . . . , N . At each
lattice site, there is a basis consisting of two distinct species of ion core, which we dis-
tinguish by the labels A and B. The distinct ion cores have separate masses indicated
by mA and mB. For simplicity, we assume an equidistant spacing between adjacent
ion cores, which yields a linear array of alternating ion types that are separated by
a distance of a/2 when the crystal is in equilibrium. We may then describe the dis-
placement of the distinct ions from their equilibrium positions at the nth lattice site
by the coordinates uA,n and uB,n, respectively. We note that the equilibrium positions
of the two ionic species at the nth lattice site are na for the A species and na + a/2
for the B species.

As the ions are displaced from their equilibrium positions, they exert forces on
one another. If the displacements are small, we may assume that the force between
ions is linearly proportional to the difference in their displacements from equilibrium.
This assumption is known as the harmonic approximation, since it implies that the
potential energy of the crystal is a quadratic function of the relative displacement
of adjacent ions [42]. For brevity, we also assume that each ion interacts only with
its two nearest neighbors. In this case, the harmonic approximation is equivalent to
assuming that each ion is connected to its neighbors by a spring obeying Hooke’s law.
Figure 3.18 shows such a model of the one-dimensional diatomic crystal lattice. For
simplicity, we have assumed that the ion displacements are directed along the crystal
lattice axis, a situation that describes longitudinal vibrations. In general, the ions
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Figure 3.18: Diagram of a one-dimensional diatomic crystal structure with a ba-
sis of two distinct ions of masses mA, mB. The longitudinal displacements of the
ions from their equilibrium positions are denoted by uA,n−1, uA,n, uA,n+1, . . . and
uB,n−1, uB,n, uB,n+1, . . . , respectively. The ions are shown in their undisplaced posi-
tions and it is seen that the crystal structure repeats with a lattice constant of length
a. The interaction between neighboring ions is equivalent to a Hooke’s law interaction
with a spring constant C.

may vibrate in any of the three spatial dimensions, thereby permitting two additional
transverse modes of vibration.

Using Figure 3.18 as a guide, we may write the net force exerted on the two ionic
species at the nth lattice site as:

FA,n = C(uB,n + uB,n−1 − 2uA,n), (3.132a)

FB,n = C(uA,n+1 + uA,n − 2uB,n), (3.132b)

where FA,n, FB,n are the net forces on ionic species A, B, respectively, due to nearest
neighbor interactions and C is a constant governing the strength of the interaction
(i.e., the spring constant).18 The equations of motion for the two ionic species at the
nth lattice site are then given by:

mA
d2

dt2
uA,n = C(uB,n + uB,n−1 − 2uA,n), (3.133a)

mB
d2

dt2
uB,n = C(uA,n+1 + uA,n − 2uB,n). (3.133b)

We seek solutions to (3.133) in the form of traveling waves, in which all the ions
oscillate with the same temporal frequency ω:

18If the equilibrium positions of the ions of the diatomic basis were not equidistantly spaced,
then there would be separate force constants for the two nearest neighbor interactions. However,
this would not fundamentally change the mathematical form of the resulting wave motion.
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uA,n = A0e
i(kna−ωt), (3.134a)

uB,n = B0e
i(kna−ωt). (3.134b)

In the above equation, A0, B0 are complex constants that determine the amplitude
and phase of the ions of species A and B, respectively, and k is a wave vector related
to the spatial wavelength of the motion according to:

|k| = 2π

λ
. (3.135)

The physical motion of the ions is then given by either the real or imaginary parts of
equation (3.134).

The allowed values of k are restricted by the boundary conditions for a finite
crystal. Since we are not typically concerned with edge effects for vibrations in bulk
crystals, it is convenient to employ the Born-von Karman boundary conditions [42].19

This is equivalent to requiring that the first and last ions of the one-dimensional
lattice interact as if they were connected by a spring with spring constant C. This
condition is enforced by the following requirements:

uB, 0 = uB,N , (3.136a)

uA,N+1 = uA, 1. (3.136b)

Here, we recall that n = 1 is the first site and n = N is the last site of the crystal
lattice. Inserting (3.136) into (3.134), we find that the following condition must hold:

eikNa = 1. (3.137)

Equation (3.137), in turn, requires k to have the following form:

k =
2π

a

n

N
, n an integer. (3.138)

Notice that if k is changed by an amount 2π/a, the displacements given by equation
(3.134) are unaffected. Thus, there are only N values of k consistent with (3.138)
that yield distinct solutions. By convention, we take these to be the values of k within
the range −π/a ≤ k ≤ +π/a, which is called the first Brillouin zone of the crystal
lattice.

19Even for QDMs, such as those investigated in this dissertation, the optical phonons may be
considered bulk-like to excellent approximation [5].
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At this point, we substitute the wave solutions (3.134) into the equations of mo-
tion (3.133), which after some algebra yields the following coupled system of linear
equations:

(2C − ω2mA)A0 − C(1 + e−ika)B0 = 0, (3.139a)

−C(1 + eika)A0 + (2C − ω2mB)B0 = 0. (3.139b)

A solution to (3.139) exists as long as the determinant of the coefficients vanishes:∣∣∣∣∣ (2C − ω2mA) C(1 + e−ika)

−C(1 + eika) (2C − ω2mB)

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0, (3.140)

or equivalently:

(mAmB)ω4 − 2C(mA +mB)ω2 + 2C2[1− cos (ka)] = 0. (3.141)

Equation (3.141) may be solved for ω2 as a function of the wave vector k, yielding:

ω2 =
C

mAmB

[
(mA +mB)±

√
m2
A +m2

B + 2mAmB cos (ka)

]
. (3.142)

The result in (3.142) describes the dispersion relation of the wave motion. We
observe that for each of the N values of k, there are two solutions for ω with distinct
positive frequencies. These two solutions are referred to as the acoustic and optical
branches of the dispersion relation. For the longitudinal motion considered here,
this yields a total of 2N normal modes of oscillation. Including the two transverse
directions of motion, which each have acoustic and optical branches, there are a
total of 6 branches in the dispersion relation: one longitudinal acoustic (LA), one
longitudinal optical (LO), two transverse acoustic (TA) and two transverse optical
(TO). Each of these branches has N normal modes of oscillation, yielding of total
of 6N normal modes for the one-dimensional diatomic crystal lattice. In general, for
a crystalline structure with a basis consisting of p atoms, there are 3p branches in
the dispersion relation: 3 acoustic branches and 3p − 3 optical branches [43]. The
normal modes represent a complete solution to the vibrational motion of the crystal.
Any general motion of the ions may be described by a superposition of the normal
mode solutions, accompanied by appropriate initial conditions for the velocities and
displacements of the ions.

In Figure 3.19, we plot the acoustic and optical branches of the dispersion relation
for the case where mA > mB. The acoustic branch results from the negative sign
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Figure 3.19: Plot of the dispersion relation of a one-dimensional diatomic crystal,
showing the (longitudinal) acoustic and optical branches for the case where mA > mB.

in equation (3.142), while the optical branch results from the positive sign. It is
insightful to calculate the limiting values of ω(k) for the two branches when k << 1
and ka = ±π, at the edge of the first Brillouin zone. Using Taylor’s theorem, we
find that the acoustic branch is approximately linear in k for ka << 1 (i.e., the long
wavelength limit):

ωac(k) ∼=
√

C

2(mA +mB)
· ka, ka << 1. (3.143)

Sound waves also display a linear dispersion relation, hence the name acoustic given to
this branch. The optical branch, on the other hand, achieves its maximum frequency
at k = 0 and is stationary to first order for ka << 1:

ωop(k) ∼=
√

2C

(
1

mA

+
1

mB

)
, ka << 1. (3.144)

The constancy of equation (3.144) for small k reveals why the optical branch is some-
times called dispersionless. At the edge of the first Brillouin zone, where k reaches
its maximum amplitude of π/a, the two roots of equation (3.142) are:
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ωop =

√
2C

mB

, (3.145a)

ωac =

√
2C

mA

. (3.145b)

We observe that there is a frequency gap at the boundary of the first Brillouin zone,
dividing the acoustic and optical branches, for which no wave solutions exist for any
value of k (see Fig. 3.19). Equation (3.145) reveals that this gap disappears if the
ions are identical (i.e., mA = mB); this simply represents the case of a monatomic
lattice, in which the optical branch ceases to exist altogether.

Finally, we point out important differences in the oscillatory motion of the acoustic
and optical branches. For the optical branch at k = 0, substitution of (3.144) into
(3.139) yields the following ratio of displacement amplitudes for the distinct ions
species: (

A0

B0

)
op

= −mB

mA

, k = 0. (3.146)

Thus, the distinct ions of a given lattice site oscillate 180o out of phase in the optical
mode, with displacements weighted by their respective masses. For the acoustic mode,
on the other hand, we find from (3.139) that the distinct ions oscillate in phase and
with the same displacement in the limit that k approaches zero:(

A0

B0

)
ac

= 1, k = 0. (3.147)

Figure 3.20 depicts the motion of the acoustic and optical branches for k ≈ 0.
In both cases, the long wavelength regime implies that the motion at nearby lattice
sites is nearly identical. For the acoustic branch, all the ions move together with the
same displacement, so that the connecting springs are hardly stretched. As a result,
the frequency of vibration vanishes with k, as does the energy carried by the wave.
For the optical branch, however, the distinct ions at each lattice site oscillate out of
phase, so that the connecting springs are periodically stretched at a maximal rate.
Consequently, both the oscillation frequency and the energy carried by the wave are
maximum at k = 0. If the distinct ions of the basis are oppositely charged, then this
motion may be excited by the electric field of a light wave. The resulting oscillations
are accompanied by a time-varying dipole moment. Consequently, the name optical
is given to this branch. Such excitation typically occurs at k = 0 due to the negligible
linear momentum transferred to the lattice by the incident light wave.
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Figure 3.20: Longitudinal (a) optical and (b) acoustic waves in a one-dimensional
diatomic crystal of lattice constant a for k ≈ 0. Here, mA > mB and the distinct ions
A, B carry opposite charges. Arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the ion
displacements. In the optical mode, distinct ions at a lattice site move 180o out of
phase, while their center of mass remains stationary. In the acoustic mode, all the
ions move in phase with the same displacement.

Phonons - Quantized Lattice Vibrations

The classical lattice vibrations of the previous section may be quantized to yield
discrete energy states associated with each normal mode of vibration. These quanta
of lattice vibrations are quasi-particles called phonons. They are ubiquitous in all
matter systems, where they are responsible for the storage and exchange of heat
energy. In solid state systems, they often play a dissipative role in the damping and
relaxation of electronic states. Phonons may also be optically excited.

Here, we demonstrate phonons by quantizing the elastic waves of a monatomic
one-dimensional lattice. We consider N identical particles of mass m forming a one-
dimensional linear array with a lattice constant of length a. As in the previous section,
particles interact with their two nearest neighbors via a Hooke’s law force with spring
constant C. As before, the boundary conditions are fixed by the Born-von Karman
condition. The Hamiltonian of such a system is:

Ĥ =
N∑
n=1

[
p̂2
n

2m
+
C

2
(q̂n+1 − q̂n)2

]
, (3.148)

where q̂n and p̂n are the displacement and momentum operators for the nth particle
of the lattice [43]. The operators q̂n, p̂n obey the canonical commutation relation:

[q̂n, p̂n′ ] = i~ δn,n′ , (3.149)

where δn,n′ is the Kronecker delta, which equals 1 for n = n′ and 0 otherwise.
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The Hamiltonian of (3.148) represents the classical expression for the total kinetic
and potential energy of the lattice particles. It closely resembles the Hamiltonian of
a simple harmonic oscillator and we may solve for its eigenstates and eigenvalues
using the familiar method of creation and annihilation operators [43]. To begin, we
introduce the canonically conjugate phonon coordinates Q̂k, P̂k, which are related to
the coordinates q̂n, p̂n by the following Fourier transformations:

q̂n = N−1/2
∑
k

Q̂ke
ikna, (3.150a)

Q̂k = N−1/2
∑
n

q̂ne
−ikna, (3.150b)

and

p̂n = N−1/2
∑
k

P̂ke
−ikna, (3.151a)

P̂k = N−1/2
∑
n

p̂ne
ikna. (3.151b)

The canonical commutation relations hold for Q̂, P̂ :[
Q̂k, P̂k′

]
= i~ δk,k′ . (3.152)

As in the previous section, the boundary conditions restrict the wave vector k in
(3.150) to the following values:

k =
2πn

aN
, n = ±1,±2, · · · ,±N/2. (3.153)

By substituting (3.150a) and (3.151a) into (3.148) and using (3.152), we find that the
Hamiltonian may be expressed in terms of the phonon coordinates as:

Ĥ =
∑
k

[
1

2m
P̂kP̂−k +

1

2
mω2

kQ̂kQ̂−k

]
, (3.154)

where the frequency ωk is defined as:

ωk =

[(
2C

m

)
(1− cos ka)

]1/2

. (3.155)
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We now define the phonon creation and annihilation operators in terms of the
phonon coordinates as follows:

b̂†k = (2~)−1/2
[
(mωk)

1/2Q̂−k − i(mωk)−1/2P̂k

]
, (3.156a)

b̂k = (2~)−1/2
[
(mωk)

1/2Q̂k + i(mωk)
−1/2P̂−k

]
. (3.156b)

The inverse relations are:

Q̂k =

(
~

2mωk

)1/2

(b̂k + b̂†−k), (3.157a)

P̂k = i

(
~mωk

2

)1/2

(b̂†k − b̂−k). (3.157b)

The phonon creation and annihilation operators obey the following commutation
relations: [

b̂k, b̂
†
k′

]
= δk,k′ . (3.158)

Upon inserting (3.157) into (3.154), we find that the Hamiltonian may be written as
the sum of simple harmonic oscillators for each wave vector or mode:

Ĥ =
∑
k

~ωk
(
b̂†kb̂k +

1

2

)
. (3.159)

The Hamiltonian of (3.159) assumes the well known solutions of a quantum simple
harmonic oscillator for each mode k [43]. Let |jk〉 be an eigenstate of Ĥ with j ∈ N for
each k. The creation and annihilation operators then have the following properties:

b̂†k|jk〉 = (j + 1)1/2 |(j + 1)k〉, (3.160a)

b̂k|jk〉 = j1/2 |(j − 1)k〉, (3.160b)

from which it follows that:

b̂†k b̂k|jk〉 = j|jk〉, (3.161)

so that |jk〉 is an eigenstate of b̂†k b̂k with eigenvalue j. We interpret this to mean
that when the phonon mode k is in the eigenstate |jk〉, there are j phonons in that
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mode, each with the same discrete energy. The number operator b̂†k b̂k counts the
phonons in a given mode. Consequently, the energy eigenvalues for each mode k of
the Hamiltonian are:

Ĥk|jk〉 = ~ωk
(
b̂†kb̂k +

1

2

)
|jk〉 =

(
j +

1

2

)
~ωk|jk〉, (3.162)

and the eigenvalues of the entire Hamiltonian for all modes k are:

U =
∑
k

(
j +

1

2

)
~ωk. (3.163)

We observe that the energy stored in each vibrational mode with classical fre-
quency ωk is obtained by multiplying the discrete phonon energy ~ωk by the number
of phonons in that mode, plus an additional energy amount ~ωk/2. This extra energy
exists in the absence of any phonons and is called the zero point energy. The phonon
creation and annihilation operators are seen to increase or decrease the number of
phonons in a given mode by one. That is, they create and annihilate phonons within
the lattice.

Although we have quantized phonons for the case of a monatomic crystal lattice,
equivalent results hold for crystals with multiple branches and polarizations for each
value of the wave vector k. In particular, we find many materials in which optical
branch phonons are generated during laser excitation. Similarly, the relaxation of
an excited electronic state may involve the emission of phonons. In this case, it
is common to observe phonon satellite emission, i.e., the emission of less energetic
photons of light, which are accompanied by phonon emission.

Polarons - Hybridized Electronic and Phononic States

In a semiconductor crystal whose ions exhibit at least partial ionic binding, the pres-
ence of an additional charged particle will polarize the crystal lattice. Excited elec-
tronic states in the crystal, such as conduction band electrons or valence band holes,
have precisely this effect. Figure 3.21 depicts the response of a crystal lattice to a
conduction band electron. In this case, the crystal shown is diatomic and the lattice
is populated by alternating ionic species with positive and negative net charge. In the
presence of the electron, the ions are displaced from their equilibrium lattice sites,
with the positive ions attracted and the negative ions repulsed in proportion to the
Coulomb interaction strength. The polarized lattice is said to form a phonon cloud
that surrounds the charge carrier. In semiconductors, the crystal binding is weakly
ionic and yields a phonon cloud whose radius is larger than the lattice constant,
ensuring that an effective mass description of the carrier remains valid [53]. As the
charge carrier moves through the lattice, it drags the phonon cloud along with it. The
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Figure 3.21: Diagram of the lattice distortion in a partially ionic semiconductor
crystal in the presence of a negative charge carrier, illustrating the polaron concept.
For a positive charge carrier, the direction of the ionic displacements are reversed.

combined entity of charge carrier plus phonon cloud constitutes a new quasi-particle
called a polaron. The phonon cloud reduces the charge carrier’s mobility and screens
its electric field, resulting in the polaron having a slightly increased effective mass
and reduced electrostatic energy compared to the bare charge carrier (i.e., electron
or hole).

To describe the polaron state quantitatively, we may write an effective mass Hamil-
tonian including three terms:

Ĥ = Ĥe + Ĥph + Ĥe−ph, (3.164)

where Ĥe and Ĥph represent diagonal operators for the uncoupled electronic and

phononic energy eigenstates, respectively, while Ĥe−ph represents the interaction be-
tween electronic and phononic states. For brevity, we have ignored carrier-carrier
interactions in (3.164) so that we may focus solely on the carrier-phonon interac-
tion.20 The electronic states may represent either a conduction band electron or a
valence band hole, though we shall speak of an electron without loss of generality.

The phonon Hamiltonian Ĥph is given by equation (3.159) from the previous sec-
tion, expressed in terms of the phonon creation and annihilation operators. However,
in order to reserve k for the Bloch wave vector of the electronic states, we label the

20Equation (3.164) is exact for single particle electronic states. The complete Hamiltonian for
multiple particle electronic states would contain additional terms for the carrier-carrier interactions,
but these terms do not involve phonons.
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phonon wave vector by q:21

Ĥph =
∑
q

~ωq

(
b̂†qb̂q +

1

2

)
, (3.165)

where q is in the first Brillouin zone. For brevity of notation, we have ignored the
multiple branches and polarizations of the phonons.

We may also describe the electronic states in the language of creation and an-
nihilation operators. Ignoring spin and carrier-carrier interactions for brevity, we
may write the Hamiltonian describing conduction band electrons in stationary states
labeled by wave vector k as:

Ĥe =
∑
k

εkĉ
†
kĉk, (3.166)

where ĉ†k, ĉk are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron of Bloch
wave vector k and energy εk.22 The electron creation and annihilation operators
are analogous to the phonon creation and annihilation operators. However, unlike
phonons, which are bosons, electrons are fermions and the population of each unique
electronic state is limited to 0 or 1. We define the electronic eigenstates of wave vector
k and population 0 or 1 by the kets |0〉 and |k〉, respectively. Then, the electronic
creation and annihilation operators have the following properties:

ĉ†k|0〉 = |k〉, (3.167a)

ĉk|k〉 = |0〉. (3.167b)

As with the phonons, the electron number operator ĉ†kĉk counts the population of the
electronic state indexed by k.

In the absence of the electron-phonon coupling term Ĥe−ph, the energy eigenstates
of the system are direct product states of the non-interacting electronic and phononic
eigenstates. We may write the phononic eigenstate with j phonons per mode q as the
product state

∏
q|jq〉. Similarly, the electronic eigenstates may be written as

∏
k|ik〉,

where i = 0, 1 specifies the electron occupancy of state k. Then, the eigenstates of
the non-interacting Hamiltonian Ĥe + Ĥph may be written as

∏
k|ik〉 ⊗

∏
q|jq〉. In

21Do not confuse the phonon wave vector q in this section with the generalized position operator
q̂ from the previous section.

22Here, we have written the Hamiltonian for conduction band electrons in a bulk crystal whose
quantum states (ignoring spin) are specified their Bloch wave vectors k. In lower dimensional or
multi-band systems, the Hamiltonian (3.166) remains the same, but the quantum states are described
by some other appropriate set of quantum numbers.
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the case where we have just one electronic state and only a single phonon mode is
populated, we may use the simplified notation |ik, jq〉, where i = 0, 1 and j ∈ N
specify the electron and phonon occupancies, respectively.

The electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian Ĥe−ph may also be written in terms
of the electron and phonon creation and annihilation operators. The part that is
linear in the phonon operators is written as:

Ĥe−ph =
∑
k,q

γ~ωq ĉ
†
k+qĉk

(
b̂q + b̂†−q

)
=
∑
k,q

γ~ωq

(
ĉ†k+qĉkb̂q + ĉ†k−qĉkb̂

†
q

)
, (3.168)

where γ is a dimensionless matrix element that determines the strength of the electron-
phonon interaction and ωq is the phonon angular frequency of oscillation [62]. From

the form of equation (3.168), we observe that in the linear regime Ĥe−ph couples any
two states

∏
k|ik〉⊗

∏
q|jq〉 that differ by one phonon of a single mode q. In particular,

transitions between such states occur when an electron emits or absorbs a phonon,
accompanied by a simultaneous change in the electronic wave vector to conserve the
total crystal momentum. For example, an electron initially with wave vector k may
transition to a state with wave vector k + q either by absorbing a phonon of mode q
or emitting a phonon of mode −q. Thus, q represents the crystal momentum trans-
fer during the transition.23 We note that quadratic and higher order terms in the
creation and annihilation operators are usually small and can typically be neglected.
They are only important for phonons which are not coupled to electrons by the linear
interaction [62].

The electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian given in equation (3.168) is general
since the matrix element γ is not specified for any particular interaction mechanism.
In a crystal, there are a number of interaction mechanisms that may couple electronic
states with phonons. Here, we briefly describe the most important such mechanisms
in semiconductors. The Fröhlich interaction couples charge carriers to the electric
field that accompanies optical phonons, preferentially with longitudinal polarization.
Deformation potential coupling arises from phonon-induced lattice strain, including
hydrostatic deformation and shear strain, and it couples charge carriers to both acous-
tic and optical phonons. Finally, in non-centrosymmetric crystals, an electric field
appears as a consequence of strain, which couples charge carriers to preferentially
acoustic phonons [53]. In the following, we elaborate on the Fröhlich interaction,
which is the dominant mechanism that couples charge carriers to long wavelength LO
phonons in InAs and GaAs. As we describe later in Chapter 7, polarons formed in this

23In general, the crystal momentum will be conserved only up to an arbitrary reciprocal lattice
vector K. Thus, an electron initially in state k may absorb a phonon of wave vector q and be
scattered into any state k + q + K. However, normal scattering (K = 0) usually dominates over
Umklapp scattering (K 6= 0), so we have neglected the latter process in writing equation (3.168)
[43].
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way play a fundamental role in the process of Fano interference and phonon-induced
transparency in QDMs.

We now consider the coupling of a single conduction band electron of wave vector
k to long wavelength LO phonons via the Fröhlich interaction in a bulk semiconductor
crystal. In this case, the electron-phonon coupling term γF (q) is given by [63]:

γF (q) = − i
q

(
~

2meffωLO

)1/4(
4πα

V

)1/2

, (3.169)

where the dimensionless Fröhlich coupling constant α is defined as:

α =
e2

2~ωLO

(
2meffωLO

~

)1/2(
1

ε∞
− 1

ε

)1/2

. (3.170)

In the above equations, e is the elementary charge, meff is the carrier effective mass,
V is the crystal volume of interest, ωLO is the LO phonon angular frequency, ε∞ is
the electronic (i.e., high frequency) dielectric constant and ε is the static dielectric
constant. In the derivation of the Fröhlich coupling term, it is assumed that the
spatial extension of the polaron is large compared to the lattice constant so that the
crystal may be treated as a continuum. Then, the dielectric constants of the crystal
determine the electron-phonon interaction strength for a given material, which is
summarized by the Fröhlich coupling constant α. In addition, it is assumed that the
long wavelength LO phonons have a constant oscillation frequency of ωLO for all q,
i.e., the LO phonons are dispersionless [64].

We may use perturbation theory to determine the eigenenergies and eigenstates of
the total Hamiltonian in (3.164) if α is sufficiently small (i.e. α < 1), which is typically
the case for semiconductors (e.g., α = 0.052 for InAs and 0.058 for GaAs) [65]. At
zero temperature, the initial unperturbed state consists of a vacuum of phonons and
a single electron of wave vector k, which in ket notation we may write as |k, 0〉.24

This state is coupled via phonon emission to the states with a single phonon of mode
q and an electron with momentum k−q, namely |k−q, 1q〉. The zero order energies
of the unperturbed states |k, 0〉 and |k− q, 1q〉 are:

ε0(k) =
~2k2

2meff

, (3.171a)

ε0(k,q) =
~2(k− q)2

2meff

+ ~ωLO, (3.171b)

24In fact, this is the initial unperturbed state of the system for any finite temperature in which
kBT << ~ωLO.
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where we have ignored the zero point energy of the oscillators,
∑

q ~ωLO/2. The

matrix elements of the perturbing Hamiltonian Ĥe−ph are:

〈k− q, 1q|Ĥe−ph|k, 0〉 = γF (q)~ωLO, (3.172a)

〈k, 0|Ĥe−ph|k, 0〉 = 〈k− q, 1q|Ĥe−ph|k− q, 1q〉 = 0. (3.172b)

Using the results of (3.172) along with standard perturbation theory, we find that
to 2nd order the perturbed energy of the initial state is:

ε(k) = ε0(k)−
∑
q

(~ωLO)2|γF (q)|2
ε0(k,q)− ε0(k)

, (3.173a)

=
~2k2

2meff

− 2meffω
2
LO

∑
q

|γF (q)|2
(k− q)2 + 2meffωLO/~− k2

. (3.173b)

The corresponding perturbed eigenstate |ψpol〉, to 1st order correction, is given by:

|ψpol〉 = |k, 0〉+
∑
q

aq |k− q,q〉, (3.174)

where:

aq = −
∑
q

~ωLOγF (q)

ε0(k,q)− ε0(k)
= −2meffωLO

~
∑
q

γF (q)

(k− q)2 + 2meffωLO/~− k2
.

(3.175)
We may integrate equation (3.173), in which case we find the following expression for
the energy of the polaron state |ψpol〉 [62]:

ε(k) =
~2k2

2meff

− αq0~ωLO
k

arcsin

(
k

q0

)
, (3.176)

where:

q0 =

√
2meffωLO

~
. (3.177)

For an electron near the band edge with k << q0, equation (3.176) simplifies to:

ε(k) ∼= ~2k2

2m∗eff
− α~ωLO, (3.178)
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where the enhanced effective mass of the polaron is:

m∗eff =
meff

1− α/6
∼= meff (1 + α/6). (3.179)

The term α~ωLO in equation (3.178) represents the polaron binding energy.
We observe from equation (3.174) that, as a result of the electron-phonon inter-

action, the unperturbed electronic state becomes superimposed with the manifold
of one phonon states. The resulting polaron state |ψpol〉 is a hybridization of the
electronic and phononic states. Moreover, the electron-phonon interaction provides
the mechanism to optically excite a polaron state consisting of one electron and one
phonon, i.e., |k − q, 1q〉, directly from the crystal ground state by absorption of a
single photon of commensurate energy.

The polaron formation discussed in this section also extends to excitonic states in
QDMs. For an exciton, both the electron and hole are coupled to the LO phonons
by the Fröhlich interaction. The resulting quasi-particle is an excitonic polaron, a
hybridized state of an exciton and LO phonons. In QDMs, confinement can lead to
an enhancement of the Fröhlich coupling constant α, thereby increasing the electron-
phonon interaction strength [66]. Moreover, realistic phonon states represent a con-
tinuum of energy levels, meaning that the excitonic polaron states form continuous
energy bands in QDMs.



Chapter 4

Experimental Methods

Laser spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying atoms, molecules and bulk matter.
Much of this utility is derived from the advantages of modern lasers, which are ca-
pable of providing highly coherent, quasi-monochromatic light over a broad range of
wavelengths and intensity levels. The essence of laser spectroscopy is to gain knowl-
edge about, or exert control over, the stationary and dynamic processes of matter
by illuminating a sample with laser light and observing the re-emitted, reflected or
transmitted light. In this chapter, we first give a brief overview of PL and PLE spec-
troscopy, which form the core experimental tools for the optical studies presented in
this dissertation. Then, we provide a detailed description of the experimental meth-
ods employed in the execution of this dissertation, including the experimental setup,
laser spectroscopy techniques and data analysis methodologies.

4.1 Brief Overview of Laser Spectroscopy

Techniques

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

A common form of laser spectroscopy is that which employs a continuous wave (CW)
laser to illuminate the sample. CW laser spectroscopy is ideal for studying steady
state conditions, characterizing stationary properties and even provides some infor-
mation on dynamical processes.

A powerful type of spectroscopy that may be performed with a CW laser is pho-
toluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. PL spectroscopy has the advantage of being a
non-destructive measurement technique capable of generating relatively large emis-
sion intensities, while achieving high rejection of the elastically scattered laser light.
In this technique, the laser is made to illuminate a sample of interest. During illu-
mination, some of the incident laser photons are absorbed, which induce within the

85
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Figure 4.1: (a) PL collected from a QDM. (b) PL from the same QDM excited at
different laser powers by working with neutral density filters (ND), with the power
increasing from bottom to top.

sample transitions to excited states. After some time, the sample relaxes back to lower
energy states and the re-emitted light (i.e., PL) is collected for analysis. The energy
and relative intensity of the emitted light yields a PL spectrum that is characteristic
of the sample. From this spectrum, information about the sample may be obtained,
such as the energy level structure, excited state lifetimes and relative intensities, fine
structures, etc.

Figure 4.1 displays example PL spectra collected from a QDM. The intensity is
plotted in arbitrary units as a function of the photon energy. Various discrete energy
resonances are observed, but their identification is not easily made from a single
PL spectrum. In order to characterize the transitions unambiguously, it is useful
to observe how the PL spectra evolves under the influence of changing experimental
parameters (e.g., applied electric fields, laser power, polarization, etc.). For example,
an electric field dispersed PL map (i.e., bias map), which we discuss in detail in
Section 4.3, makes use of an externally electric field to aid in the characterization
process.

A standard setup to perform PL spectroscopy typically consists of a laser, the
sample under investigation (often mounted in a cryostat), and a spectrometer with a
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Figure 4.2: Diagrams depicting the processes of (a) non-resonant PL spectroscopy
and (b) PLE spectroscopy, as discussed in the main text.

detector to disperse and collect the PL. The resolution of spectral features is limited by
the dispersing power of the spectrometer and the sensitivity of the detection device. It
is common to tune the laser to a higher energy than the transitions to be investigated,
a procedure known as non-resonant PL. In this procedure, excited states at the laser
energy are initially populated and then quickly undergo non-radiative relaxation to
lower energy metastable states (see Figure 4.2a). These metastable states then emit
PL, which is collected for study. Non-resonant PL provides the ability to filter out
the higher energy incident laser light from the PL signal of interest, which is a great
advantage since the laser intensity dwarfs that of the PL signal (this is particularly
true for tiny samples such as QDs).

It is also possible to perform resonant PL spectroscopy, in which the PL signal
and incident laser have equal energies. However, separating the desired signal from
the flood of scattered laser light requires more sophisticated procedures. This may be
achieved, for example, by using high extinction crossed polarizers to filter the laser
light or by embedding the sample in a waveguide that prevents scattered laser light
from reaching the detector [29, 67]. Another method, which we describe in Section
4.3, is to resonantly excite a transition and then monitor the less energetic re-emitted
light of the phonon satellite.

If high spatial resolution is desired, it is possible to use various types of pinholes
or apertures to isolate small regions of the sample for laser excitation, such as the
∼ 1µm diameter apertures used to isolate the individual QDMs studied in this work
(see Chapter 2). Specialized microscopes may also be used to increase the spatial
resolution. The minimum diffraction limited resolution is about 0.61λ/NA, where λ
is the wavelength of light used and NA is the numerical aperture. For good microscope
objectives, the NA can reach values up to one or greater. Confocal microscopes can
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improve upon diffraction limited resolution by a factor of 1/
√

2. Meanwhile, near
field scanning optical microscopes using fiber tips with dimensions much less than
λ can achieve resolution down to 100 nm or less. However, the cost of beating the
diffraction limit by these methods is low optical through-put of the pinholes or fiber
tips. [53]

PL spectroscopy may be adjusted in various ways so that different information
may be gained from the sample. Tuning the laser power allows one to access different
optical regimes. At low power, one observes the linear optical regime, in which the
PL intensity is a linear function of the power. After a certain threshold of higher
power, one reaches the nonlinear optical regime, in which the laser illumination af-
fects reversible modifications to the optical response of the sample, producing new
phenomena not observed at lower powers. Some examples of non-linear phenomena
include power broadening and intensity saturation, both of which are discussed in
theory Section 3.4. In Fig. 4.1b, we show the evolving PL spectrum of a QDM as
a function of the laser power. Additionally, the wavelength and polarization state
of the incident laser may also be tuned, enabling one to probe particular transition
energies and polarization related anisotropies of a sample. Also, the sample envi-
ronment under investigation may be manipulated in a controlled manner to study
different physical properties. For example, external electric or magnetic fields may be
applied to investigate Stark shifts and Zeeman splittings and the temperature may
be adjusted to investigate various phonon processes. [53]

Photoluminescence Excitation Spectroscopy

Photoluminescence Excitation Spectroscopy (PLE) makes use of non-resonant PL
spectroscopy to provide information about the excited states present in a sample
of interest (see Figure 4.2b). Compared to PL, PLE is capable of providing much
greater resolution. PLE spectra is obtained by resonant excitation with a narrow line
laser, so in principle the resolution is laser line width limited. The basic procedure
involves finely stepping the incident laser through a range of energies and recording
a PL spectrum for each laser energy. A single metastable ground state transition is
selected from the spectrum and is monitored for changes in its intensity as a function
of the incident laser energy.1 When the laser comes into resonance with an excited
state energy level, the monitored metastable ground state is efficiently populated via
rapid non-radiative decay originating from the optically generated excited state. This
results in a dramatic increase in intensity of the metastable ground state while the
laser is in resonance with an excited state. The intensity of the monitored transition
may be summed over a small range about its maximum value and then plotted verses

1More generally, one could monitor a certain fixed spectral range as a function of the excitation
energy.
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the incident laser energy. The appearance of sharp intensity peaks at particular laser
energies indicate the presence of excited state energy levels which have relaxed to
the monitored metastable state. Consequently, PLE spectroscopy is a method for
indirectly measuring the absorption of excited states and provides a map of excited
state energy levels. We point out that the intensity of the PLE signal depends on
whether the optical transitions are allowed, which may be affected by the symmetries
of states, the relaxation rates, etc.

4.2 Description of Optical Spectroscopy

Instrumentation and Setup

A diagram of the optical spectroscopy setup used for the experimental work in this
dissertation is shown in Fig. 4.3. In order to obtain a relatively intense and well-
resolved PL signal, the QDM samples are placed inside a microscopy chamber of a
closed cycle, helium cooled cryostat capable of achieving temperatures down to 18 K
with a temperature stability of better than 0.1 K. The sample is pressure clamped to
a copper mounting block, optionally using indium metal and/or cryogenic grease to
improve conduction, and this block is threaded into the cold finger of the cryostat.
A glass cover slide may be optionally placed over the optical window of the radiation
shield to further decrease radiative heating, though the optical transmission may be
slightly reduced. The leads of a source meter connect through the cryostat to the
Schottky diode embedded in the QDM sample in order to apply an external electric
field along the QD growth axis. The source meter used for the discussed studies is
able to supply a DC voltage with a range of ±20 V with a minimum step size of 0.5
mV.

For optical excitation, we used two variable wavelength CW diode lasers operating
in the approximate range from 816−1084 nm and achieving a maximum power of ∼50
mW. Each laser has a nominal line width on the order of 10−6 meV with temperature
dependence better than 1 µeV/K. A wavemeter provides feedback for fine tuning
the laser energy and a power meter monitors the laser intensity. Neutral density
filters are used for additional control of the laser power, while polarization optics,
including linear polarizers, variable retarders and 1/4 waveplates, provide control
over the polarization state of the laser light. Long and short pass filters are used
to suppress elastically scattered laser light during PL and PLE experiments. In
particular, we typically employ short pass filters for the incident laser excitation and
long pass filters for the PL and PLE signals. The optical pathway includes dielectric
mirrors and anti-reflection coated lenses, both optimized to minimize losses in the
near infra-red emission range of our QDM samples. Position control is achieved with
the use of linear translation stages and an external CCD camera aids in sample and
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Figure 4.3: Experimental setup for optical spectroscopy. The computer controls the
experimental instruments and acquires the data. Optical elements in the beam path
are labeled ‘L’ for lens, ‘F’ for filter and ‘MO’ for the microscope objective. Free
standing neutral density filters may also be placed in the beam path.

laser alignment.
The incident laser beam is directed to the sample by one of two methods: (i) it

may enter the cryostat window at normal incidence by first passing through a 50×
magnification microscope objective (MO) or (ii) it may bypass the MO and enter
the cryostat window at an angle, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The first method enables
a tighter beam waist at the sample and therefore greater excitation power density,
but also delivers much more scattered laser light towards the detector. The second
method achieves a lesser power density, but the PL is much easier to collect because
the majority of the scattered laser light is directed away from the detector (see dashed
line in Fig. 4.3). In both cases, the emitted PL is collected and focused by the MO
and, after additional filtering and focusing, passes to the triple spectrometer system,
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where it is dispersed and collected with a liquid nitrogen cooled 1340 × 100 pixel
CCD camera. Each spectrometer is 750 mm in length and sports a three-grating
turret, with diffraction gratings ranging from 750 mm−1 to 1,800 mm−1. A maximum
energy resolution of about 25 µeV is achieved by using the triple additive mode, which
disperses the PL three times. When operated in triple subtractive mode, the system
acts as a high quality bandpass filter to suppress scattered laser light. The highest
intensities are achieved when the system is operated in single spectrometer mode.
Also, the collection time may be adjusted to increase the signal intensity.

Finally, the CCD signal is sent to a computer, where it is recorded for further
processing. The raw data consists of an array of intensities per CCD pixel, which
is calibrated to yield a profile of PL intensity versus energy. The software allows
the option to aggregate the signals from multiple pixels into customizable bins that
may yield a more intense, but coarser, signal. Operational values for the various
instruments modifying the laser light, PL or sample environment are also recorded.
A majority of the instruments are programmable, which provides additional flexibility
in experimental design and computer automation. Afterwards, the raw data from the
saved text files may be analyzed and manipulated with external software to produce
various graphs and figures to represent the data.

4.3 Description of Experimental Methods

In the following, we describe in detail the common experimental methods used for
acquiring the data results appearing in this dissertation.

PL Bias Maps

A key data representation for studying QDMs is a so called PL bias map, which is the
experimental realization of the electric field dispersed transition energy map described
in theory Section 3.3 and modeled in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. A bias map is generated by
finely stepping the applied electric field and, at each field strength, collecting a PL
spectrum of the QDM under investigation via non-resonant PL spectroscopy. The
electric field F is controlled with the source meter by supplying a bias voltage ∆V
according to the equation:

F = −∆V

s
, (4.1)

where s is the distance between the two terminals of the Schottky diode (s ∼= 372.5
nm in our samples). On account of the negative sign in equation (4.1), the direction
of forward bias is opposite that of the electric field. Consequently, we label the PL
bias maps with the bias voltage axis becoming increasingly negative in the direction
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Figure 4.4: Example bias map, showing the PL intensity as a function of bias voltage
and energy. The emission lines are labeled according to the initial excitonic state
prior to the radiative transition. The inset spatial charge diagrams show the carrier
distribution of the initial state and link the recombining charge carriers with lines.
Prominent spectral feature of the QDM are described in the main text.

going from left to right. In Appendix B, we provide a detailed description of the
procedure for generating a PL bias map with laboratory equipment available in the
Quantum Matter Group.

An example bias map is shown in Figure 4.4. The single PL spectra at each
bias value are collapsed to one dimension along the vertical energy axis, with the
PL intensity indicated by the color scale. Darker shades correspond to greater PL
intensity. The individual PL spectra, in this case taken at 5 mV intervals, are merged
in continuous order from left to right to form the bias map. In Fig. 4.4, we observe
both direct and indirect transitions with flat and negative slopes, as discussed in the
theory Section 3.3. The slight curvature of the direct transition lines as a function
of the bias voltage (i.e., the Stark shift) results from the polarizability of the charge
states under the influence of the applied electric field, a topic we discuss at length in
Chapter 6 [25, 36]. The tunneling barrier thickness of the sample may be calculated
by measuring the slope of the indirect transition lines and using equation (3.27) from
Section 3.3.
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The bias map presents a fuller picture of the QDM energy states than can be ob-
tained from single PL spectra, making it a useful tool for characterizing the excitonic
state transitions of a QDM. Here, we briefly outline the characterization process, us-
ing as an example the QDM in Fig. 4.4. The most intense transition line typically
originates from the direct neutral exciton state X0, which in Fig. 4.4 appears as a
prominent line with nearly flat slope at about 1308 meV. Following this line a little
past −1.2 V, we observe the anti-crossing of the direct X0 and indirect iX0 exciton
states. The hole tunneling energy of this AC may be determined by measuring the en-
ergy difference between the lower and upper molecular exciton states at the resonant
bias value (see the dashed vertical line labeled 2th in Fig. 4.4).

We locate the X-pattern of the neutral biexciton in relation to the X0/iX0 AC.
The right-most AC’s of the biexciton X-pattern occur at the same bias voltage as the
exciton AC. This is because the exciton states are the final states in the biexciton
recombination. As seen in Fig. 4.4, the biexciton direct transition lines are located
several meV below the X0 transition as a result of the biexciton binding energy. We
may determine the bright-dark e-h exchange energy Jeh by measuring the energy
splitting of the negatively sloped iXX0 doublet (see the dashed arrows labeled 2Jeh
in Fig. 4.4). From the direct biexciton iXX0 transition, we identify the negative
trion transition X−1. These two transitions have nearly the same energy since the
states have identical charge configurations in the bottom QD. Similarly, we identify
the positive trion transition iX+1 by its proximity to the X0 transition, which has
nearly the same energy. The iX+1 transition connects to the positive trion X-pattern
at left, starting in Fig. 4.4 at about −0.8 V.

Transitions that require carrier tunneling to the opposite QD in the final state are
indicated with a horizontal arrow in the state diagram that points from the tunneling
charge carrier to the opposite QD. Examples of such tunneling-assisted transitions in
Fig. 4.4 are the upward sloping transition lines in the trion and biexciton X-patterns.
The probability of a transition occurring while a carrier tunnels to the final state is
low, unless the two tunnel coupled energy levels are nearly degenerate. Thus, the
upward sloping transition lines quickly lose intensity outside of the X-pattern region,
where the tunneling energy levels become increasingly off-resonance.

The PL intensity also diminishes at lower and upper values of the bias voltage.
At the limit of high bias (e.g., greater than −0.8 volts in Fig. 4.4), the electric field
induced band bending causes negative charges to flood the QDMs and inhibits the
formation of neutral excitonic states. In fact, we observe a series of negatively charged
excitonic states towards the bottom left corner of the bias map, with states of increas-
ingly negative charge extending sequentially to greater bias and lower energy values.
At the low voltage limit, the PL intensity diminishes for a different reason (though
this limit has not yet been reached in Fig. 4.4). Here, the electric field induced band
bending makes it increasingly likely that negative charges will exit the QDM via in-
coherent tunneling (i.e., one-way tunneling) prior to radiative recombination of the
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Figure 4.5: An example PLE bias map, generated from monitoring the neutral direct
exciton transition for the QDM in Fig. 4.4. The PLE map displays the absorption
into excited state energy levels that have decayed into the exciton ground state. The
first several direct and indirect exciton levels have been labeled.

carriers.

PLE Bias Maps

A second visual data format used extensively in representing results in this disserta-
tion is the PLE bias map. As discussed in section 4.1, the PLE bias map spectra is
assembled from PL bias map spectra taken at different laser excitation energies by
summing the PL intensity of a monitored metastable ground state transition. The
intensity is summed over a narrow spectral range centered about the intensity max-
imum at each bias step. Like the PL bias map it is constructed from, the PLE bias
map spectra is a two dimensional color scale plot of intensity as a function of applied
bias and energy. In this case, however, it is the laser excitation energy that is plotted
on the vertical axis. Unlike the PL bias map, the intensity of a PLE bias map corre-
sponds to the absorption intensity of the excited state spectra and its relaxation into
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the monitored transition.2

Figure 4.5 displays an example PLE spectrum that was generated by monitoring
the direct exciton transition line for the QDM in Fig. 4.4. We can observe several di-
rect and indirect excited state energy levels, with various hole tunneling anti-crossings
taking place. Due to the much smaller quantum confinement energy of holes, the ob-
servable excited states are ones in which the hole state is excited. We may denote
the states in terms of the type of exciton, with |Xn〉 for a single QD-like exciton with
electron and hole in the same dot (here the bottom QD), or |iXn〉 for an interdot
exciton with the hole occupying the other QD (i.e., the top QD). The index n is
used to indicate the number of the hole level in the respective dot, where ‘0’ refers to
the ground state level and ‘n > 0’ to the nth excited state level. The lowest energy
indirect state level in Fig. 4.5 corresponds to the indirect exciton ground state |iX0〉,
which anti-crosses with the direct exciton level |X0〉 at an energy of about 1309 meV
and bias value of about −1.25 V (see Fig. 4.4).

The PLE map in Fig. 4.5 displays a relatively low energy region, extending less
than 25 meV above the monitored transition. In it, we observe an excited state
spectrum consisting of discrete states only. In general, it is possible to extend the
PLE map to regions of higher energy where continuum states appear, such as those
corresponding to polaron or wetting layer states, for example.

Resonant Excitation and Phonon Satellite Acquisition

Finally, we describe a method for measuring the−1 phonon satellite emission line from
a QDM using resonant PL spectroscopy.3 This technique may be used to determine
the emission energy of the LO phonons, providing information about the material
into which the phonons are emitted.

To begin, we determine the zero phonon line energy of a transition for which we
desire to measure the −1 optical phonon line. This is achieved by using ordinary non-
resonant PL spectroscopy, as exemplified with the sample QDM shown in Fig. 4.6a.
Next, the exciting laser is resonantly tuned to match the zero phonon line transition
energy (e.g., the direct neutral exciton in Fig. 4.6a), meanwhile the center wavelength
of the spectrometer is set to measure the energy of the −1 phonon satellite emission
line. In our QDM samples, we measure a strong −1 phonon satellite at ∼36 meV

2If we choose to monitor the ground state neutral exciton, which recombines to the crystal
ground state of the QDM, the resulting PLE spectra effectively yields an energy level diagram of
excited states.

3The −1 phonon satellite emission line results from the relaxation of an excitonic state that
occurs via the simultaneous emission of one photon and one phonon. The photon energy of the
−1 phonon satellite is reduced from the zero phonon line emission energy (i.e., radiative relaxation
without phonon emission) by an amount equal to the energy of the emitted phonon. Likewise, −2
(two phonon), −3 (three phonon), . . . satellite emission lines may occur, each with a photon energy
that is reduced by an amount equal to the total energy of the simultaneously emitted phonons.
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Figure 4.6: Method for measuring the −1 optical phonon satellite transition in a
QDM. (a) The zero phonon line, here the direct neutral exciton transition, is charac-
terized. (b) PL signal of the −1 LO phonon line collected while resonantly scanning
the zero phonon line. The temperature was varied at a fixed bias value of −1.1 V
(see grey arrow in (a)) and a fixed laser energy indicated by the red dashed line in
(a). Further details are discussed in the main text.

below the zero phonon line, which corresponds to the LO phonon energy at the center
of the Brillouin zone for GaAs. Since the LO phonon energy is quite large, it is easy
to suppress the elastically scattered laser light with a long pass filter.

In order to resonantly excite the zero phonon line and collect the −1 phonon
satellite signal, the laser must be made to finely scan through the excitonic state
energy resonance. Fine scanning of the laser may be accomplished in a variety of ways.
With a tunable laser that does not suffer too many mode hops, one can directly sweep
the laser through the fixed transition energy. Alternatively, the transition energy may
be scanned through the fixed laser by tuning a suitable parameter. In our samples,
we can control the transition energy by using temperature controls to tune the band
gap of the semiconductor or by applying an external bias voltage to Stark shift the
energy of excitonic states.

Fig. 4.6b displays a −1 phonon satellite emission line signal that was collected by
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stepping the temperature of the sample at a fixed bias value. For this QDM, the LO
phonon energy is measured to be about 35.8 meV, yielding evidence that the phonon
is emitted into the GaAs material rather than inside the InAs region of the QDM.
The −1 phonon satellite, being a higher order process, is typically only observed when
the laser is in exact energy resonance with the zero phonon line. This is a notable
feature, as it provides a relatively simple mechanism for measuring the zero phonon
line with laser line width limited resolution. In fact, observation of the −1 LO phonon
satellite data in Fig. 4.6b reveals two separate intensity peaks occurring at slightly
different temperatures. These correspond to the e-h exchange splitting of the bright
direct exciton states. Converting the measured temperature difference into energy
reveals an exchange splitting of about 23 µeV for this QDM. This small energy value
is slightly below the resolution limit of our setup for ordinary PL spectroscopy, but
is easily resolved in Fig. 4.6b.



Chapter 5

Perturbation Model of a QDM for
Biexciton Transitions

In this chapter, we make use of the effective mass perturbation theory of I. V. Pono-
marev introduced in Section 3.3 [49]. We begin by presenting a complete calculation
of the biexciton states in a QDM according to the model. The computation is rather
lengthy, so the complete result is given in Appendix B. We then consider the tran-
sitions from biexciton to exciton states and provide selection rules for the allowed
transitions in the electric dipole approximation. These quantitative expressions for
the biexciton states and their transitions are of general interest given the current
proposals for using the biexciton-to-crystal ground state emission cascade in QDMs
as a potential source of entangled photons [33, 34, 35].

We then use our model solutions to theoretically analyze a class of dipolar biexci-
tonic transitions, which occur for the biexciton states consisting of one exciton in each
QD. These biexciton states differ from the neutral exciton state only in the presence
of an additional exciton in the higher energy QD. Consequently, the transition ener-
gies of the indirect biexciton states are similar to that of the ground state exciton,
but slightly shifted due to the weak dipole-like Coulomb interaction with the exciton
in the other QD. Such transitions reveal the sensitivity of QDMs for detecting tiny
charge separations and present another interaction mechanism that could potentially
be used for shifting the ground state exciton transition energy or switching off its
tunneling anti-crossing.

5.1 Biexciton States

Here, we calculate the biexciton states in a QDM according to the perturbation model.
The biexciton states are formed from all possible configurations of two electrons and
two holes occupying the spatially distinct QDs of a QDM. To satisfy the symmetriza-

98
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tion requirement for fermions, we define the following spatial superposition states of
two identical particles in separate QDs:

|(BT )α±〉 ≡
1√
2

(
|Bα1〉|Tα2〉 ± |Tα1〉|Bα2〉

)
, (5.1)

where α = e, h and the ‘±’ sign is chosen such that the complete state (spatial and
spin degrees of freedom) is anti-symmetric under the exchange of any pair of identical
particles. The Pauli exclusion principle requires that two identical particles in a single
QD pair up in a spin singlet configuration, so we may write the localized particle basis
for two identical particles of type α = e, h in a QDM as follows:

{
|Bα1〉|Bα2〉|Sα〉, |(BT )α+〉|Sα〉, |(BT )α−〉|T α0 〉,

|(BT )α−〉|T α− 〉, |(BT )α−〉|T α+ 〉, |Tα1〉|Tα2〉|Sα〉
}
,

(5.2)

where the kets |Sα〉, |T α0 〉, |T α−0〉, |T α+ 〉 are the spin 1/2 singlet and triplet states for
electrons and holes as defined in Section 3.3.1

All possible combinations of two electrons and two holes yield a biexciton basis
of 6 × 6 = 36 states. This may appear unwieldy, but if we order the basis correctly,
orthogonality of the spin states separates the matrix representation into ten uncoupled
blocks: one 10 × 10 block, one 6 × 6 block, four 4 × 4 blocks and four 1 × 1 blocks.
Still, the quantity of computations required to calculate the biexciton Hamiltonian
matrix representation is large. Here, we outline the various terms in the Hamiltonian
and then provide representative plots of the molecular eigenenergies. The complete
calculation of the biexciton matrix representation is provided in Appendix B.

The biexciton Hamiltonian is obtained from equation (3.16) in Section 3.3 with
α, β = e1, e2, h1, h2 for the two electrons and two holes:

ĤXX0 = Ĥsingle particles + ĤCoulomb + Ĥeh
exch. (5.3)

The single particle part of the Hamiltonian yields the localized particle energies along
the main diagonal, as well as spin-conserving off-diagonal tunneling terms. Compared
to the exciton, the biexciton tunneling terms acquire an additional factor of

√
2 since

both identical particles may participate in tunneling. The complete biexciton single
particle Hamiltonian is:

Ĥsingle particles = ĥe1(re1) + ĥe2(re2) + ĥh1(rh1) + ĥh2(rh2). (5.4)

The Coulomb part of the Hamiltonian produces corrections to the biexciton ener-
gies and tunneling rates, as well as tiny off-diagonal terms that describe simultaneous

1Recall that the hole spins form a pseudo-spin 1/2 system.
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tunneling of two particles. The complete Coulomb operator of the biexciton Hamil-
tonian is:

ĤCoulomb =
e2

4πε

(
1

|re1 − re2|
+

1

|rh1 − rh2|

− 1

|re1 − rh1|
− 1

|re1 − rh2|
− 1

|re2 − rh1|
− 1

|re2 − rh2|

)
,

(5.5)

where e is the elementary charge and ε is the average static dielectric constant of the
QDM material.

The e-h spin exchange part of the Hamiltonian contains four terms, which are
weighted by the delta function part of the operator according to the spatial location
of the two spin carriers. The complete biexciton spin exchange operator, according
to equation (3.19), is:

Ĥeh
exch = A

[
δ(re1 − rh1)σ̂ze1σ̂

z
h1+δ(re1 − rh2)σ̂ze1σ̂

z
h2

+ δ(re2 − rh1)σ̂ze2σ̂
z
h1 + δ(re2 − rh2)σ̂ze2σ̂

z
h2

]
.

(5.6)

To determine the eigenenergies of the biexciton states, we first need to calculate
the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian ĤXX0 in the localized particle basis.
The complete calculation of the ĤXX0 matrix representation is listed in Appendix
B. From this result, we may determine the molecular eigenenergies of the biexciton
states by diagonalizing ĤXX0 .

In Figure 5.1, we plot numerical solutions for all thirty-six of the biexciton molec-
ular state eigenenergies. The QDM considered for this calculation consists of a 4 nm
tall bottom dot and a 2.5 nm tall top dot, separated by a 4 nm tunneling barrier. The
matrix element parameter values are the same as those used for the exciton eigenen-
ergy plots in Fig. 3.8 of Section 3.3 and described in that section. There appear to
be fewer states because many of the levels are either degenerate or nearly degenerate
and cannot be resolved on this energy scale. Electron tunneling is observed to the
left and hole tunneling to the right, though the hole tunneling anti-crossings are too
small to be resolved at this scale (for an enlarged view of the hole-tunneling AC in
the red boxed region in Fig. 5.1, see Fig. 5.2a).

The biexciton states reveal a variety of slopes in response to the applied electric
field. The steepest slopes occur when the net charge in the top QD is ±2e, where
the spatial separation of electrons and holes in separate QDs produces a maximum
dipole moment. States with slopes half as steep as the maximum occur for spatial
configurations in which the net charge in the top QD is ±e. These biexciton states
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Figure 5.1: Numerical plots of the biexciton molecular eigenenergies of a QDM. Inset
state diagrams label the localized particle spatial configurations of the states. The
regions boxed in red and blue are enlarged to show greater detail in Fig. 5.2a and
Fig. 5.4a, respectively. Further description of the biexciton energy levels is found in
the main text.

have the same electric field dependence (i.e., same magnitude of slope) as the indirect
exciton states. Additionally, we observe three sets of biexciton states, equidistantly
spaced in energy, that show no dependence on the electric field. These correspond to
biexciton states having two excitons in the bottom QD, one exciton in each QD and
two excitons in the top QD, respectively, ranked from lowest to highest in energy.
The spatial charge configurations of the localized particle states are labeled in Fig.
5.1 with inset state diagrams. We point out that the biexciton state with one exciton
in each of the dots (i.e., the middle energy state with zero field dependence) allows
for e-h exchange interactions that are absent from the other zero-slope states as a
result of the Pauli exclusion principle. Even at the large energy scale of Fig. 5.1, the
fine structure of this middle energy level is evident from the greater relative thickness
of its line.
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Selection Rules for Biexciton Transitions

The biexciton states optically transition to the exciton states when an electron recom-
bines with a hole and a photon of commensurate energy is emitted. The transition
energies are calculated as the energetic difference between the initial biexciton state
and the final exciton state. The allowed transitions must satisfy optical selection
rules that depend on the spin configuration of the excitonic states. In the electric
dipole approximation, this can be understood in terms of conservation of angular mo-
mentum. A photon is a spin 1 particle, with possible angular momentum projections
of m = −1, 0, 1. In order for angular momentum to be conserved when a photon
is emitted, the initial and final excitonic states must satisfy the following selection
rules: ∆l = ±1 and ∆m = ±1 or 0, where l,m indicate the quantum numbers for the
total angular momentum and its projection along the z-axis for the complete excitonic
state, including the spin angular momentum of the electrons and the spin and orbital
angular momentum of the holes [68]. Since holes are derived from p-type orbitals
in the valence band and electrons from s-type orbitals in the conduction band, the
recombination of an electron-hole pair always satisfies the selection rule ∆l = −1 for
the total angular momentum. Thus, to determine whether a transition is allowed, it
suffices to check the selection rule for the z-component of angular momentum.

Table 5.1: Allowed Biexciton Transitions

XX0 Initial State X0 Final State

Spin m Spin m ∆m

|↑↓ ± ↓↑〉 |⇑⇓ ± ⇓⇑〉 0 |↓⇑〉 or |↑⇓〉 +1 or −1 ±1

|↑↓ ± ↓↑〉 |⇑⇑〉 +3 |↑⇑〉 +2 −1

|↑↓ ± ↓↑〉 |⇓⇓〉 −3 |↓⇓〉 −2 +1

|↑↑〉 |⇑⇓ ± ⇓⇑〉 +1 |↑⇑〉 +2 +1

|↓↓〉 |⇑⇓ ± ⇓⇑〉 −1 |↓⇓〉 −2 −1

|↑↑〉 |⇓⇓〉 −2 |↑⇓〉 −1 +1

|↓↓〉 |⇑⇑〉 +2 |↓⇑〉 +1 −1

In Table 5.1, we display the spin configurations of the initial biexciton and final
exciton states for which optical transitions are allowed. For simplicity, we specify
the singlet and triplet spin states of electrons (↑, ↓) and holes (⇑,⇓) with a simplified
Dirac notation, stripped of additional bra-ket symbols and normalization factors. The
first row of Table 5.1, for example, indicates that optical transitions are allowed for
biexciton states in which the electrons and holes are in any combination of singlet
or m = 0 triplet states (i.e., |S〉 or |T0〉) and that these transitions end in bright
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exciton states (i.e., m = ±1). From the table, we observe that all of the biexciton
states are bright (i.e., they undergo optical transitions), except for the m = ±4
states (i.e., |↑↑〉|⇑⇑〉 and |↓↓〉|⇓⇓〉). The final exciton states, however, may be either
bright (m = ±1 or dark (m = ±2), as indicated in the second column of Table 5.1.
Consequently, applications which require an uninterrupted optical cascade from the
biexciton state to the crystal ground state (e.g., entangled photon generation) must
make use of the biexciton states that recombine to bright exciton states.

As an example of the model’s applicability, we use it to fit the lowest energy
biexciton X-pattern and neutral exciton transitions from the experimental data shown
in Figure 4.4 of Section 4.3. We reproduce that experimental data set in Figure
5.2, along with a fit to the data using the perturbation model. Fig. 5.2a displays
the energy levels of the initial biexciton (above) and final exciton (below) states
that produce the X-pattern transition lines. The biexciton energy levels represent
an enlargement of the region in Fig. 5.1 that is outlined in red. We have labeled
the spatial charge configurations of the localized particle energy levels using inset
state diagrams. Notice that one of the biexciton levels with negative slope passes
straight through the biexciton hole tunneling resonance; it is a spin triplet state that
is prevented from tunneling by the Pauli exclusion principle. We also point out the
e-h exchange splitting of bright and dark direct exciton states, which shows up in
the transition energies as a downward sloping doublet transition line in the biexciton
X-pattern.

Several representative transitions from biexciton to exciton energy levels are in-
dicated in Fig. 5.2a with red arrows. The allowed transition energies have been
calculated from the model and are plotted in Fig. 5.2b. We observe that the fit is in
quantitatively good agreement with the transition energies of the experimental data
in Fig. 5.2c. We have not taken the PL intensities into account, however, which
is noticeable when comparing the upward sloping transition line of the biexciton X-
pattern between the model and the experimental data. Since this transition requires
hole tunneling in the final exciton state, it is only likely to occur near a hole tunnel-
ing resonance. Accordingly, in the experimental data of Fig. 5.2c, this transition line
fades out beyond the X-pattern region. In contrast, the modeled data in Fig. 5.2b is
uniformly intense. We also point out that the experimental data includes additional
transition lines from charge states that are not included in the biexciton model.

To model the data, we have measured the experimental energies labeled in Fig.
5.2c. The bright-dark splitting is given by 2Jeh and the hole tunneling energy by
|2th|. For the Coulomb elements, we used the calculated transition energies from
the model to form a set of linear equations. This set of equations is consistent and
over-determined, so that infinitely many solutions always exist. The experimental
measurements of ∆EXX0 and ∆EiXX0 (see Fig. 5.2c) can be related directly to
combinations of the Coulomb matrix elements, and therefore provide sufficient inputs
to solve the system of equations.
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Figure 5.2: Model and experimental data of the biexciton and exciton ground state
transition energies. (a) The biexciton (above) and exciton (below) molecular eigenen-
ergies calculated from the model, with red arrows indicating representative transitions
between initial and final states. (b) The corresponding transition energies computed
from the model. (c) Experimental bias map data, showing the energies that were
measured to fit the data to the model (see Fig. 4.4 in Section 4.3 for additional
identification of the transitions).
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5.2 Dipolar Biexciton Transitions

In this section, we examine the set of transitions that originate from the biexciton
states with spatial configuration |(BT )e±〉|(BT )h±〉. That is, the biexciton states with
a single exciton in each dot of the QDM. Since the two excitons in this state interact
in a dipole-dipole like manner, we refer to this state and its transitions by the term
dipolar. The dipolar transitions are interesting because of their similarity to the
ubiquitous neutral exciton transition. They represent a weak, but detectable, coupling
interaction between the two dots of a QDM. By adding an extra exciton to the higher
energy dot, an exciton in the other dot experiences a slight shift in energy. Moreover,
the usual particle tunneling observed in the exciton ground state may be inhibited if
the carriers in the dipolar state form a spin triplet configuration.

To begin, we observe that the spatial biexciton state consisting of one exciton in
each QD differs from the neutral exciton state only in the presence of an additional
electron-hole pair in the higher energy dot. As such, we anticipate that the following
biexciton and exciton transitions should be similar in energy:

Biexciton: |(BT )e±〉|(BT )h±〉 −→ |T e〉|T h〉, (5.7a)

Exciton: |Be〉|Bh〉 −→ |CGS〉. (5.7b)

The energies of these transitions will generally not be identical, however, due to the
presence of the top dot exciton in the |(BT )e±〉|(BT )h±〉 state, which produces addi-
tional Coulomb interactions that are absent in the |Be〉|Bh〉 state. Since the top dot
exciton is neutral overall, it produces a dipole-like electric field that generates a dipo-
lar shift in the biexciton transition energy when the bottom dot exciton recombines.

The dipolar shifts in the transition energy of equation 5.7a are expected to be
small. As an order of magnitude approximation, we may model the dipolar shift in
a QDM as the interaction energy between two classical electric dipoles, as depicted
in Figure 5.3. The classical dipole-dipole interaction energy for this configuration is
given by the formula:

∆U =
−2e2

4πε

a2

r3
, (5.8)

where e is the elementary charge, ε is the dielectric constant of the material, a is the
effective dipole length and r is the effective dipole-dipole separation.2 To approximate
the dimensions of a QDM with a 6 nm tunneling barrier and two dots of height 2.5
nm, we set a = 0.25 nm and r = 8.5 nm. Using the average dielectric constant of
InAs and GaAs (ε = 13.5ε0), we calculate an interaction energy of |∆U | ∼= 20 µeV.

2We use the symbol a to represent the dipole separation because the traditional symbol d is
already reserved for the QDM tunneling barrier width.
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Figure 5.3: Model of the dipolar biexciton state |(BT )e±〉|(BT )h±〉 in a QDM as two
classical electric dipoles of magnitude |p| = ea, separated by a distance r.

To get a sense of this interaction strength, we may compare it to the monopole
energy shifts of the trion transitions for a QDM with nominally the same dimensions.
The transition from the positive trion state |Be〉|(BT )h±〉, with an extra hole in the
top dot, is typically shifted on the order of 200 µeV from the exciton transition of
equation (5.7b), while the transition from the negative trion state with all charges in
the bottom dot, i.e., |Be1〉|Be2〉|Bh〉, is shifted 5−7 meV below the exciton transition
[27]. Thus, based on this simple analysis, we expect the dipolar interaction to be
comparatively weak.

To calculate the dipolar energy shift using the perturbation model, we compute
the energy difference between the transitions in equations (5.7a) and (5.7b). Each of
these spatial equations actually represents a multiplet of transitions between states
with different spin configurations that satisfy the selection rules in Table 5.1.3 For
the biexciton states, all of the spin states are bright except for the two with total
angular momentum projections of m = ±4. As for the exciton transitions in equation
(5.7b), they originate from the bright exciton states as described in Section 3.3.

In order to more clearly identify the various biexciton levels, we first calculate
the dipolar shifts using the approximate localized particle states. Simple analyti-
cal expressions for these states are given in Section 3.3 for excitons and Appendix
B for biexcitons. Figure 5.4a shows a plot of these localized particle energy levels
for the initial biexciton and final exciton states of the dipolar transitions as a func-
tion the applied electric field. The electric field range was selected to coincide with
the hole tunneling anti-crossing of the ground state neutral exciton. In addition to
the biexciton states with spatial configuration |(BT )e±〉|(BT )h±〉, we also include the
downward sloping states with spatial configuration |(BT )e±〉|T h1〉|T h2〉, which in the
molecular eigenstate solutions form superpositions with the dipolar states near the

3For this reason, we have not specified the exchange symmetry of the biexciton spatial kets in
equation 5.7a. They depend on the particular spin configuration of the state.
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Figure 5.4: The dipolar biexciton transitions calculated from the perturbation model
for a QDM with a 4 nm bottom dot, 2.5 nm top dot and 4 nm tunneling barrier.
(a) Localized particle energy levels verses electric field of the initial biexciton states
(above) and the final exciton states (below). Arrows indicate the allowed biexciton
transitions to the bright (solid black line) and dark (dashed black line) exciton states.
(b) Localized particle transition energies computed from (a). (c) The molecular tran-
sition energies. See main text for the significance of the different line styles.
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hole tunneling resonance.
The dipolar biexciton states are shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.4a. In order

to make sense of the numerous transitions, we have color-coded the biexciton energy
levels according to the various sub-blocks of the biexciton Hamiltonian matrix to
which they belong. The color coding is as follows: the levels from the 10 × 10 sub-
block (i.e., states 1-10) are blue, the levels from the 6×6 sub-block (i.e., states 11-16)
are green, the levels from the first and second 4 × 4 sub-blocks (i.e., states 17-20
and 21-24) are purple, the levels from the third and fourth 4 × 4 sub-blocks (i.e.,
states 25-28 and 29-32) are red, and the levels 35 and 36 from the last two 1 × 1
sub-blocks are light blue.4 The exciton energy levels in the lower panel of Fig. 5.4a
are colored black, with the bright exciton states indicated by solid lines and the dark
exciton states by dashed lines. Likewise, the biexciton states that transition to bright
excitons are shown with solid lines and those that transition to dark excitons are
shown with dashed lines. Moreover, we identify the biexciton states in which one or
both of the identical carriers are in a spin singlet state by dotted lines. The dashed-
dotted lines indicate biexciton states that have a spin singlet configuration and that
transition to dark exciton states.

It is important to distinguish the biexciton states with spin singlet configurations
since these carriers are allowed to occupy the same QD. Carriers in spin triplet states,
to the contrary, are prohibited from occupying a single QD by the Pauli exclusion
principle. Consequently, the dotted (or dashed-dotted) biexciton states having a spin
singlet configuration are less stable and shorter lived. They may relax to a lower
energy state via carrier tunneling from the higher to lower energy QD. Biexciton
states with both carriers in the spin triplet configuration are expected to be more
stable because they require a spin flip in order for identical carriers to relax into the
lower energy ground state.

The energetically distinct dipolar transitions between the biexciton and exciton
states are indicated with black arrows in Fig. 5.4a. The dipolar biexciton states (i.e.,
those with zero-slope) are split into two bands by the e-h spin exchange interaction,
which in this example amounts to JehBBBB

∼= JehTTTT ≈ 400 µeV. Smaller splittings seen
in Fig. 5.4a are due to Coulomb interactions. In Fig. 5.4b, we plot the corresponding
transition energies verses the applied electric field. The same color and line coding
scheme maps the transition energies to their initial and final states in Fig. 5.4a. The
separation of the biexciton transitions among the bright and dark exciton states serves
to disperse the energies of the direct transition lines to a band of about ±0.5 meV
about the direct neutral exciton transition (i.e., the solid black line in Fig. 5.4b). In
addition, we also observe some negatively sloped transition lines that originate from

4In the absence of magnetic fields, there is a one-to-one energy degeneracy between the biexciton
states of the 1st and 2nd 4× 4 sub-blocks (i.e., states 17-20 and 21-24), the 3rd and 4th 4× 4 sub-
blocks (i.e., states 25-28 and 29-32), and the 1 × 1 sub-block states 35 and 36. For this reason, we
have used the same colors for these sets of states.
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the biexciton states with spatial configuration |(BT )e±〉|T h1〉|T h2〉. We point out that
the solid blue, light blue and dashed red transition lines all originate from biexciton
states in which both pairs of identical carriers are in spin triplet states. Consequently,
they are not involved in particle tunneling.

The dipolar transition energies of the molecular eigenstates are plotted in Fig. 5.4c
as a function of the applied electric field. They have been computed by numerical
diagonalization of the biexciton and exciton Hamiltonian matrices. Compared with
the localized particle states in Fig. 5.4b, we now observe hole tunneling anti-crossings
in both the neutral exciton and the dipolar biexciton transitions, which occur at
electric field values of about 57.5 kV/cm and 65 kV/cm, respectively. There are also
two smaller anti-crossings of the dotted blue (at lower energy) and dotted green (at
higher energy) transition lines that arise from e-h exchange coupling.

We are able to identify the spin configurations of the molecular transitions by
comparing them with the localized particle transitions in Fig. 5.4b. In particular,
we observe a nearly degenerate set of transitions less than 200 µeV below the direct
neutral exciton transition that do not participate in tunneling anti-crossings. We
identify these as states in which both pairs of identical carriers are in triplet spin
configurations. We also point out that the solid blue level in Fig. 5.4b (∼1158.2
meV), corresponding to the localized particle state |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h0 〉 of the
10 × 10 sub-matrix, is seen to participate in a tunneling anti-crossing in Fig. 5.4c.
This AC occurs because the triplet state |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h0 〉 and the spin singlet
state |(BT )e+〉|(BT )h+〉|Se〉|Sh〉 hybridize via e-h exchange coupling in the molecular
eigenstate solutions.

An enlarged view of the dipolar transitions near the neutral exciton anti-crossing
is shown in Figure 5.5. We can easily resolve the three separate transitions from
electron and hole spin triplet states. They are located slightly above 1158.4 meV in
energy and do not participate in particle tunneling. Two of these arise from transi-
tions to dark exciton states (red and purple) and one to the bright exciton state (light
blue). In fact, each of these transitions is singly degenerate, so there are actually six
different transitions that originate from electron and hole spin triplet states. We can
identify them according to the localized particle biexciton states in Appendix B as fol-
lows: in purple are the degenerate states |20〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h− 〉 and |24〉 =
|(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h+ 〉, in red are the degenerate states |28〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e−〉
|T h0 〉 and |32〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e+〉|T h0 〉, and in light blue are the degenerate states
|35〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e+〉|T h− 〉 and |36〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e−〉|T h+ 〉.

We investigate the dependence of the dipolar shifts as a function of QDM dimen-
sions in Figure 5.6, where we focus exclusively on the triplet states discussed in the
previous paragraph. To compute the dipolar shifts, we have used the localized par-
ticle energy levels, which provide good accuracy for the triplet states since they do
not participate in tunneling. The dipolar shifts are then calculated by subtracting
the bright exciton transition energy from the dipolar state transition energies. Each
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Figure 5.5: Enlarged view of Fig. 5.4c, showing the dipolar biexciton molecular tran-
sition energies as a function of the applied electric field. The solid black lines show
the anti-crossing of the ground state exciton transition. The dashed red, dashed pur-
ple and solid light blue direct transition lines, positioned slightly above 1158.4 meV,
represent the dipolar transitions from biexciton states in which both the electrons and
holes occupy a spin triplet configuration and, therefore, do not participate in particle
tunneling.

plot shows just two states, |20〉 and |35〉, since in the localized particle approximation
the states |20〉, |24〉, |28〉 and |32〉 are all degenerate. Figure 5.6 reveals that the
dipolar shifts for all of these states have a nearly identical dependence on the QDM
dimensions.

In Fig. 5.6a, we plot the dipolar shifts as a function of the tunneling barrier width
for a QDM with fixed bottom and top dot heights of 3.0 nm and 2.5 nm, respec-
tively. The dipolar shifts are negative, indicating an attractive interaction between
the two excitons in opposite dots. As is typical of a dipole-dipole like interaction, the
magnitude of the dipolar shift is strongly dependent on the barrier width separating
the two QDMs. At the smallest width of 2 nm, the dipolar shift has a magnitude
of about 2 meV. However, it quickly approaches zero for barrier widths greater than
4 nm.5 In relation to equation (5.8) of the classical dipole-dipole interaction, Fig.

5At a barrier width of 8 nm, the dipolar shift is below the 25 µeV resolution limit of our triple
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Figure 5.6: Dependence of the dipolar shifts of the electron and hole spin triplet tran-
sitions as a function of QDM size parameters. (a) Dipolar shift verses the tunneling
barrier width. (b) Dipolar shift verses the bottom dot height. The dependence is
nearly identical for both states shown.

5.6a effectively describes the dependence of the interaction energy on the separation
r between the two electric dipoles. In this case, r is given by the effective distance
d̄ = d+ (hB + hT )/2 between the two excitons in the separate dots.

In Fig. 5.6b, we plot the dipolar shifts as a function of bottom dot height for
a QDM with a fixed top dot height of 2.5 nm and a fixed barrier width of 4 nm.
Similar to the result in Fig. 5.6a, we again observe a negative dipolar shift that
approaches zero with increasing bottom QD height. Here, however, the magnitude of
the dipolar shift does not change as rapidly as in the case where the barrier width was
changed. We again seek to understand this behavior by considering the parameters
of the classical dipole-dipole interaction in equation (5.8). Increasing the bottom dot
height hB clearly increases the dipole-dipole separation according to the equation
d̄ = d + (hB + hT )/2. On the other hand, we might anticipate that the effective
dipole length a could increase in a QD of greater height, which would result in a
larger interaction energy. Judging by the trend in Fig. 5.6b, which shows a reduced
interaction energy at increasing QD heights, it is the former effect that dominates.
Thus, we can conclude that the excitonic dipole moment is relatively insensitive to
the QD dimensions, at least in the perturbation model approximation. As a result,
we may understand the dipolar energy shift trends in both Figures 5.6a and 5.6b as
originating from the r dependence of the classical dipole-dipole interaction.

spectrometer. However, we can overcome this by searching for the dipolar transition in the region
where the neutral exciton undergoes a hole tunneling anti-crossing.
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Experimental Considerations for the Dipolar Biexciton
Transitions

We have described the expected characteristics of the dipolar shifted transitions.
However, experimental observation of these transitions will depend crucially on the
intensity of the emission lines. As pointed out, charge carriers initially excited into
the higher energy dot of a QDM typically under go rapid, non-radiative relaxation
to the lower energy dot. Thus, one should focus on the dipolar states in which both
electrons and holes form spin triplet configurations, since the Pauli exclusion principle
inhibits these states from relaxing to a single QD. Nevertheless, tunneling out of the
higher energy dot to an excited state of the lower energy dot remains a problem
that is unsolved by the Pauli principle. Here, electron tunneling is likely to be the
most problematic because the small electron effective mass increases the tunneling
probability. In this case, our model suggests that it would be beneficial to work with
QDMs with similarly sized top and bottom dots having small lateral diameters and
a large tunneling barrier. The size symmetry of the QDs reduces the overlap of the
electron ground state in the higher energy dot with excited states of the other dot,
while the increased barrier width further inhibits electron tunneling.

A second challenge is the difficulty in identifying the ground state energy level of
the higher energy QD, which is not typically observed in PL measurements because
of (again) the ultrafast non-radiative relaxation out of this state. A possible method
for observing this emission might be to employ a two laser excitation experiment.
One laser could be resonantly tuned to the exciton transition in the lower energy dot,
maintaining a population in that QD to reduce the likelihood of additional charges
relaxing to it. Meanwhile, a second laser could be continuously tuned to search for
the exciton transition in the higher energy dot.

Overcoming these technical challenges and gaining optical control over the dipolar
biexciton states could allow several interesting possibilities for manipulating excitonic
states in QDMs. For example, it could allow further investigations into the sensitivity
of using QDMs for remote charge detection. It could also provide a mechanism for
controllably shifting the ground state electron-hole recombination energy simply by
generating a second exciton in the higher energy QD. Moreover, if the spin configu-
ration of the dipolar states could be controlled, this could provide a mechanism for
selectively inhibiting particle tunneling in the exciton state.



Chapter 6

The Quantum Confined Stark
Effect in QDMs

In this chapter, we examine the electric field dependence of direct and indirect exciton
transition energies in QDMs as a function of the tunneling barrier between separate
QDs. The phenomena of electric field dependent energy shifts in quantum confined
structures is known as the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE). Previously in
Section 3.3, we modeled the QCSE of excitonic state energy levels in a QDM as
being linearly proportional to the net charge in the upper dot of the QDM. With this
behavior, we underscored a key advantage of QDMs compared to QDs - the ability
to tune the indirect exciton energy over a wide range of values simply by controlling
an externally applied electric field.

In reality, the above description is a rather course approximation of the actual
QCSE observed in real QDMs. We find experimentally that the QCSE is not entirely
linear for indirect excitons, nor is it zero for direct excitons. A general mathematical
description of the QCSE, applicable to both direct and indirect exciton states, ex-
presses the field-dependent energy shifts as the sum of linear and quadratic responses
to the applied electric field. These individual terms are closely related to the classical
concepts of static electric dipole moment and electric polarizability. Consequently,
we use these terms to characterize the charge distribution of an exciton state and its
response to an externally applied electric field.

Our data results reveal that the QCSE of the indirect excitons is predominantly
linear due to the large static dipole moment that occurs when the charge carriers
are located in separate QDs, consistent with our approximate treatment in Section
3.3. For the direct excitons, the QCSE is much reduced in magnitude and displays
a strongly quadratic dependence on the electric field. Interestingly, we find that the
QCSE of single QD-like direct excitons in QDMs differs in certain respects from the
behavior observed for excitons in single QDs. In particular, the dipole moment of
direct excitons in QDMs is found to have opposite polarity in comparison to excitons
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in single QDs. Moreover, we find that the magnitudes of the static dipole moment
and the polarizability of direct state excitons in QDMs diverge increasingly from the
single QD values at decreasing tunneling barrier widths. By modeling the QDM as
a set of coupled potential wells, we are able to explain this behavior in terms of
molecular wavefunction formation in QDMs. As a result, we show that molecular
wavefunctions produce measurable effects for direct and indirect exciton states far
away from any tunneling resonances.

6.1 Theoretical Description of the QCSE

The Stark effect is well known from atomic and molecular physics, where it describes
the general shift in energy levels in response to an applied electric field. In quantum
confined systems, the QCSE often results in energy shifts of much greater magnitude
because the strong confinement potentials offer protection against field-ionization at
large electric field strengths [53]. The energy dependence of an exciton in the presence
of an applied electric field, whether in a direct or indirect spatial configuration, may
be described by the following quadratic equation:

ε(F ) = ε0 − pF − βF 2, (6.1)

where F is the externally applied electric field directed along the QDM growth axis.
The energy of the exciton at zero field is equal to ε0 and the coefficients p and β
describe the linear and quadratic dependence of the exciton energy, respectively, as
a function of the applied electric field. Equation (6.1) is equivalent to the exciton
transition energy, since all exciton transitions end in the common crystal ground
state.

We may interpret equation (6.1) in close analogy with classical electromagnetic
theory. A classical electric dipole in an external electric field gives rise to an electro-
static energy in the amount of ∆ε = −pF , where p represents the dipole component
in the direction of F . As a result, we may interpret the coefficient p in (6.1) as the
permanent electric dipole moment of the exciton along the QDM growth axis. We
write this permanent dipole moment as p = ea, where e is the elementary charge and
a is the dipole separation. In the case of an exciton in a QDM, a describes the zero
field separation between the centers of mass of the electron and hole wavefunctions
along the vertical growth axis of the QDM. By definition, a is directed from negative
to positive charge. In our QDM samples, the positive field direction is defined to run
from the bottom to the top QD. Consequently, a positive value of p in equation (6.1)
implies that the center of mass of the hole wavefunction lies above that of the electron
at zero electric field.

The coefficient β of the quadratic term in equation (6.1) is related to the polariz-
ability of the exciton state. Classically, a charge distribution may become polarized
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in the presence of an external electric field. This polarization results in an induced
dipole moment that is linearly proportional to the field for small field values, and gen-
erates an electrostatic energy shift that is proportional to the square of the electric
field [69]. As a result, we may interpret β as the shift in the center of mass positions
of the electron and hole wavefunctions along the QDM growth axis in response to
the applied electric field. Since polarization-induced energy shifts always decrease
the electrostatic energy of the system, β as defined in equation (6.1) is necessarily a
non-negative number.

The dipole moment and polarizability together determine the electric field value
at which the exciton energy is maximum. To see this dependence more clearly, we
may re-write equation (6.1) by completing the square to yield:

ε(F ) =

(
ε0 +

p2

4β

)
− β

(
F +

p

2β

)2

. (6.2)

In this form, we observe that the maximum exciton energy of ε0 +p2/4β occurs at the
field value F = −p/2β. With β always positive, equation (6.2) implies that a positive
dipole moment p translates the maximum energy to the left of the origin, while a
negative p translates the maximum towards the right. In both cases, the maximum
exciton energy is translated further from the origin as the magnitude of p/β increases.

The maximum exciton energy of ε0 + p2/4β occurs at the electric field value for
which the net dipole moment of the exciton vanishes. At this point, the electron and
hole wavefunctions have the same center of mass positions along the QDM growth
axis. The net dipole moment µnet(F ) of the exciton, defined as the sum of the static
and induced dipole moments at a given field value, is related to the derivative of the
exciton energy in (6.1) according to the equation:

µnet(F ) ≡ p+ 2βF = −dε(F )

dF
. (6.3)

From this equation, we observe that the permanent electric dipole moment p may be
computed as the negative of the energy slope at zero electric field. In addition, by
taking the second derivative of equation (6.1), we may compute the polarizability β
of the exciton state from the curvature of the exciton energy.

6.2 Experimental Dependence of the QCSE on

Tunneling Barrier Width

In this section, we analyze experimental data of the QCSE measured for QDMs with
tunneling barrier widths ranging from 2 to 6 nm. The experimental results were
obtained by our collaborators at Ohio University using QDM samples fabricated for
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Figure 6.1: Three example data sets showing electric field dispersed PL energies of
QDMs with 2, 4, and 6 nm tunneling barrier widths. The exciton transition lines
have been identified and fit to the quadratic equation in (6.1). Expanded plots of the
fits are shown for the direct (red dotted lines) and indirect (blue dashed lines) exciton
states. The energy shifts have been referenced to the extrapolated value of the direct
exciton energies at zero electric field. The shaded background areas highlight the
regions where the direct exciton fits were done.

hole tunneling at the Naval Research Laboratory and described in Chapter 2. The
samples were cooled to 10 K inside a cryostat and excited non-resonantly with a Ti-
sapphire laser. PL spectra from the QDMs was then collected for a range of electric
field values and plotted in the form of PL bias maps [36].

We present in Figure 6.1 representative PL bias map data collected from QDMs
with barrier widths of 2, 4 and 6 nm. The direct and indirect exciton transition ener-
gies for each QDM have been extracted to determine best fits to equation (6.1). The
resulting fits have been plotted in Fig. 6.1 and are in good agreement with the experi-
mental data. As anticipated, the indirect transition lines show a predominantly linear
dependence on the applied electric field, with steeper slopes occurring for QDMs with
greater tunneling barrier widths. The QCSE of the direct excitons is by comparison
greatly reduced in magnitude and displays a more prominent curvature, which indi-
cates a significant quadratic contribution to the field-dependent energy shifts. As the
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barrier width is increased from 2 to 6 nm, we observe that the experimental slopes of
the direct exciton transition energies change from positive to negative, indicating a
reversal of the electron and hole center of mass positions along the QDM growth axis.
Equivalently, this corresponds to a reversal of µnet(F ) in the range of experimental
electric field values.

To illustrate the experimental trends of the QCSE as a function of the QDM
barrier width, we plot in Figure 6.2 the average quadratic fits of the direct and
indirect exciton transition energies for barrier widths of 2, 4 and 6 nm. Each fit is
derived from the average QCSE of at least four QDMs within the shaded region. To
avoid any non-quadratic line shift effects due to hole anti-crossings, we have only fit
data points where the energy separation between the direct and indirect exciton lines
is at least a factor of five greater than the hole AC splitting energy. For clarity and to
help visualize the data trends, all energies have been vertically shifted to coincide at
zero electric field and the plots have been expanded beyond the shaded experimental
range.

We first analyze the direct exciton transitions. The data in Fig. 6.2 reveals
that the maximum exciton energy shifts towards the right, to greater electric field
values, as the barrier width is decreased. According to equation (6.2), this trend
is a consequence of the permanent electric dipole moment p becoming increasingly
negative at smaller barrier widths, as indicated by the slope of the direct exciton
transition line at zero electric field. Physically, this result implies that the center of
mass of the electron wavefunction is located above that of the hole along the QDM
growth axis (i.e., a < 0). As the barrier width is decreased, the center of mass of the
electron wavefunction moves further above that of the hole and the effective separation
between the charge carriers increases. In addition, the direct exciton polarizability
is observed to increase with decreasing tunneling barrier width, as indicated by the
curvature of the transition lines.

To gain additional insight into the origin of the observed barrier width dependence
of the QCSE for direct excitons, we compare our results with the QCSE observed for
excitons in single QDs. Fry, et. al., measured a negative energy slope for excitons in
single QDs at electric field values in the range of our experimental data. The negative
slope of the QCSE for single QD excitons implies a positive value of p, with the hole
wavefunction center of mass lying above that of the electron in the direction of the
growth axis. This result was initially unexpected, but could be explained if the single
QDs had a graded In1−xGaxAs composition with higher In concentration toward the
top of the QD, which occurs with QDs that are truncated using the indium-flush
technique [70]. Interestingly, though our QDM samples are comprised of individual
QDs truncated in a similar manner, the polarity of the permanent electric dipole
moment p is opposite for the single QD-like direct excitons in comparison to excitons
in single QDs.

We have plotted the result of Fry, et. al., alongside our QDM data in Fig. 6.2. The
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Figure 6.2: Plot of the average quadratic fits of the QCSE for direct (solid lines) and
indirect (dotted lines) excitons from QDMs with barrier widths of 2, 4 and 6 nm. The
average QCSE of single QD excitons is shown for comparison. To help visualize the
trends, all exciton energies have been vertically shifted to coincide a zero electric field
and the plots have been expanded beyond the experimental shaded region. Details
of the dependence of the QCSE on barrier width are given in the main text.
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Figure 6.3: Plots of the average permanent dipole moment p and the effective dipole
separation a for direct and indirect excitons as a function of barrier width d. The
values correspond to the curves in Fig. 6.2. The permanent dipole moment of the
direct excitons is compared with the value measured for excitons in a single QD from
Ref. [70]. The solid black line represents the linear dependence of a versus barrier
width for the indirect excitons according to the model of Section 3.3. The dashed
blue curves are derived from a tight-binding model of a simple asymmetric coupled
square well potential. Error bars represent the standard deviations of the statistical
samples for p.

data results reveal that the QCSE of the direct excitons approach the single QD limit
as the barrier width is increased, as we would expect. Of course, as mentioned above
the sign of the permanent dipole moment p of the direct excitons and the excitons
in single QDs is reversed. In addition, we observe that the magnitudes of both p
and the polarizability β of the direct excitons diverge from the single QD values as
the QDM barrier width is decreased. This behavior is further illustrated in Figures
6.3 and 6.4, where we plot the parameter values of p and β, respectively, that were
used to generate the average plots in Fig. 6.2. Given the structural similarity of the
individual QDs comprising our QDMs and the single QDs investigated by Fry, et. al.,
it seems likely that the diverging trends in the QCSE of the direct excitons may be
related to the tunneling barrier and additional QD present in QDMs. In fact, we will
show that these effects may be understood in terms of the formation of delocalized
molecular wavefunctions across the two dots comprising the QDM.

To summarize our results of the QCSE for direct excitons, we find that the mea-
sured net dipole moments µnet(F ) lead to center of mass separations for the electron
and hole of up to ∼ 0.71 nm, which is maximum for QDMs with the smallest tunnel-
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Figure 6.4: Plots of the average polarizability β of direct excitons in a QDM as a
function of barrier width. The values correspond to the curves in Fig. 6.2. The
polarizability of the direct excitons is compared with the value measured for excitons
in a single QD from Ref. [70]. Error bars represent the standard deviations of the
statistical samples for β.

ing barrier widths. Moreover, we observe a maximum tunable PL energy of ∼ 2 meV
for direct excitons in the range of electric field values for which emission is visible.
This corresponds to an energy tuning range that is three orders of magnitude larger
than the homogeneous line width of the direct exciton.

We now analyze the QCSE for the indirect excitons. As noted before, the plots
in Fig. 6.2 reveal a predominantly linear QCSE for the indirect excitons. This result
was anticipated since the indirect excitons have a large permanent dipole moment p,
whose separation is on the order of the tunneling barrier width plus half the heights
of the constituent dots that form the QDM, i.e. a ∼= d + 1/2 (hB + hT ). We plot in
Figure 6.3 the average value of p as a function of the barrier width, taken from the
indirect exciton energy curve fits in Fig. 6.2. Due to the large linearity of the indirect
exciton energies, unconstrained fits of the data to equation (6.1) are inconclusive.
Consequently, we have fixed the polarizability of the indirect excitons to have the
same values as those of the direct excitons in Fig. 6.4. The resulting fits yield values
of p that are in good agreement with the purely linear field-dependence assumed in the
simple model. The linear model is indicated by the solid black line in Fig. 6.3, which
plots the separation p/e = a of the permanent dipole moment as a function of the
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barrier width d. For the QDMs studied, both dots have nominal heights of 4 nm, so the
effective dipole separation as a function of d is given by a(d) = d+4 nm. Nevertheless,
for small barrier widths the observed value of p begins to diverge below the linear
limit. We show that this departure may again be understood as a consequence of the
formation of electron and hole molecular wavefunctions in QDMs.

To summarize our results of the QCSE for indirect excitons, we observe a max-
imum tunable energy of ∼ 20 meV in the range of electric field values for which
emission is visible. The maximum tunability is observed for QDMs with the largest
tunneling barrier widths, in this case 6 nm. The ∼20 meV tuning range for indirect
excitons represents an order of magnitude increase over the range observed for direct
excitons.

6.3 The Impact of Molecular Wavefunction

Formation on the QCSE in QDMs

The observed trends in the QCSE of the direct and indirect excitons may be quali-
tatively understood in terms of the formation of electron and hole molecular wave-
functions in QDMs. In particular, we seek to explain the following observations: (i)
the opposite polarity of the permanent electric dipole moment p of the single QD-like
direct excitons compared to excitons in single QDs, (ii) the increased magnitudes of
both p and the polarizability β for the direct excitons at decreased barrier widths,
which diverge from the single QD limits, and (iii) the deviation of p for the indirect
excitons from the linear model at small barrier widths. By modeling the QDM as
a set of coupled potential wells, we obtain solutions in the form of symmetric and
anti-symmetric molecular wavefunctions for both the electrons and holes. The spatial
distribution of the solutions depends sensitively on the QDM barrier width and the
carrier effective masses. In particular, the electron wavefunction is able to penetrate
the QDM tunneling barrier to a far greater extent than the hole wavefunction due to
their difference in effective masses. This different behavior for the electron and hole
molecular wavefunctions, which becomes heightened at small barrier widths, provides
an explanation for the observed trends in the QCSE of direct and indirect excitons
in QDMs.

We model the QDM as a set of two 1D asymmetric potential wells coupled by a
tunneling barrier of variable width. The QD asymmetry, in this case with greater
quantum confinement for the upper dot, assures that the electron and hole energy
levels in separate dots will be off-resonance at zero electric field. To compute the
carrier wavefunctions in the QDM, we use a linear combination of the localized par-
ticle wavefunctions in the bottom and top QDs, i.e., a tight-binding approach. Our
collaborators from Ohio University have calculated numerical solutions to this model
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Figure 6.5: Zero-field probability distributions of the lowest energy hole states in the
bottom (red) and top (blue) dots and the lowest energy electron states in the bottom
dot (black with grey shading) for QDMs with tunneling barrier widths of 1, 3 and 5
nm. The probabilities are from solutions to a 1-dimensional discretized Schrödinger’s
equation for a QDM modeled as two 1D asymmetric potential wells coupled by a
tunneling barrier of variable width. The electron’s order of magnitude smaller effective
mass leads to greater delocalization of the electron probability distribution at small
barrier widths compared to the hole. The positions are plotted relative to the hole in
the bottom dot to highlight the effective mass dependent shifts.

using the discretized Schrödinger’s equation, which are plotted in Figure 6.5. The
parameters of the model were chosen to be consistent with the sample structure. In
particular, the electron effective mass was an order of magnitude less than the hole
effective mass and the barrier potential was chosen such that the ratio of the tunneling
energy to confinement energy was the same order as the experiment [36].

The plots in Fig. 6.5 show the zero-field probability distributions of the lowest
energy hole states in the bottom (red) and top (blue) dots and the lowest energy
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electron states in the bottom dot (black with grey shading) for QDMs with tunnel-
ing barrier widths of 1, 3 and 5 nm. The solutions exhibit molecular wavefunction
character, consistent with our description in Section 3.3. Notably, we observe that
the weighting of the molecular wavefunctions across the bottom and top dots, as a
function of the barrier width, differs for electrons and holes. At the greatest barrier
width of 5 nm, both the electron and hole states are highly localized within single
QDs and hardly penetrate the tunneling barrier. As the tunneling barrier width is
reduced, the hole states remain well localized. The electron probability distribution,
on the other hand, increasingly penetrates the tunneling barrier and leaks into the
upper dot. At the smallest tunneling barrier width of 1 nm, we observe the electron
state to be almost evenly distributed across both dots of the QDM.

The different behavior of the electron and hole states in Fig. 6.5 results from
the sensitive dependence of the particle tunneling probability on both the barrier
width and the carrier effective mass. It is known that the tunneling probability
decays in roughly exponential proportion to both of these quantities [68]. Since
a greater tunneling probability leads to increased delocalization of the molecular
wavefunctions across the QDM, these wavefunctions become increasingly delocalized
at reduced tunneling barrier widths. The increased delocalization is markedly greater
for electrons, however, since their effective mass is an order of magnitude smaller than
that of the holes. Consequently, we observe a movement of the electron center of mass
towards the top of the QDM in Fig. 6.5 as the tunneling barrier width is decreased.
The hole wavefunctions, on the other hand, show no appreciable variation.

The different response of the electron and hole molecular wavefunctions versus
tunneling barrier width provide an explanation for the observed trends in the QCSE of
excitons in QDMs. We can conclude that the permanent dipole moment of the direct
excitons is negative because of the propensity for the electron molecular wavefunction
to leak into the top dot. As the tunneling barrier width is reduced, the electron
molecular wavefunction tunnels further into the top dot and p becomes increasingly
negative, in agreement with the experimental data in Fig. 6.3. For single QDs with no
top dot to tunnel into, the electron wavefunction is concentrated towards the bottom
of the QD and the polarity of p is reversed.

In the same way, we can understand the deviation of the permanent electric dipole
moment of the indirect excitons from the linear model seen in Fig. 6.3. As the barrier
width is decreased, the electron molecular wavefunction leaks increasingly into the
top dot. This reduces the experimental value of p in comparison to the linear model,
which considers the charge carriers to remain rigidly fixed within their respective
dots.

Finally, we explain the dependence of the direct exciton polarizability β as a
function of tunneling barrier width. As seen in Fig. 6.4, β is observed to increase as
the tunneling barrier width is decreased. This results from the increased tunneling
probability of the electron, which increases its mobility within the QDM. Thus, at
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small tunneling barrier widths, the electron is able to respond to an applied electric
field with greater mobility, thereby enhancing the overall polarizability of the exciton
state.

To validate the qualitative understanding provided by the model, p has been
computed for both the direct and indirect excitons as a function of the tunneling
barrier width. The value of p is determined from the effective dipole separation a at
zero field, which is computed from the model as the difference between the centers of
mass of the electron and hole molecular wavefunctions. The values of p obtained in
this manner are plotted as blue dashed lines in Fig. 6.3. The model values are seen to
be in good agreement with the experimental data. Thus, we conclude that molecular
wavefunctions in QDMs have a measurable impact on the quantum confined Stark
effect, even as the two constituent QDs are off-resonance for particle tunneling.



Chapter 7

Phonon-induced Transparency and
Fano Interference in QDMs

In the study of solid state nanostructures, electronic excitations coexist alongside the
dynamical vibrations of the underlying crystal lattice. These phonons and electronic
excitations interact and influence one another. In the past, phonons have often been
considered a nuisance because they can destroy the quantum coherence of electronic
and spin states in quantum confined systems [79, 61, 80]. As such, researchers have
often sought to minimize the influence of phonons.

Recently, however, there is a growing interest in utilizing phonons as a techno-
logical resource in semiconductor nanostructures. In the field of optomechanics, for
example, phonons provide utility as a mechanism for mediating the coupling of elec-
tronic states in quantum dots to photonic cavity modes [89, 90]. This emerging field
of phononics represents a new paradigm in which phonons are being viewed not as a
limitation, but as an additional resource that may be developed to provide coherent
control in semiconductor nanostructures [71, 72, 73].

In this chapter, we report a mechanism by which these phonons are made non-
dissipative and coherent via electric field control and the optically driven formation
of a novel hybrid state, the molecular polaron, in a QDM [37]. An induced optical
transparency, the result of a Fano-type resonant quantum interference, reveals the
molecular polaron and its coherent nature. Experimentally, we observe absorption
spectra characteristic of Fano effects with all different values of qFano, the parameter
which controls line shape symmetry. In our system, the smallest values of qFano
yield huge phonon-induced optical transparencies that dip below the background
absorption level by more than 75%.

We demonstrate that the phonon-induced transparency in our QDMs is easily
tuned by electronic and optical means. In particular, we observe a non-linearity in
the Fano effect that allows us to continuously tune qFano as a function of the laser ex-
citation power. We further show that, in addition to controlling optical transparency,
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the non-linear Fano effect is an efficient amplifier of weak coupling channels, thereby
enhancing their visibility.

In order to provide a theoretical basis for the phonon-induced Fano effect in QDMs,
we first derive an equation for the Fano absorption profile of our system based on
a simple model. The predictions of the model are found to be in good qualitative
agreement with our experimental data and provide theoretical validation of our ob-
servations.

7.1 Theoretical Model of the Phonon-induced

Fano Effect in QDMs

To begin, we provide a theoretical model of the phonon-induced Fano effect in QDMs.
The model was developed by our collaborator A. O. Govorov from Ohio University
and makes use of a quantum field theoretic approach to calculate the rate of energy
absorption in our system [37]. The resulting formula describes the absorption line
shape in QDMs as a function of the q-Fano factor.

We first recall from Section 3.5 the necessary conditions for a Fano resonance.
We require a discrete excited state and a separate continuum of excited states which
overlap in energy. These excited states must also be coupled to a common ground state
via some external excitation. Finally, there must be an intrinsic coupling between
the discrete and continuum excited states, causing them to form a hybridized final
excited state.

A diagram of the corresponding states in our QDM system is illustrated in Figure
7.1. The common ground state is the crystal ground state, i.e., a QDM with no
electronic excitations, which we label as |0〉 = |CGS〉. An indirect exciton state
plays the role of the discrete excited state in the Fano scheme, which we label as
|2〉 = |iXn〉. We consider indirect exciton states in which the electron is confined to
the ground state of the lower energy bottom dot and the hole is in the nth excited level
of the top dot (n = 0 is the hole ground state). The polaron states, consisting of the
neutral exciton ground state |X0〉 and a single optical phonon of mode m, correspond
to the continuum of excited states in the Fano scheme. We label the polaron states as
|1,m〉 = |X0,m〉.1 These exciton-phonon states are continuous because of the k-space
dispersion of the optical phonons, strain, intermixing of InAs and GaAs, and interface
effects [5, 93]. Finally, the indirect exciton state is coupled to the polaron continuum
via phonon-assisted hole tunneling, generating a hybridized final excited state, which
we introduce as the molecular polaron state |MP 〉 = |iXn〉 ± |X0,m〉. Thus, we have
in our QDM system the necessary conditions for a phonon-induced Fano effect.

1In this section, we use m as the index of phonon modes and Ωm as the phonon frequency in
order to avoid confusion with the q-Fano factor and the laser frequency ω.
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Figure 7.1: Quantum states and couplings involved in the resonant optical and phonon
transitions of the Fano resonance. The photon energy ~ω ≈ εiX hits the resonance
|iXn〉 and the indirect exciton |iXn〉 becomes coupled with the polaron state |X0,m〉
via phonon-assisted tunneling t. Here, we introduce notations more convenient for
theory: The state |1〉 = |X0〉 is a direct exciton in the bottom dot, |1,m〉 = |X0,m〉 is
the same state with an additional optical phonon mode, and the state |2〉 = |iXn〉 is
a spatially indirect exciton. |0〉 = |CGS〉 is the crystal ground state. The quantities
ν and νiX represent the optical transition amplitudes from the common ground state
to the polaron and indirect exciton states, respectively.

In addition to having the requisite states and couplings for a Fano resonance, it is
important that we are able to tune the energy states of our system to resonance. Such
resonances are achieved by taking advantage of the large Stark shift of the indirect
exciton states in a QDM, which provides excellent versatility for manipulating the
Fano effect in our system. As illustrated in the diagram of Figure 7.2a, the energy
levels of different indirect exciton states may be tuned to resonance with the polaron
continuum simply by varying the applied bias voltage.

The complete scheme for the phonon-induced Fano effect in QDMs is represented
in Fig. 7.2b. An applied electric field tunes the band structure, bringing a dis-
crete indirect exciton level into resonance with a mode of the polaron continuum.
A laser resonantly tuned to the energy ~ω ≈ εiX = εX + ~Ωm drives transitions to
the polaron and indirect exciton states with transition amplitudes ν and νiX , respec-
tively. Upon excitation, the discrete and continuum excited states become coupled
via phonon-assisted hole tunneling. Here, ‘phonon-assisted’ means that a phonon is
simultaneously created as the hole tunnels from the top to the bottom dot in the
QDM, while a phonon is annihilated for hole tunneling in the opposite direction. The
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Figure 7.2: Conditions for a phonon-induced Fano effect in QDMs. (a) Representative
diagram of the electric field dispersed energy levels of a QDM, showing how the
indirect excitons may be electrically tuned to the energy of the polaron continuum.
(b) Band diagram depiction of the phonon-induced Fano effect in QDMs. Note the
essential role of the phonon-assisted hole tunneling, which couples the polaron and
indirect exciton states.

final excited state is the hybridized molecular polaron state |MP 〉 = |iXn〉± |X0,m〉,
a superposition of the polaron and indirect exciton states.

We now proceed to calculate the absorption profile of our system. In the following,
we take the CGS energy as our reference point, setting it to zero. We also select a
single indirect exciton state |iXn〉, which we refer to simply as |iX〉. We begin by
writing Fermi’s golden rule for the rate of energy absorption in our system I(ω):

I(ω) = ~ω ·W, (7.1a)

W =
2π

~
∑
f

∣∣∣〈f |V̂opt|0〉∣∣∣2 · δ(εf − ~ω), (7.1b)

where ω is the photon frequency and 〈f |V̂opt|0〉 are the optical transition amplitudes
from the crystal ground state to all the final states |f〉 of our system having energy
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εf , i. e., the molecular polaron states. Equation (7.1) is analogous to the transition
amplitude in equation (3.124) from Section 3.5 on the Fano effect. However, here
we use Fermi’s golden rule to allow for a density of states description of the polaron
continuum [51].

The optical transition operator V̂opt promotes electrons from the ground state to
excited electronic states in both QDs. It may be written in terms of the electron
creation and annihilation operators as follows:

V̂opt = Vindirect

(
ĉ †CB,QD1 ĉ VB,QD2 + ĉ CB,QD1 ĉ

†
VB,QD2

)
+

Vdirect

(
ĉ †CB,QD1 ĉ VB,QD1 + ĉ CB,QD1 ĉ

†
VB,QD1

)
, (7.2)

where

Vindirect = A0〈ψeQD1|ψhQD2〉, (7.3a)

Vdirect = A0〈ψeQD1|ψhQD1〉. (7.3b)

For clarity, we have labeled the bottom dot as QD1 and the top dot as QD2 (see
Fig. 7.2b). The creation and annihilation operators apply to electrons in the conduc-
tion band (CB) and the valence band (VB). However, it is equivalent to consider the
creation and annihilation operators for electrons in the valence band as the reverse
operators for holes (e.g., ĉ VB removes an electron from the valence band, thereby
creating a hole). The two terms on the right hand side of equation (7.3a) are re-
sponsible for optical transitions to the indirect and direct exciton states, respectively.
The coupling constants Vindirect and Vdirect for these transitions depend on the overlap
integrals of the localized electron and hole envelope wavefunctions ψei , ψ

h
j , as well as

the inter-band transition element A0 = µCVE0/2, where µCV is the inter-band atomic
dipole and E0 is the electric field amplitude of the laser.

To facilitate the solution of (7.1), we express the function W in terms of the
optical Green’s function G(ω):2

W =
2

~
Im [G(ω)] , (7.4)

2This follows from the identity
1

x+ iγ
= P

(
1

x

)
− iπδ(x). The resulting Green’s function bears

close resemblance to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation of quantum mechanical scattering theory
[94].
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where

G(ω) =
∑
f

∣∣∣〈f |V̂opt|0〉∣∣∣2
εf − ~ω − iγf

=
∑
f

〈0|V̂ †opt|f〉〈f |V̂opt|0〉
εf − ~ω − iγf

= −〈0|V̂ †opt
1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ
V̂opt|0〉.

(7.5)

In the above equation, Ĥ is the system Hamiltonian in the absence of laser excitation
and includes terms for both electrons and phonons. In order to compute G(ω), we
need to determine the eigenstates of our system. To do so, we write Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂e−ph,

where Ĥ0 is the purely electronic part of the Hamiltonian and V̂e−ph describes the
electron-phonon interaction. We may then treat the electron-phonon interaction as a
perturbation to the electronic Hamiltonian.

The electron-phonon interaction operator contains the following two important
terms:

V̂e−ph = V̂e−ph,QD1-QD1 + V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2, (7.6)

where

V̂e−ph,QD1-QD1 =
∑
m

〈ψhQD1|Φm(r)|ψhQD1〉 ĉ †VB,QD1 ĉ VB,QD1

(
b̂m + b̂†−m

)
+

∑
m

〈ψeQD1|Φm(r)|ψeQD1〉 ĉ †CB,QD1 ĉ CB,QD1

(
b̂m + b̂†−m

)
, (7.7a)

V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2 =
∑
m

〈ψhQD2|Φm(r)|ψhQD1〉 ĉ †VB,QD2 ĉ VB,QD1 b̂
†
−m +

∑
m

〈ψeQD1|Φm(r)|ψeQD2〉 ĉ †CB,QD1 ĉ CB,QD2 b̂m. (7.7b)

In the above equations, b̂†m and b̂m are the phonon creation and annihilation oper-
ators and Φm(r) are the Fröhlich potentials of the modes. In our case, the phonon
modes come from localized phonon vibrations in a QDM and we will not specify the
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modes since the details of such vibrations are not known.3 The intra-dot operator
V̂e−ph,QD1-QD1 describes the weak electron-phonon interaction in QD1 that generates

the polaron states. For the inter-dot operator V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2, we only keep the reso-
nant terms which describe phonon-assisted hole tunneling between the two QDs. The
total (undriven) Hamiltonian of our system is then written as:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂e−ph,QD1-QD1 + V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2. (7.8)

To simplify our calculation of the Green’s function G(ω), we first diagonalize the
partial Hamiltonian Ĥ

′
0 = Ĥ0 + V̂e−ph,QD1-QD1 by treating the intra-dot polaronic

operator as a weak perturbation to the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥ0. Following the
perturbation method described in Section 3.6, the new eigenstates of the system
become:

|0pol〉 = |0〉|0phonons〉+
∑
m

am|0〉|1m〉, (7.9a)

|1pol〉 = |1〉|0phonons〉+
∑
m

bm|1〉|1m〉, (7.9b)

where |0phonons〉 indicates the vacuum of optical phonons and |1m〉 is the state of a
single optical phonon of mode m. Our system is now described by a common ground
state |0pol〉 and a direct exciton state |1pol〉 that have acquired polaronic wavefunctions
written for the weak electron-phonon coupling regime.

The continuum of polaron states are comprised of a ground state direct exciton
and one optical phonon of mode m, which we write as |1,m〉 ≡ |1〉|1m〉. They have
an energy equal to εm = εX + ~Ωm, the energy of an indirect exciton and one optical
phonon. Using the polaronic states, we can express the amplitude νm for optical
transitions from the ground state to the polaron continuum of states as:

νm = 〈1,m|V̂opt|0pol〉 = A0 〈ψeQD1|ψhQD1〉
∫
d3r

Φm(r)

~ωm

[(
ψeQD1

)2 −
(
ψhQD1

)2
]
. (7.10)

In addition, we obtain the following expression for the phonon-assisted tunneling
amplitude for transitions between the indirect exciton state |2〉 and the polaron con-
tinuum of states:

tm = 〈1,m|V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2|2〉 = 〈ψhQD2|Φm|ψhQD1〉. (7.11)

The phonon-assisted processes are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

3The matrix elements 〈ψαi |Φm(r)|ψαj 〉 in equations (7.7a) and (7.7b) represent specific forms of
the generic electron-phonon coupling constant ~ωqγ introduced in equation (3.168) of Section 3.6.
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of the phonon-assisted processes. (a) Phonon-assisted optical
transition from the ground state to a polaron state in QD1. A phonon is created in
the process. (b) Phonon-assisted hole tunneling transition from a polaron state to
an indirect exciton state. A phonon is annihilated as the hole tunnels from QD1 to
QD2.

In the framework of the new states (7.9), the total Hamiltonian of our system may
be written as:

Ĥ = Ĥ
′

0 + V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2. (7.12)

Inserting the above result into equation (7.5), we may re-write G(ω) as:

G(ω) = −〈0|V̂ †opt
1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0 − V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2

V̂opt|0〉. (7.13)

In this form, we may solve for G(ω) by treating V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2 as a perturbation
operator and using the diagrammatic method of quantum field theory. First, we
re-write the operator in (7.13) using the following perturbation expansion:

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0 − V̂int
=

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0
+

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0
V̂int

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0
+

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0
V̂int

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0
V̂int

1

~ω + iγ − Ĥ ′0
+ · · · (7.14)
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where V̂int is taken to be V̂e−ph,QD1-QD2 [94]. The diagrammatic solution is achieved
by inserting (7.14) back into equation (7.13), employing the polaronic states from
equation (7.9) to write G(ω) as a sum of several infinite geometric series and then
summing up the series.4 Completing this process, one comes to the following equation
for G(ω):

G(ω) = −


(
νiX +

∑
νt

)2

~ω − εiX + iγiX −
∑

tt

+
∑

νν

 , (7.15)

where

∑
tt

=
∑
m

(
tmtm

~ω − εm + iγX0,Ω

)
, (7.16a)

∑
νt

=
∑
m

(
νmtm

~ω − εm + iγX0,Ω

)
, (7.16b)

∑
νν

=
∑
m

(
νmνm

~ω − εm + iγX0,Ω

)
, (7.16c)

νiX ≡ Vindirect = A0〈ψeQD1|ψhQD2〉. (7.16d)

In the above equations, γiX and γX0,Ω
are relaxation rates that determine the energy

broadening of the indirect exciton and the polaron continuum of states, respectively.
We now assume that the polaron band has a constant density of states ρ0 in an

energy interval of widthD centered on a central polaron frequency of εph,0 = εX0
+~Ω0.

This model corresponds well to the experimental spectra, which shows optical polaron
bands in the form of stripes. Then, the sums in equation (7.16) may be replaced with
integrals:

∑
m

(. . . ) −→
D/2∫

−D/2

(. . . )dδεph, (7.17)

4We do not provide the details of this process here, but note that it is similar to the approach
used by A. O. Govorov in Ref. [95] for the case of a Stark ladder interacting with optical phonons
in a semiconductor superlattice.
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where the energy of the polaron continuum states is given by:

εX0,Ω(δεph) = εph,0 + δεph

= εX0
+ ~Ω0 + δεph.

(7.18)

Assuming that the transition amplitudes are constant, we then obtain the Green’s
function and the optical absorption rate given below:

I(ω, Vg) = ~ω · 2

~
Im [G(ω)] , (7.19a)

G(ω, Vg) = −πρ0ν
2 ·

q2
Fano

∆ph

(
1 +

1

q2
Fano

Fph(ω)

)2

~ω − εiX(Vg) + iγiX −∆phFph(ω)
+ Fph(ω)

 , (7.19b)

Fph(ω) =
1

π

D/2∫
−D/2

dδεph
1

~ω − εX0
− ~Ω0 − δεph + iγX0,Ω

, (7.19c)

qFano =
νiXt

ν∆ph

=
1

πρ0

νiX
νt
, (7.19d)

∆ph = πρ0t
2. (7.19e)

In the above equation, ∆ph is the broadening of the indirect exciton transition due
to its interaction with the polaron continuum states.5 The Fano factor qFano in our
system is proportional to the ratio of the indirect transition amplitude νiX to the
product of the polaron transition amplitude ν and the phonon-assisted tunneling
amplitude t, consistent with the general result from Section 3.5.

We point out that the absorption rate I(ω, Vg) is a function of both the laser fre-
quency ω, which determines the relative position of the photon energy in the polaron
band, and the bias (gate) voltage Vg, which tunes the indirect exciton energy. The
expression for εiX(Vg) depends on the particular indirect exciton state |iXn〉 that is
selected. Assuming a linear Stark shift, a general expression for the indirect exciton
energy as a function of the bias voltage is:

εiX(Vg) = ε
(0)
iX +mVg, (7.20)

5∆ph is the specific representation in our system of the generic broadening term |Vε|2 of equation
(3.117) in Section 3.5. See also in that section the discussion of |Vε|2 as it relates to the broadening
and lifetime of the discrete excited state.
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Figure 7.4: The phonon-induced Fano effect. Graphs (a-e) plot the absorption func-
tion I(ω, Vg) for various bias voltages in the case where qFano = 0.5. We have chosen
a small value of the Fano factor to show the possibility of an optical transparency
window (see graph (c), Vg = 0). The gate voltage has been referenced to graph (c),
where the indirect exciton line crosses the center of the polaron band. The absorption
into the polaron continuum has been normalized to one. The peak in (b), which is
cut-off in the figure, has a height of 2.85.
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where ε
(0)
iX is the indirect exciton energy at zero bias voltage and m is the linear Stark

shift of the indirect exciton.6

Equation (7.19) is reduced to the original Fano formula in the limit D → ∞.
The sign of qFano depends on the product of signs of the two quantum amplitudes
ν and νiX . Moreover, qFano controls the nature of the quantum interference. For
|qFano| >> 1, the Fano effect is weak and the line is symmetric. When |qFano| ∼ 1,
the line becomes strongly asymmetric. Finally, for |qFano| ∼ 0, the spectrum shows
an anti-resonance, that is, a narrow transparency window.7 As noted, the spectrum
will also depend on the relative position of the photon energy in the phonon band
and the value of the applied bias Vg.

We illustrate in Figure 7.4 the optical absorption function I(ω, Vg) for the case
of a small Fano factor (i.e., |qFano| << 1). The indirect exciton transition energy
is Stark shifted through the polaron band in graphs (a-e), which plots I(Vg) for
five different values of the laser frequency ω. In graph (c), we observe a narrow
optical transparency window, or anti-resonance, when the indirect exciton energy
coincides with the center of the polaron energy band. This transparency results from
destructive interference in the optical absorption pathway. Conditions for a phonon-
induced optical transparency include a Fano factor of small magnitude and a discrete
indirect exciton transition with a narrow line width (i.e., small γiX).

7.2 Experimental Results

Methods

The QDM samples used for our optical investigations of the Fano effect were fabricated
at NRL and are described in Section 2. The density of QDMs in the region where
the studied sample was taken from was between 108 and 109 cm−2. The sample was
engineered to preferentially exhibit hole tunneling by setting the nominal height of
both dots in the QDM to 2.5 nm and separating them with a 4 nm wide tunneling
barrier (see Section 2). During the optical experiments, the QDM samples were cooled
to 18 K, a temperature at which the equilibrium population of optical phonons is zero
(KBT = 1.55 meV). For this study, detailed PLE measurements were performed on
three different QDMs, all showing phonon-induced optical transparency. The data
presented here are from one example QDM. In addition, the effect was also verified
in a sample of QDMs with a 6 nm barrier.

We illustrate the experimental PLE scheme used to obtain our data in Figure
7.5. The experimental setup has been described in Chapter 4. We illuminate the

6The linear Stark shift is an excellent approximation for the QCSE of the indirect exciton state,
as described in Chapter 6.

7See also Section 3.5.
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Figure 7.5: Diagram of the experimental scheme for observing the phonon-induced
Fano effect in our QDM samples. A resonantly tuned laser with energy ~ω drives
transitions from the crystal ground state to the indirect exciton and optical polaron
states, which become coupled via phonon-assisted hole tunneling. The excited states
relax to the ground state exciton |X0〉 by emitting an optical phonon of energy ~Ω.
The intensity of optical emission from the ground state exciton to the crystal ground
state is monitored, providing an indirect measurement of the absorption into the
excited states.

cooled sample with a tunable diode laser, thereby inducing optical transitions within
the QDM. By adjusting the laser energy and the bias voltage, we are able to tune
different transitions within the QDM to resonance. When the QDM is electrically
tuned so that an indirect exciton overlaps the energy of an optical polaron band,
the conditions for observing a Fano effect are met. The excited exciton states relax
predominantly via non-radiative transitions to the metastable ground state of the
direct exciton. In particular, the polaron states relax by emitting an optical phonon.
We indirectly measure the optical absorption into the excited states by detecting the
emission intensity from the ground state neutral exciton.

The PLE bias map data that we present is aggregated from an average of about
eight individual PL lines scans per meV, which reflects the typical mode hop energy of
our lasers. To generate each PL scan, we have stepped the bias voltage in increments
ranging from 0.001 to 0.005 mV and with exposure times ranging from 1 to 5 seconds.
The PL spectra of the |X0〉 ± |iXn〉 anti-crossings at large negative bias values seen
in Figure 7.6 were integrated for up to 120 seconds in order to acquire a sufficient
signal strength. In this regime of large reverse bias, the PL emission rapidly decreases
as the charge carriers become increasingly likely to tunnel out of the QDM prior to
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Figure 7.6: Overview of the electric field dispersed spectra of our example QDM in
the region of transitions into the optical polaron states |X0,Ω〉. (a) PLE map showing
two polaron bands as well as a sequence of indirect excitons states |iX0〉 to |iX4〉 and
the direct exciton state |X2〉. The energy of the optical polaron states (red labels)
is referenced to the ground state neutral exciton. (b) Level-Anticrossing sequence of
the indirect exciton states with the direct neutral exciton ground state |X0〉. The
resonances |iX2〉 ± |X0〉 and the resonances |iX3〉 ± |X0〉 and |iX4〉 ± |X0〉 are shown
in higher contrast in panels (d) and (e). There, the vertical and horizontal scale bars
measure 1 meV and 0.1 V, respectively. (c) PL map of the ground state neutral
exciton. Note that the PLE map in panel (a) indicates absorption intensity, while
the PL maps in panels (b-e) measure emission intensity.
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radiative recombination.

Phonon-induced Transparency and Fano Interference in
QDMs

We provide in Figure 7.6 an overview spectra of the investigated QDM. Panel (a)
shows a PLE spectrum in the region of the transitions into the optical polaron states.
Panels (b-e) show PL data from the ground state neutral exciton |X0〉 that we mon-
itored to collect the PLE data. In Fig. 7.6a, we observe two polaron bands with
continuous energy levels at 29 meV to 31 meV and 34 meV to 35 meV above the |X0〉
transitions. From their energies, we attribute them to GaAs-like and InAs-like LO
and TO optical phonons.

We also observe in Fig. 7.6a the sequence of indirect exciton states |iX0〉 to |iX4〉
and the excited direct exciton state |X2〉. The indirect states have been identified
by their Level-Anticrossing sequence with the neutral exciton state, shown in panels
(b),(d) and (e) [41]. The energies of the indirect exciton states are Stark shifted by
about 20.5 meV/V. At an energy of about 1312 meV, the indirect excitons encounter
the |X2〉 state and form molecular eigenstates, as indicated by the hole tunneling
anti-crossings. As the indirect states traverse the polaron bands, we see in certain
regions a reduction in the absorption intensity. This indicates that the individual
intensities of the overlapping discrete and continuum transitions do not simply add.

At higher laser power, the decreased absorption of the indirect exciton lines
through the polaron bands becomes more pronounced. This is evident in Figure
7.7a, which shows a PLE map of the absorption into the indirect exciton states |iX3〉
and |iX4〉 collected at about 10× the excitation power of Fig. 7.6a. To compare the
data with theory, we have plotted in Fig. 7.7b the theoretically expected features
of a Fano resonance with qFano = 0.5, which we computed from our model. The
experimental spectra appear qualitatively very similar to the theoretical model.

As we survey the absorption spectra from our sample QDM, we find examples
of Fano resonances that correspond to different values of qFano. In Figure 7.8, we
demonstrate examples of Fano interference exhibiting negative and positive values of
the Fano factor. The figure plots line cuts of the absorption spectra extracted from
PLE maps of the |iX3〉 and |iX4〉 states as they are Stark shifted through the polaron
bands. Each line cut shows the absorption profile at fixed laser energy as a function
of the applied bias voltage. The spectra reveal derivative and anti-resonance-like
line shapes that are characteristic of the Fano effect. In Figs. 7.8c-h, we observe a
progression of line shapes from the |iX3〉 ± |X0,m〉 transitions (Fig. 7.8a) that are
typical of a Fano effect with qFano < 0. On the other hand, we observe in Figs. 7.8i-n
a series of absorption line shapes from the |iX4〉±|X0,m〉 transitions (Fig. 7.8b) that
show a reversed symmetry. This is characteristic of a Fano factor with qFano > 0.
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Figure 7.7: (a) A PLE map showing Fano interference as the |iX3〉 and |iX4〉 states
pass through the polaron bands. (b) Theoretical plot of a Fano resonance with qFano =
0.5 computed from equation (7.19).

We point out that the maximum optical transparency observed in the two data sets
shown in Fig. 7.8 occurs in panels (e) and (k) for the two respective transitions,
where the absorption decreases to about 60% of the maximum signal.

We find other examples of Fano resonances that exhibit even deeper transparency
dips, which are consistent with very small magnitudes of the Fano factor, i.e., |qFano| ≈
0. One such resonance is shown in Fig. 7.9.8 To quantify the level of transparency,
we have plotted in Fig. 7.9b a line cut from Fig. 7.9a taken at an excitation energy
of 1,315.98 meV. Compared to the background absorption, we observe a huge dip of
about 75% in the region where the molecular polaron state forms. This large decrease
in the absorption is clear evidence of an optical interference effect and demonstrates
the coherence of the laser driven molecular polaron state. Thus, we demonstrate
the capability to generate very large transparency windows via phonon-induced Fano
interference in our QDM samples. Moreover, the degree of optical transparency is
easily tuned by controlling the applied bias voltage or the laser energy.

8This particular indirect transition is for an excited state with n > 4. We have not identified the
exact number because the PL signal from the |X0〉 transition vanishes at large negative bias values,
making it impractical to perform Level-Anticrossing spectroscopy.
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Figure 7.8: Experimental examples of Fano resonances with different signs of qFano.
Panel (a) shows a PLE absorption map of the |iX3〉 state as it interacts with the
upper polaron band. The line cuts in panels (c-h), extracted from the data in (a),
reveal a sequence of derivative and anti-resonance-like absorption line shapes typical
of a Fano effect with qFano < 0. The line cuts (i-n), extracted from the data in panel
(b) of the |iX4〉 state as it interacts with the lower polaron band, display a progression
of line shapes with opposite symmetry that are characteristic of a Fano effect with
qFano > 0. The spectra in (c-h) and (i-n) were normalized to the difference between
minimum and maximum signal. The numbers in the bottom of each panel indicate
the laser excitation energy at which the respective spectrum was obtained.

Non-linearity of the Phonon-induced Fano Effect in QDMs

For a given Fano resonance, we regularly observe an increase in the phonon-induced
transparency as a function of increasing laser excitation power. To demonstrate this
non-linear behavior, we plot in Figure 7.10 the evolving absorption line shape versus
power for the |iX4〉 ± |X0,Ω〉 transition at the upper edge of the top polaron band
(see Fig. 7.7). The laser energy remains fixed at 1,322.32 meV, while the laser power
density is varied by a factor of about 280× going from panel (e) up to panel (a) (the
power density in nW/µm−2 is listed in the top left corner of each plot). The spectra
reveal absorption line shapes with symmetries that vary as a function of the laser
power. At low power, we observe a Lorentzian-like line shape that is characteristic
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Figure 7.9: (a) PLE map of a Fano resonance in the lower polaron band with a very
small magnitude of the Fano factor. (b) Line cut taken from (a) at an excitation en-
ergy of 1,315.98 meV (see horizontal dashed line), which reveals a deep anti-resonance.
The phonon-induced transparency decreases the absorption to about 75% below the
background intensity (indicated by the downward sloping dashed line).

of qFano > 1. In this low power regime, the interaction between the discrete indirect
exciton state and the continuum of polaron states is minimal. As the power increases,
the line shape becomes increasingly anti-symmetric and derivative-like, consistent
with a decreasing value of qFano. At the highest power, we observe the greatest
optical transparency, which corresponds to the least value of qFano. This is a general
trend that we consistently observe in our measurements – the greatest transparencies
occur at the highest laser powers. Consequently, laser power represents a convenient
control parameter for tuning the strength of the Fano interference and, with it, the
phonon-induced transparency.

To quantify the power dependence of the Fano effect, we have used our theoretical
model to fit the data in Figs. 7.10a-e. The model is seen to be in good qualitative
agreement with the experimental data. From the fits, we have extracted values for
qFano and the broadening of the discrete transition line ∆tot. The experimental data
is inhomogeneously broadened by electric field fluctuations that are not accounted
for in equation (7.19), so the extracted Fano factors need to be considered apparent
Fano factors.9 Nevertheless, since the Fano factor is a measure of the absorption line
shape asymmetry, we consider the apparent qFano values to be reasonably accurate.
In fact, we find that when fitting the data to the model, the values of qFano remain

9The large static dipole moment of the indirect exciton state increases the sensitivity to local
electric field fluctuations, as discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 7.10: Non-linearity of the phonon-induced Fano effect. (a-e) Excitation power
dependence of the Fano line shape at power densities in nW/µm−2, as indicated in the
top left corner of each panel. Values for (f) the line width of the indirect transition,
∆tot = ∆ed + ∆ph,eff , and (g) the Fano factor, qFano, obtained from fits to equations
(7.21) and (7.22), yielding qFano,0 = 3.57, a = 7.47 µm2/nW, ∆ed = 87.8 µeV and
∆ph = 14.40 µeV. (h) Comparison of the |iX4〉 transition line profiles at excitation
energies 1314 meV (ρ0 ≈ 0, without phonons) and 1317 meV (ρ0 > 0, with phonons)
for excitation power densities 0.56 nW/µm−2, 2.00 nW/µm−2 and 6.45 nW/µm−2.
The spectra were normalized (Imax − Imin = 1) and vertically offset for clarity. Scale
bars in (a) and (d) indicate the full-width at half maximum, 2∆tot.
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nearly constant even as other parameters in equation (7.19) are varied.
The non-linearity of the Fano effect may be understood in terms of the different

response between the discrete and continuum optical pathways at increased laser
powers [57]. At high power, the optical transitions into the discrete indirect exciton
states become saturated and the transition amplitude νiX approaches a constant
value. On the other hand, the transition amplitude ν into the continuum of polaron
states continues to increase over the range of laser powers employed. As a result,
ν grows to match, and then overtake, the discrete amplitude νiX as the laser power
is increased. It then follows from equation (7.19d), i.e., qFano = νiX/(πρ0νt), that
we observe a decreasing Fano factor and greater phonon-induced transparency as a
function of increasing laser power. In addition to the optical transition amplitudes,
the Fano factor also depends on the phonon density of states ρ0 and the phonon-
assisted tunneling rate t. Thus, for different Fano resonances, variations in any of
these parameters can affect the power level at which the non-linear regime is observed.

We may obtain approximate analytical expressions for the power dependence of
the Fano interference by considering the saturation of the indirect exciton transition
to obey the equation for a driven two-state system with damping (see also Section
3.4). As we show in Appendix D, this approximation results in the following power
dependence formulas for qFano and ∆tot:

∆tot(P ) =∆ed + ∆ph,eff (P )

=∆ed + ∆ph

√
1 + aP ,

(7.21)

and
qFano(P ) =

qFano,0√
1 + aP

. (7.22)

To support our explanation of the non-linear Fano effect, we have fit the extracted
values of ∆tot and qFano as a function of laser power to equations (7.21) and (7.22).
The fits, plotted in Figs. 7.10f and 7.10g, are in good agreement with the simple
equations based on the two-level broadening approximation. To better understand
the source of the power broadening, we investigated the role of optical phonons in
the line width broadening of the |iX4〉 transition. The data, plotted in Fig. 7.10h,
shows a noticeable power broadening of the transition line width at an excitation
energy of 1,317 meV in the region of the lower polaron band. By comparison, no
significant power broadening is observed at an excitation energy below the polaron
bands. Thus, we may attribute the power dependence of ∆tot to an effective increase
in the phonon-assisted tunnel broadening ∆ph,eff (P ), as illustrated in equation 7.21
(see also Appendix D). At higher laser powers, the interaction of the indirect exciton
transition with the polaron continuum is enhanced and we observe a more prominent
interference effect.
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Figure 7.11: PLE intensity profiles of the indirect transitions into the states |iX3〉
and |iX4〉 at excitation energies in (1,316.97 meV, (a)) and off (1,313.31 meV, (b))
resonance with the polaron band. (c) Signal ratios of the transitions into the two
states at excitation energies on and off resonance with the polaron band as a function
of excitation power. For the signal of the transition into |iX3〉, a lower limit of
the amplification was calculated using the full width of the noise. The dashed lines
indicate the base line to which we referenced the signal (dip or peak).

To fit the experimental data to the model in Figs. 7.10a-e, the relative position
of the photon energy in the phonon band was determined from the PLE spectra and
an offset was included in equation (7.19) to rescale the data so that the Fano mini-
mum equals zero and the polaron background one. The value of the indirect exciton
broadening was estimated to be 0.050 µeV, which is consistent with experimentally
measured values of the lifetime [96]. We point out, however, that the chosen value of
the indirect exciton broadening affects the magnitude, but not trend, of the extracted
values of ∆ph,eff . Thus, we consider the plot of ∆tot = ∆ed+∆ph,eff in 7.10f to express
the relative power dependence of ∆ph,eff .

Amplification of Weak Coupling Channels

A consequence of the non-linear Fano effect is that we are able to amplify the coher-
ent coupling between the indirect exciton state and the polaron continuum simply
by tuning parameters to adjust the value of qFano. This provides a mechanism for
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amplifying weak coupling channels and thereby increasing their visibility. We demon-
strate the amplification effect in Fig. 7.11, which plots the absorption signal into the
|iX3〉 and |iX4〉 states for two separate conditions: (i) as they interact with the po-
laron continuum and form the molecular polaron state (Fig. 7.11a) and (ii) when
they are below the polaron states and exhibit Lorentzian-like profiles (Fig. 7.11b).
The signal (dip or peak) in panels (a) and (b) is measured with respect to the back-
ground absorption, which is indicated by grey dashed lines. For both transitions, we
observe that the anti-resonance signal in the polaron band is magnified compared to
the Lorentzian-like signal at lower energy. To quantify the amplification, we plot the
ratio of the Fano-resonance signal to the Lorentzian-like signal in Fig. 7.11c. As the
power is increased, the magnification becomes enlarged. In particular, note how the
transition into |iX3〉 is, if at all, barely visible outside the polaron band, yet reduces
the signal of the polaron band by about 75%. This observation proves that the inter-
ference signal is caused not just by additive or subtractive superposition of the two
paths’ amplitudes, but also by amplification. Thus, the phonon-induced Fano effect
may be used as an efficient and tunable coherent coupler for quantum states in QDMs
and other spatially separated low-dimensional structures.

We further demonstrate the molecular polaron’s power as a tunable coherent cou-
pler in Figure 7.12. In panels (a-c), we compare the two hole tunneling resonances
of the single QD-like exciton ground state |iX1〉 ± |X0〉 and |iX2〉 ± |X0〉, with the
corresponding two molecular polaron resonances, |iX1〉± |X0,Ω〉 and |iX2〉± |X0,Ω〉.
The tunneling rates of the two resonances with the bare single QD-like exciton are
vastly different, having energies of (355 ± 20) µeV and (60 ± 25) µeV, respectively
(Fig. 7.12a). In contrast, the molecular polaron resonances are of nearly identical
transparency (Fig. 7.12b,c). From the large visibility achieved here, it follows that
even much weaker coupling channels can be boosted this way. Additionally, unlike
discrete excited electronic states, the optical polaron states have a well-defined energy
difference to the ground state. As such, the phonon-induced transparency can be a
predictable and reliable tool for revealing small coupling channels and making them
usable.

Localization of Coherent Phonons

In this chapter, we have revealed a highly tunable phonon-induced transparency in
QDMs and demonstrated how the effect works to amplify coupling channels. The
fact that the transparency is realized via a Fano interference is proof that our system
behaves in a coherent manner [97, 98]. Here, we highlight the essential role of single
optical phonons in the Fano scheme, which proves that we have accomplished making
typically incoherent and dissipative phonons behave in a coherent and non-dissipative
manner. Moreover, the formation of the molecular polaron reveals a specific mecha-
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Figure 7.12: (a) Electric field-dispersed PL spectrum of the |X0〉 state showing the
anti-crossings caused by hole level resonances with the indirect excitons |iX1〉 and
|iX2〉 with tunneling rates, t1 = 0.36 meV and t2 = 0.06 meV. The color scale indi-
cates PL intensity, with darker meaning higher intensity. (b,c) The phonon-induced
transparency signal caused by the phonon-assisted hole tunneling between the same
single QD-like polaron state |X0,Ω〉 and the indirect exciton states as in (a). The
dashed lines indicate the base line to which we referenced the dip.
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nism by which single optical phonons can be made to interact in a coherent manner
with photons and charges in coupled QDs.

One can attribute each individual dot of a QDM a marginal phonon confinement
with an excellent bulk-phonon approximation for the nature of the phonons. The
formation of a molecular polaron drastically changes the nature of the phonon. In
the single QD-like polaron state |X0,Ω〉, the bulk-like nature of the phonon dominates
the state – volatile, dissipative and of very short coherence. Coherent coupling to an
interdot exciton state |iXn〉 traps the phonon in the QDM system and makes it long
lived. The optical transparency is the manifestation of this process of an optically
driven and electrically tunable localization of phonons. That is, not only does the
mechanical excitation of the system influence the electronic QDM states, but the
electronic QDM states also strongly influence the mechanical excitation. With the
formation of a molecular polaron in a pair of QDs, we demonstrate how single bulk-
like phonons can be localized and therefore made technologically usable with the ease
of an electric field control.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have demonstrated the versatility of QDMs as an interface
for coherently coupling distinct types of quantum states at the individual particle
level. In addition to single spins, charges, and photons, the tunability of QDMs via
the Stark shift and tunnel coupling allows us to introduce coherent interactions with
single optical phonons. This is achieved with the formation of a molecular polaron
state and is manifested in the phonon-induced Fano effect.

The nature of the phonon-induced Fano interference is strongly affected by the
value of qFano, which is easily tuned via electronic and optical means in our QDMs.
In particular, we have demonstrated that increased laser power leads to a reduced
magnitude of qFano and an increased absorption line width. According to our simple
model of power broadening in a two level system, the power dependence also increases
the dephasing rate of the molecular polaron, affecting the coherence time.

A logical next step for future research would be to measure the time dynam-
ics of the molecular polaron and to investigate the accuracy of our simple two-level
model interpretation. The optical experiments described in this dissertation, which
employed continuous wave lasers for excitation, are unable to provide quantitative
measurements of the characteristic times constants. A key challenge, as noted in
Chapter 7, is that the homogeneous line width broadening in our measurements is
obscured by inhomogeneous ensemble broadening due to electric field fluctuations.
We have assumed that these fluctuations occur on a time scale that is long compared
to the dynamical time evolution of the molecular polaron. However, the quantitative
relation between the time scale of the electric field fluctuations and the lifetime of
the indirect exciton state is unknown. To quantitatively investigate these questions,
future experiments could be devised using the techniques of ultra-fast laser spec-
troscopy. This would provide quantitative information about the characteristic time
constants of the molecular polaron state, including their dependence on the value of
qFano. Moreover, it could potentially pave the way for devising laser pulse techniques
to actively manipulate the molecular polaron state.
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In conclusion, the field of phononics is currently in the nascent stages of develop-
ment. There remains much more to learn about the molecular polaron and coherent
phonon interactions in low-dimensional quantum systems in general. In that respect,
the investigations presented in this dissertation represent a promising starting point
for future studies of coherent phonon interactions in QDMs and similar systems. As
the principle of phonon-induced Fano interference is quite general, it could potentially
be developed to provide coherent control over a wide variety of quantum systems.



Appendix A

Single Particle Wavefunctions of a
QD

In this appendix, we solve the effective mass envelope wavefunctions for a single par-
ticle inside a quantum dot (QD) with parabolic confinement in the lateral directions
and a band offset finite potential in the vertical direction. We assume a one band
model for both electrons and heavy holes since the light holes are split off due to
heterostructure strain. The potential is:

U(x, y, z) = 1
2
meffω

2(x2 + y2) + Uz,

Uz(z) =

0, −d/2 < z < d/2,

U0, otherwise,

(A.1)

where d is the dot height, meff is the effective mass dependent on material and

carrier type, ω =
√
km is the angular frequency of the parabolic potential with

spring constant k and U0 is the semiconductor band offset for electrons or holes. The
time-independent Schrödinger equation is:(

− ~2

2m
∇2 + U(r)

)
ψ(r) = εψ(r). (A.2)

Inserting the potential of (A.1) into the Schrödinger equation (A.2) and writing the
Laplacian operator in Cartesian coordinates yields:

− ~2

2meff

[
∂2ψ

∂x2
+
∂2ψ

∂y2
+
∂2ψ

∂z2

]
+

[
1

2
meffω

2(x2 + y2) + Uz

]
ψ = εψ. (A.3)
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We assume separable solutions of the form ψ(x, y, z) = X(x)Y (y)Z(z). After substi-
tuting in the separable solution and doing some algebra, we can write (A.3) as:

[
1
X

+ ∂2X
∂x2

+
(
−2meff

~2

)
1
2
meffω

2x2
]

+
[

1
Y

+ ∂2Y
∂y2

+
(
−2meff

~2

)
1
2
meffω

2y2
]

+[
1
Z

+ ∂2Z
∂z2

+
(
−2meff

~2

)
(ε− Uz)

]
= 0.

(A.4)

We separate the Z(z) solution by setting it equal to the separation constant 4meffα/~2,
which after some algebra yields:

∂2Z

∂z2
= −

[
2meff

~2
[ε− (Uz + 2α)]

]
Z. (A.5)

We return to solve this equation in a moment.

Quantum Harmonic Oscillator Analytical Solution

The remaining terms for X(x) and Y (y) in (A.4) can be separated to yield a pair of
1D quantum harmonic oscillator equations with the energies EHO,x = EHO,y = α:

− ~2

2meff

∂2X

∂x2
+

1

2
meffω

2x2X = αX, (A.6a)

− ~2

2meff

∂2Y

∂y2
+

1

2
meffω

2y2Y = αY. (A.6b)

The well known solutions to (A.6) are:

Xi(x) = Ai(a
†
x)X0(x),

X0(x) =
(meffω

π~

)1/4
e−meffωx

2/2~,

αxi = ~ω
(
i+ 1

2

)
,

(A.7a)

Yj(y) = Aj(a
†
y)Y0(y),

Y0(y) =
(meffω

π~

)1/4
e−meffωy

2/2~,

αyj = ~ω
(
j + 1

2

)
,

(A.7b)

where X0(x), Y0(x) are the normalized ground state solutions, a†x, a
†
y are the harmonic

oscillator raising operators, Ai, Aj are normalization constants and αxi , α
y
j are the
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energies of the ith and jth excited levels with i, j ∈ N the quantum numbers denoting
the excitation levels in the x, y directions, respectively [68].

Finite Potential Well Analytical Solution

We now return to solve equation (A.5), which must be solved as a piecewise function
due to the discontinuous potential Uz. We divide the domain into three regions: (i)
z < −d/2, (ii) −d/2 < z < d/2 and (iii) z > d/2 and note the boundary conditions
that both Z(z) and its first derivative must be continuous at the boundaries z = ±d/2.
We observe that equation (A.5) has the form of a 1D finite square well potential,
but with the potential well depth a function of the excitation levels of the simple
harmonic oscillator states in the x, y directions through the dependence on αxi , α

y
j .

Thus, equation (A.5) can be interpreted as a 1D finite potential well problem with a
different constant potential equal to U0 + αxi + αyj for each pair of quantum numbers
i, j. On the other hand, we point out that ε is the total energy of the quantum
state and we expect it will be a sum of energies associated with each of the Cartesian
coordinates:

ε = αxi + αyj + εz. (A.8)

Here, εz is the energy due to the z-axis confinement. In this sense, we can simply
substitute equation (A.8) into equation (A.5) and we will recover the standard finite
potential well problem. We take this latter approach and re-write equation (A.5) as:

∂2Z

∂z2
= −

[
2meff

~2
(εz − U0)

]
Z. (A.9)

For convenience we define the constants:

κ =

√
−2meff (εz − U0)

~
, (A.10a)

l =

√
2meffεz

~
, (A.10b)

κ2 + l2 =
2meffU0

~2
. (A.10c)

Equation (A.9) permits both scattering and bound states, but we will focus on the
bound states alone since we are interested in localized particle states in a QD. The
states are bound whenever 0 < εz < U0, which implies that both κ and l are positive
real numbers for bound state solutions.
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We now solve equation (A.9) in each of the three regions. In the regions (i) and
(iii), equation (A.9) is:

∂2Z

∂z2
= κ2Z. (A.11)

The physically admissible solutions to (A.11) (i.e., that don’t blow up as z → ±∞)
are:

Z(z) = Aeκz, z < −d/2, (A.12)

Z(z) = Beκz, z > d/2, (A.13)

where A,B are constants. In region (ii), equation (A.9) is:

∂2Z

∂z2
= −l2Z. (A.14)

The general solution to (A.14) is:

Z(z) = C cos (lz) +D sin (lz), −d/2 < z < d/2, (A.15)

where C,D are constants.
Next, we impose the boundary conditions on equations (A.12), (A.13) and (A.15).

We can simplify this process by noting that the potential in (A.1) has inversion
symmetry along the z-axis, so we can assume that the solutions have either even
or odd parity. The advantage of this is that we only need to impose the boundary
conditions at a single boundary since Z(−z) = ±Z(z). From inspection of equation
(A.15), we seek even and odd solutions of the form:

Zeven(z) =


Be−κz, z > d/2,

C cos (lz), 0 < z < d/2,

Zeven(−z), z < 0,

(A.16)

Zodd(z) =


Be−κz, z > d/2,

D sin (lz), 0 < z < d/2,

−Zodd(−z), z < 0,

(A.17)

We must apply boundary conditions to equations (A.16) and (A.17) to solve for
κ, l. We then determine the allowed energies εz through the energy dependence of
κ, l. The constants B,C,D are to be determined by normalizing the complete 3D
wavefunction. Using equation (A.10c) to facilitate the solution of equations (A.16)
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and (A.17) yields a pair of transcendental equations in l for the even and odd solutions:

Even:

tan

(
ld

2

)
=

√
2meffU0

~2l2
− 1, (A.18)

Odd:

cot

(
ld

2

)
= −

√
2meffU0

~2l2
− 1. (A.19)

There may be multiple values of l that solve these equations, which correspond to
different energy levels for the finite potential well. We denote this z-axis quantum
number by n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and write ln, κn. For notational convenience, we label the
solutions to equations (A.18) and (A.19) with even and odd values of n, respectively.
We note that for each ln, we determine κn from equation (A.10c). We next solve for
εzn from equation (A.10b):

εzn =
~2ln

2

2meff

. (A.20)

Inspection of equation (A.20) reveals that ln behaves as a wavenumber in the z-
direction, as we may have anticipated from equation (A.15). Likewise, κn is related
to the extent that the wavefunction penetrates the barrier material. The total energy
of the quantum state from equation (A.8) may then be written as:

εi,j,n = εxi + εyj + εzn = αxi + αyj +
~2ln

2

2meff

. (A.21)

Numerical Solutions for the Single Particle Spatial
Wavefunctions in InAs/GaAs QDs

The solutions to equations (A.18) and (A.19) require numerical values for the con-
stants d, meff and U0. We must be careful in our selection of carrier effective masses
and confinement potentials since nanoscale semiconductor heterostructure parame-
ters differ from their bulk counterparts due to interface strains. In Table A.1, we list
the strained values of these parameters as computed by the method of Barker, et.
al. [47]. The parameters Uc,s and Uv,s refer to the strained values of the conduction
band and valence band edges and are referenced to the GaAs valence band edge.
The parameter εg,s is the strained band gap energy, calculated as the energetic differ-
ence between the conduction and valence band edges for a given semiconductor. The
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vertical confinement potentials are calculated for electrons as the difference between
conduction band edges of the two semiconductors and for holes as the difference in
valence band edges. For InAs/GaAs QDs, Table A.1 yields vertical electron and hole
confinement potentials of 461 meV and 192 meV (a ratio of ∼ 2.4). For the effective
masses, we use the strained value for electrons and heavy holes in InAs, the QD ma-
terial. It is convenient to use me = 57× 10−28 (meV · s2 / nm2) for the electron mass
in vacuum so that energies and lengths can be measured in meV and nm. Using these
parameters, we may solve for the vertical quantum confinement energies of electrons
and holes from equation (A.9). Results for the ground state quantum confinement
energies ψ000(r) of electrons and holes inside QDs of varying height are listed in Tables
A.3 and A.4.

Table A.1: Strained InAs/GaAs Parameter Values at 0 K (energies in meV)

Parameter InAs GaAs

meff,e/me 0.042 0.059

meff,hh/me 0.34 0.37

Uc,s 1,058 1,519

Uv,s 192 0

εg,s 866 1,519

To compute the frequencies ωe, ωhh for the lateral part of the wavefunctions due
to the harmonic oscillator potentials, we note from experimental data that the first
excited hole state lies typically ∼ 15− 20 meV above the ground state energy. Using
the effective mass for InAs, we approximate a hole frequency of ωhh ≈ 15 meV/~ =
2.3 × 1023 Hz and a spring constant of khh ≈ 1.0 meV/nm2. For an electron, the
spring constant should be multiplied by the electron to hole confinement potential
ratio, so we set ke ∼= 2.4khh ≈ 2.4 meV/nm 2 . This yields an electron frequency
ωe ≈ 1.0 × 1014 Hz, which gives an approximate lateral energy spacing for electron
states of ∼ 66 meV. We summarize this information and the numerical value of the
lateral wavefunction constants in Table A.2.

We now have all the information needed to normalize the complete 3D spatial
wavefunctions ψijn(r) for electrons and holes in InAs/GaAs QDs subject to parabolic
lateral and band offset vertical confinement. In the following, we restrict ourselves to
the ground state wavefunctions, which are our main interest. By combining equations
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Table A.2: Parameter Values for the Quantum Harmonic Oscillator Wavefunctions

Parameter hole electron

k 1.0 meV/nm2 2.4 meV/nm2

meff/me 0.34 0.042

ω 2.3× 1013 Hz 1.0× 1014 Hz

∆εx,y = ~ω 15 meV 66 meV

meffω/2~ 0.033571 0.018214

(A.7), (A.8) and (A.18), we may write the general form of ψ000(r) and ε000 as:

ψ000(r) =


Be−κ0z e−β(x2+y2), z > d/2,

C cos (l0z) e−β(x2+y2), 0 < z < d/2,

Be−κ0z e−β(x2+y2), z < 0,

(A.22a)

ε000 = ~ω + εz0, (A.22b)

where we recall from equation (A.20) that εz0 = ~2l0
2/2meff and for simplicity we have

defined β ≡ meffω/2~. In Tables A.3 and A.4, we compile values for the constants
in equation (A.22) for QDs with various vertical heights.

In Figure A.1, we plot the electron and heavy hole probability densities calculated
from equation (A.22a) for a 4 nm tall QD. Notice that the hole density is more
compact and penetrates much less into the barrier region than the electron density.
This is due to the electron having a much lighter effective mass. We can approximate
the localized particle energy of a ground state neutral exciton in a QD, excluding the
Coulomb and e-h exchange interactions, by combining the electron and hole quantum
confinement energies from Tables A.3 and A.4 with the strained InAs band gap energy
of 866 meV from Table A.1. For a QD of height 2.5 nm, for example, we calculate an
exciton energy of 364 + 81 + 866 meV = 1,311 meV.

Finally, we comment on the InAs wetting layer that sits at the bottom of self-
assembled InAs/GaAs QDs, but which is not included in our simple model here. To
gain some insight into the wetting layer, we estimate the quantum confinement energy
for electrons and holes in a two monolayer (ML) thick wetting layer of InAs (∼ 0.6
nm) surrounded by GaAs using the finite potential well model of equation (A.9).
This yields band edge energies (i.e., k = 0 in plane) of 446 meV for electrons and
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Figure A.1: Plots of the ground state probability density functions of the (a) electron
and (b) heavy hole for a QD of 4 nm height (all spatial dimensions are in nanometers).
The 2D plots at the right are taken along the z-axis through the center of the QDs
(i.e., x = y = 0), while the 3D plots at the left are surfaces of constant probability
density (the z-axis is vertical). The dashed lines at z = ±2 nm represent the upper
and lower boundaries of the QD. Notice that the heavy hole probability density is
more localized within the QD, while for the electron it is more spread out. Likewise,
the electron is more likely to be found outside of the QD than the hole.
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Table A.3: Electron Wavefunction ψ000 Parameter Values

QD height B C β κ0 l0 εz0 ~ω ε000

(nm) (nm−3) (nm−3) (nm−2) (nm−1) (nm−1) (meV) (meV) (meV)

2.4 0.08252 0.05973 0.01821 0.49 0.58 306 66 372

2.5 0.08428 0.05961 0.01821 0.5 0.57 298 66 364

2.6 0.08564 0.05981 0.01821 0.51 0.57 291 66 357

2.75 0.08901 0.05982 0.01821 0.53 0.56 279 66 345

3 0.09505 0.05951 0.01821 0.56 0.54 261 66 327

3.5 0.10668 0.05824 0.01821 0.6 0.5 227 66 293

4 0.12112 0.0571 0.01821 0.64 0.47 199 66 265

Table A.4: Hole Wavefunction ψ000 Parameter Values

QD height B C β κ0 l0 εz0 ~ω ε000

(nm) (nm−3) (nm−3) (nm−2) (nm−1) (nm−1) (meV) (meV) (meV)

2.4 0.21704 0.1006 0.03357 1.09 0.79 69 15 84

2.5 0.22801 0.09963 0.03357 1.11 0.77 66 15 81

2.6 0.23719 0.09855 0.03357 1.12 0.75 63 15 78

2.75 0.25107 0.09749 0.03357 1.14 0.73 59 15 74

3 0.27674 0.09515 0.03357 1.16 0.69 53 15 68

3.5 0.34585 0.09071 0.03357 1.2 0.62 43 15 58

4 0.42647 0.08725 0.03357 1.23 0.57 36 15 51
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169 meV for holes. This is significantly more energetic than the values for electrons
(364 meV) and holes (81 meV) that we have calculated for the 2.5 nm QDs in Tables
A.3 and A.4. Consequently, we can assume that confined wetting layer states are
effectively decoupled from the QD carrier ground states. Of course, the wetting layer
does influence the carrier energies in the QDs due to the simple fact that the dots are
seated atop the wetting layer. This increases the vertical width of the InAs region
and thereby reduces the quantum confinement energy.



Appendix B

Laboratory Procedure for
Generating a PL Bias Map

In this appendix, we provide a description of the general experimental procedure
for generating a PL bias map in the Quantum Matter Group at UC Merced. This
procedure also applies to the PLE bias maps, since they are formed by aggregating
PL bias map data.

Once a QDM sample has been cooled down in the cryostat and is ready for optical
study, the first step is to locate a suitable aperture for investigation. If the sample
is patterned, then it is easy to identify the apertures from a pattern map, such as
the one seen in Fig. 2.3 of Chapter 2. If the sample is unpatterned, then it is
necessary to use other methods since the apertures are often invisible and many other
surface imperfections may be mistaken for apertures.1 In this case, the best method
is to excite the wetting layer, which displays photoluminescence in the near IR for
InAs/GaAs QDMs while the Schottky diode is operated in forward bias.2 For the
samples investigated in this work, a laser operating anywhere in the visible spectrum
and up to ∼800 nm works well for this purpose. By setting the source meter to
oscillate between forward and reverse bias meanwhile the wetting layer is excited, the
apertures will visibly blink and can be observed and marked using the external CCD
camera (see Fig. 4.3).

The next step is to locate an image of the same aperture in the spectrometer CCD
camera. To do so, the CCD camera must be set to ‘Use Full Chip’ mode and the
grating must be set to zero wavelength so that light from the sample may form an
image. The spectrometer entry slits should be opened to their maximum extent. The

1In order to easily re-locate an unmarked aperture for additional study later on, it is highly
recommended that you document the aperture location by taking numerous pictures and providing
detailed notes.

2This technique works because the QDM becomes flooded with charges at forward bias, allowing
charge carriers to fill the wetting layer and recombine optically.
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aperture should be focused as best as possible in the CCD camera view by adjusting
the depth of the sample with respect to the microscope objective.

With the aperture located in focus of the spectrometer camera, change the laser
wavelength and increase it to a high power (several mW) in order to achieve non-
resonant PL excitation of the QDMs. The incident laser spot may be viewed in
the external CCD camera and it should be focused to a minimum beam waist and
centered on the aperture under investigation. The camera mode must be changed to
‘Use Region Of Interest’ so that the integrated PL spectrum may be viewed.3 Care
should be taken not to saturate the spectrometer CCD camera during these steps
by working with neutral density filters. Moreover, it is typically necessary that a
short pass filter be placed between the exciting laser and the sample and a long pass
filter placed between the sample and the spectrometer in order to reduce the intake
of scattered laser light, which can otherwise easily drown out the PL signal.

At this point, a PL signal should be observable in the spectrometer camera. With
the source meter turned off, the signal will likely be broad and without any discernible
discrete peaks because most samples are flooded with negative charges at zero applied
voltage. To make the discrete QDM transitions appear, the source meter should
be adjusted to reverse bias. Once discrete peaks are observed, the peak intensities
should be maximized by further adjusting the depth of the sample with respect to the
microscope objective and making additional minor adjustments to the spectrometer
entry lenses.

Finally, the aperture should be bounded by a region of interest on the CCD chip,
which should be made small in order to minimize the entry of unwanted stray light,
but not too small so as to attenuate the desired PL signal. The region of interest
(ROI) may be set in the vertical direction using the spectrometer controller and in
the horizontal direction by manually adjusting the spectrometer entry slit. There is a
trade-off involving the ROI size. A higher resolution may be achieved with a smaller
ROI since this minimizes the intake of scattered laser light. However, if the ROI is
too small, the sample could drift out of view of the ROI as a result of local vibrations
and temperature shifts. For long duration scans especially, it is often wise to allow
some wiggle room with the ROI. Once the PL intensity has been optimized, all lights
should be turned off inside the spectroscopy room and an automated program may
be initiated to run the experiment and acquire the data.

3When changing between ‘Use Full Chip’ and ‘Use Region Of Interest’ modes, the ADC settings
should also be adjusted.



Appendix C

Biexciton Hamiltonian Matrix

In this appendix, we present the complete biexciton Hamiltonian matrix in the lo-
calized particle basis representation. We order the localized particle basis so that
orthogonality of the spin states separates the matrix representation into ten un-
coupled blocks: one 10 × 10 block, one 6 × 6 block, four 4 × 4 blocks and four
1 × 1 blocks. The ordered basis is given below, where the singlet and triplet states
{|Sα〉, |T α0 〉, |T α− 〉, |T α+ 〉} are defined in equations (3.14) and (3.15) of Section 3.3
and the electron and hole spatial superposition states, needed to satisfy the sym-
metrization requirements for fermions, are defined in equation (5.1) of Section 5.1 as
|(BT )α±〉 ≡ 2−1/2(|Bα1〉|Tα2〉 ± |Tα1〉|Bα2〉). The right-most column is an alternate
description of the basis states that is used to label the HXX matrix representation
given later in this Appendix. It lists the carrier type (i.e., e or h), the spatial distribu-
tion of carriers in the bottom and top dots and the spin configuration (for example,
e(2, 0), s;h(1, 1), t0 indicates the biexciton state having two spin singlet electrons in
the bottom QD and two holes in the m = 0 spin triplet state, with one hole in the
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top and the other in the bottom QD).

Block 1

|1〉 = |Be1〉|Be2〉|Bh1〉|Bh2〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(2, 0), s;h(2, 0), s

|2〉 = |(BT )e+〉|Bh1〉|Bh2〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), s;h(2, 0), s

|3〉 = |Be1〉|Be2〉|(BT )h+〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(2, 0), s;h(1, 1), s

|4〉 = |Be1〉|Be2〉|T h1〉|T h2〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(2, 0), s;h(0, 2), s

|5〉 = |(BT )e+〉|(BT )h+〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), s;h(1, 1), s

|6〉 = |T e1〉|T e2〉|Bh1〉|Bh2〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(0, 2), s;h(2, 0), s

|7〉 = |T e1〉|T e2〉|(BT )h+〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(0, 2), s;h(1, 1), s

|8〉 = |(BT )e+〉|T h1〉|T h2〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), s;h(0, 2), s

|9〉 = |T e1〉|T e2〉|T h1〉|T h2〉|Se〉|Sh〉, e(0, 2), s;h(0, 2), s

|10〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h0 〉, e(1, 1), t0;h(1, 1), t0

(C.1)

Block 2

|11〉 = |Be1〉|Be2〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h0 〉, e(2, 0), s;h(1, 1), t0

|12〉 = |(BT )e+〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h0 〉, e(1, 1), s;h(1, 1), t0

|13〉 = |T e1〉|T e2〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h0 〉, e(0, 2), s;h(1, 1), t0

|14〉 = |(BT )e−〉|Bh1〉|Bh2〉|T e0 〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t0;h(2, 0), s

|15〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h+〉|T e0 〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t0;h(1, 1), s

|16〉 = |(BT )e−〉|T h1〉|T h2〉|T e0 〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t0;h(0, 2), s

(C.2)

Block 3

|17〉 = |Be1〉|Be2〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h− 〉, e(2, 0), s;h(1, 1), t−
|18〉 = |(BT )e+〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h− 〉, e(1, 1), s;h(1, 1), t−
|19〉 = |T e1〉|T e2〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h− 〉, e(0, 2), s;h(1, 1), t−
|20〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h− 〉, e(1, 1), t0;h(1, 1), t−

(C.3)

Block 4

|21〉 = |Be1〉|Be2〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h+ 〉, e(2, 0), s;h(1, 1), t+

|22〉 = |(BT )e+〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h+ 〉, e(1, 1), s;h(1, 1), t+

|23〉 = |T e1〉|T e2〉|(BT )h−〉|Se〉|T h+ 〉, e(0, 2), s;h(1, 1), t+

|24〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e0 〉|T h+ 〉, e(1, 1), t0;h(1, 1), t+

(C.4)
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Block 5

|25〉 = |(BT )e−〉|Bh1〉|Bh2〉|T e−〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t−;h(2, 0), s

|26〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h+〉|T e−〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t−;h(1, 1), s

|27〉 = |(BT )e−〉|T h1〉|T h2〉|T e−〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t−;h(0, 2), s

|28〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e−〉|T h0 〉, e(1, 1), t−;h(1, 1), t0

(C.5)

Block 6

|29〉 = |(BT )e−〉|Bh1〉|Bh2〉|T e+〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t+;h(2, 0), s

|30〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h+〉|T e+〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t+;h(1, 1), s

|31〉 = |(BT )e−〉|T h1〉|T h2〉|T e+〉|Sh〉, e(1, 1), t+;h(0, 2), s

|32〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e+〉|T h0 〉, e(1, 1), t+;h(1, 1), t0

(C.6)

Block 7 |33〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e−〉|T h− 〉, e(1, 1), t−;h(1, 1), t− (C.7)

Block 8 |34〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e+〉|T h+ 〉, e(1, 1), t+;h(1, 1), t+ (C.8)

Block 9 |35〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e+〉|T h− 〉, e(1, 1), t+;h(1, 1), t− (C.9)

Block 10 |36〉 = |(BT )e−〉|(BT )h−〉|T e−〉|T h+ 〉, e(1, 1), t−;h(1, 1), t+ (C.10)

The non-perturbed energies of the localized particle basis states (i.e., the main
diagonal of the HXX matrix representation) are presented in Figures C.1, C.2 and
C.3. We point out that the matrix element notation in these figures differs slightly
from that used previously in this text. For example, the Coulomb matrix element
V eh
TBBB is written as V TBeBBh (similar format for e-h exchange matrix elements)

and the localized particle energy εeB is written as EeB.
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Figure C.1: Biexciton localized particle energies 1− 12.
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Figure C.2: Biexciton localized particle energies 13− 24.
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Figure C.3: Biexciton localized particle energies 25− 36.

Finally, in Figures C.4, C.5, C.6, C.7, C.8, C.9,C.10, C.11 and C.12, we give
the complete biexciton Hamiltonian matrix in the localized particle basis. For the
localized particle energies along the main diagonal (shaded in grey), refer to the
previous Figures C.1, C.2 and C.3.
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Figure C.4: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 10× 10 block, part 1.
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Figure C.5: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 10× 10 block, part 2.
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Figure C.6: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 10× 10 block, part 3.
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Figure C.7: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 6× 6 block.
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Figure C.8: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 1st 4× 4 block.

Figure C.9: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 2nd 4× 4 block.

Figure C.10: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 3rd 4× 4 block.
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Figure C.11: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, 4th 4× 4 block.

Figure C.12: Biexciton Hamiltonian matrix representation, four 1× 1 blocks.

We point out that e-h exchange matrix elements appear on the main diagonal
only for states 33 through 36, which leads to an energy splitting between the bright
states 33, 34 and the dark states 35, 36 in the amount of 2×(JBBeBBh + JTTeTTh
+ JBBeTTh + JTTeBBh). We also observe that the biexciton tunneling rates te,h are
a factor of

√
2 greater than those for the exciton states, since both identical particles

can tunnel in the biexciton state. In practice, we find that many of the biexciton
matrix elements are negligibly small (as described in Section 3.3) and may be set to
zero.



Appendix D

Power Dependence Formulas for
the Non-linear Fano Effect

Here, we derive the power dependence formulas for ∆tot(P ) and qFano(P ) that appear
in equations (7.21) and (7.22), respectively, from Section 7.2. We attribute the non-
linear Fano effect to the different response of the discrete and continuum optical
pathways in the Fano scheme [57]. At increased laser powers, the transition amplitude
νiX for optical excitation into the (discreet) indirect exciton state becomes saturated,
while the optical transition amplitude ν into the polaron continuum remains in the
linear regime. We approximate the saturation and power broadening of the indirect
exciton state by treating it as a laser driven two-state system with damping.

From equation (3.103a) in Section 3.4, the absorption of a damped two-level sys-
tem with power-broadening is:

σbb =
1

2

[
Ω2

1 (γdeph/Γsp)

δ2 + γ2
deph + Ω2

1 (γdeph/Γsp)

]

=
1

2

1

Γspγdeph

 Ω2
1

1 +

(
1

γdeph

)2

δ2 +

(
1

Γspγdeph

)
Ω2

1


=
T1T2

2~2

[
E2

0µ
2

1 + T 2
2 δ

2 + T1T2Ω2
1

]

∝ E2
0µ

2

1 + T 2
2 δ

2 + T1T2Ω2
1

,

(D.1)

where the Rabi frequency is Ω1 = −E0µ/~, the radiative lifetime is T1 = 1/Γsp and
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the dephasing rate is T2 = 1/γdeph.
To derive the non-linear equations for ∆ph and qFano as a function of the laser

power, we apply equation (D.1) to the indirect exciton transition. We label the
transition dipole of the indirect exciton by µiX . The time constant T1 is the radiative
lifetime of the indirect exciton state and T2 is its dephasing rate. Then, we relate
the phonon-assisted tunneling energy ∆ph to the pure dephasing rate of the indirect
exciton state:

γdeph =
Γsp
2

+ γpd

=
Γsp
2

+
∆ph

~
,

(D.2)

where the factor 1/~ arises because ∆ph is an energy, while the other terms are
relaxation rates.

We consider the inhomogeneous broadening of the indirect exciton state ∆ed that
arises from ambient electric field fluctuations to occur on a time scale much longer
than the radiative lifetime T1. Therefore, ∆ed does not effect the dynamics of the
indirect exciton state and does not enter into equation (D.2). Instead, ∆ed leads
to inhomogeneous broadening of an ensemble of measurements and should be added
separately to the other energy broadening terms.

We first inspect the power dependence of equation (D.1) to determine the power
broadening of the indirect exciton line width, which we label as ∆ph,eff (P ). The
broadening of the absorption line in equation (D.1) is given by the half-width at half
maximum:

∆(E0) ≡ ~ · FWHM = ~
√
γ2
deph + Ω2

1 (γdeph/Γsp). (D.3)

Squaring the above equation yields:

∆(E0)2 = ~2γ2
deph + ~2Ω2

1 (γdeph/Γsp)

= ~2γ2
deph

[
1 + Ω2

(
1

Γspγdeph

)]

= ~2γ2
deph

[
1 +

(
µ2
iX

~2Γspγdeph

)
E2

0

]
.

(D.4)
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Then, taking the square root of (D.4), we may write:

∆(E0) = ~γdeph

√
1 +

(
µ2
iX

~2Γspγdeph

)
E2

0

= ∆0

√
1 +

(
µ2
iX

~Γsp∆0

)
E2

0 ,

(D.5)

where

∆0 ≡ ~γdeph =

(
~Γsp

2
+ ∆ph

)
. (D.6)

Equation (D.5) gives the power broadening of the indirect exciton line width. At-
tributing this to an effective phonon-assisted tunneling broadening, we set ∆ph,eff (E0) ≡
∆(E0) and write:

∆ph,eff (E0) = ∆0

√
1 +

(
µ2
iX

~Γsp∆0

)
E2

0

=

(
~Γsp

2
+ ∆ph

)√
1 +

[
µ2
iX

~Γsp (~Γsp/2 + ∆ph)

]
E2

0
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~Γsp

2
+ ∆ph
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1 +

[
µ2
iX

~Γsp (~Γsp/2 + ∆ph)

]
E2

0

=

(
~Γsp

2
+ ∆ph

)√
1 + aP ,

(D.7)

where

a = constant · µ2
iX

~Γsp (~Γsp/2 + ∆ph)

= constant · µ2
iX

~Γsp~γdeph

= constant · µ
2
iXT1T2

~2
.

(D.8)
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We then make two changes to the above equation. First, we note that ~Γsp/2 << ∆ph,
so we may neglect the radiative lifetime broadening. Second, we add the inhomoge-
neous ensemble broadening ∆ed (D.7). Making these changes, we arrive at the power
dependence formula for ∆tot(P ):

∆tot(P ) =∆ed + ∆ph,eff (P )

=∆ed + ∆ph

√
1 + aP .

(D.9)

Next, we determine the power dependence of qFano(P ). On resonance, we have
δ = ω − ω0 = 0, so from (D.1) we may write the resonant absorption as:

σbb ∝
E2

0µ
2
iX

1 + T1T2Ω2
1

= E2
0µ

2
iX,eff , (D.10)

where

µiX,eff (E0) ≡ µiX√
1 + T1T2Ω2

1

. (D.11)

To relate this to the Fano factor, we note that the indirect exciton transition
amplitude is given by:

νiX,eff (E0) =E0µiX,eff (E0)

=
E0µiX√

1 + T1T2Ω2
1

=
νiX√

1 +

(
µ2
iXT1T2

~2

)
E2

0

.

(D.12)

We point out that in the high power limit, the indirect exciton transition amplitude
approaches a constant value: νiX,eff (E0) → ~/

√
T1T2. On the other hand, we have

assumed that the transition amplitude to the polaron continuum remains a linear
function of the laser field E0:

ν = E0µX0,Ω, (D.13)

where the transition dipole µX0,Ω is a constant.
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Finally, inserting equations (D.12) and (D.13) into the equation for the qFano Fac-
tor (7.19d) from Section 7.1, we arrive at the power dependence formula for qFano(P ):

qFano(P ) =
1

πρ0t

νiX,eff (E0)

ν

=
1

πρ0t

E0µiX,eff (E0)

ν

=
1

πρ0t

E0µiX
ν

1√
1 + T1T2Ω2

1

=
1

πρ0t

νiX
ν

1√
1 +

(
µ2
iXT1T2

~2

)
E2

0

=
qFano,0√
1 + aP

,

(D.14)

where we have set

qFano,0 =
1

πρ0t

νiX
ν
. (D.15)
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